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i> Kameliya Dragomirova Dimova , . . . 

Bayesian model of the dynamics of motion integration 

in smooth pursuit and plaid perception 

Abstract. In this thesis, a model of motion integration is described which js based on a 

recursive Bayesian estimation process. The model displays a dynamic behaviour 

qualitatively similar to the dynamics of the motion integration process observed 

experimentally in smooth eye pursuit and plaid perception. The computer simulations of 

the model applied to smooth pursuit eye movements confirm the psychophysical data 

both in humans and monkeys, and the physiological data in monkeys. TTie temporal 

dynamics of motion integration is demonstrated together with its dependence on 

contrast, size of the stimulus and added noise. A new theoretical approach to explaining 

piaid perception has been developed, based on both the application of the model and a 

novel geometrical analysis of the plaid's pattern. It is shown that the results from 

simulating the model are consistent with the psychophysical data about the plaid 

motion. Furthermore, by formulating the model as an approximate version of a Kaiman 

fiher algorithm, it is shown (bat the model can be put into a neurally plausible, 

distributed recurrent form which coarsely coiresponds to the recurrent circuitiy of visual 

cortical areas VI and MT. TTie model thus provides further support for the notion that 

the motion integration process is based on a form of Bayesian estunation, as has been 

suggested by many psychophysical studies, and moreover suggests that the observed 

dynamic properties of this process are the resuh of the recursive nature of the motion 

estimation. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction. 

One of the main questions of brain research which has been highly studied for many 

years is how humans and animals perceive the world around them, through their sense 

of vision. One reason why this question has been intensely studied is because the areas 

of the brain which respond to visual stimulation are easily accessible and, at least in the 

primate brain, appear to be organised in a systematic way. It is also easy to stimulate a 

human or animal subject with visual stimuli whilst measuring brain responses to the 

stimuli. Vision is also arguably the most important of pur senses, especially taking into 

account the amount of the information which it provides. One of the central questions in 

vision research is how motion is perceived, i.e. how the speed and direction of motion 

of moving objects is detected, both in the case of single objects moving individually and 

multiple objects moving relative to each another. i ». . 

1.1. Functional aspects of the motion perception. 

There are different functional aspects of motion perception, and presumably some of 
I 

them involve different neural mechanisms. Motion integration, perception of pattern 

motion, relative motion estimation between objects (time to collision), depth perception, 

motion proprioception, image segmentation are some of the main ones. The model 

presented here attempts to describe the first two functional aspects of motion 

perception, i.e. general motion integration as reflected on smooth eye pursuit, and the 

perception of pattern (plaid) motion. It does so by focusing mainly on the temporal 

dynamics of motion integration, i.e. how the perception of motion, in particular the 

perceived direction of motion, changes with time in the case when the perceived object 
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keeps a constant velocity. Such temporal dynamics could be a valuable source of 

information about the underlying mechanisms defining the perception of motion. 

The perception of motion is a function of highest interest and it is ptKsible to 

distinguish between "perceiving relative motion between the objects" from "perceiving 

change of position relative to the retina", as the tatter case is considered simpler. It is 

not that different mechanisms are assumed to be involved, but, even if they are it is 

necessary to examine the simplest possible case first. Thus in this thesis the estimation 

of relative speeds between the objects is not considered. It is interesting to mention 

though, that there could be motion perceived even if there is no change of the position 

onto the retina or, vice versa, there could be no perception of motion even if the position 

on the retina has been changed. An instance for the former exceptional case is the visual 

afterimage in the dark when there is perceived sense of motion without any change of 

position on the retina (Yasui and Young, 1975). The l^ter case is shown by the work of 

Rogers and Graham (1979) where a differential image motion in dot patterns did not 

lead to the perception of motion, but to depth perception. However, these are cases of 

exceptional conditions. In order to study the motioD perception in a simplified way die 

case is taken here when the change in the position is relative to the retina only. 

Furthermore, the interest is focused on the simplest, but still not fully resolved problem 

of visual motion integration, i.e. the combination of the different motion signals coming 

trtMn a cofierently moving object. A more detailed description of the motion integration 

problem is presented in the next section. 

1,2. Introduction to the problem of visual motion integration 

The organisation of the visual processing areas of the brain is now quite well 

understood, at least in primates, and at least in respect of the early stages of processing 

which occur after the light stimuli activate nerve cells in the retina. Visual information 
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is transmitted from the eye to the cerebral cortex via the activity of the retinal ganglion 

cells. An individual retinal ganglion cell, one of the 1.5 million or so in the human eye, 

receives input from about 150 million retinal photoreceptors. Each ganglion cell is 

activated by light coming from a specific and very small region of the visual space {the 

area which is covered by our normal field of vision), which is referred to as its 

"receptive field" of that eel!. In feet an individual ganglion cell will only respond if the 

light stimulus, a small spot of flashing light say, is located precisely in this specific area 

of the visual space, of diameter about 0.5 degrees. 

So the brain actually perceives the world via a mosaic of about 1.5 million of 

overlapping regions, each of which corresponding to a very small part of the visual 

space. A major question in vision research is how these many small pieces of visud 

information are integrated to produce our visual perception of the whole visual space. 

This is of special interest in the case of visual motion perception, where the problem is 

referred to as that of "motion integration". 

The part of the brain which first uses the visual data from the retinal ganglion 

cells is called the primary visual cortex (denoted as area VI in the primate brain). This 

is located at the back of the skull, actually at the fiirthest point from the eyes, in the 

occipital region of the cerebral cortex. The retinal ganglion cells project their electrical 

activity to the neurons located in VI, which are therefore in turn activated in response to 

a light stimulus. The ceils in VI are activated by several ganglion cells with receptive 

fields which are contiguously located in the visual space. Thus they respond to a light 

stimulus wliich occurs in a specific area of the visual space, which is somewhat larger 

than an individual ganglion cell, say of diameter between 0.5 and I degree. 

A neuron in VI is activated most strongly when it is stimulated by a bar of light 

which moves in a particular direction, and with a parficular orientation, across the cell's 

receptive field, as shown in Figure I (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1965). It has been shown 
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that there were cells In the retina responding particulariy to changes m stimulus 

direction and velocity independently from other physical dimensions of the stimulus 

such as contrast, shape or size (Barlow and Hill, 1963; Barlow and Levick, 1965). 

direction of motion 

bar of light 

Figore I . A bar of light wWi an orientation of 45°, moving upwards to the ri^t, across the elongated, 

I -2° diameter receptive field of a VI neuron. 

TTius the activity of a VI cell is timed to both the orientation and the direction of 

motion of the bar of light, although some cells respond almost equally to motion of the 

bar in the opposite direction (Hubel and Wiesel. 1959). The activity of the cell is only 

weakly tuned to speed, although the activity will rapidly diminish if the bar moves with 

a speed higher than a specific threshold, corresponding to the fastest moving images to 

which our eyes can respond. 

A phenomenon which was observed some years ago in relation to the activity of 

VI cells is called the "aperture effect" (Wallach, 1935 (English translation in Wuei^er 
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et ai.. 1996); Fennema and Thompson, 1979; Man and Ullman, 1981). This 

phenomenon can be illustrated using a simple experiment. Make a roughly circular hole 

of about 2 cm diameter in a piece of plain paper or card. Hold a plain pencil behind the 

card, so that you can see only the middle section of the pencil through the hole, with the 

remainder of the pencil hidden from view by the card, as shown in Figure 2a. 

4 
eye 

card 

pencil 

Figure 2. A simple experimenl to illuslratc the "aperture effect"; a) experimental set-up; b) moving the 

pencii. 

Holding the pencil so that it is vertical, and whilst viewing it through the hole in 

the card, move the pencil (or the paper) first horizontally back and forth, then upwards 

and to the right and back at about 45°, then downwards to the right and back at around 

45°, always keeping the pencil oriented vertically, as shown in Figure 2b. 
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What can then be observed is that w^en only the central section of the pencil is 

visible through the aperture in the card, it appears to move in the same way, namely 

horizontally back and forth, in alt three cases. This ex^tly illustrates the case of a VI 

neuron when a vatically oriented bar of light (the pencil) moves across its receptive 

field (the hole in the card). Thus VI neurons respond only to the "local" motion of the 

light bar. that is the motion seen "through" their receptive field regardless of the global 

motion of the light bar. hi other words, the detected velocity would be only the one that 

is orthogonal to the edge of the bar, even if the possible actual velocities of that same 

edge could be anywhere between approximately +90° to - 90° from the orthogonal 

velocity. 

It follows that the perception of the global motion of objects which we see 

cannot be the resuh of the Mtivity of individual VI neurons, but must result from the 

combination, or integration, of information from many such neurons. It is presumed that 

this combination of information takes place at a stage of processing, or brain area, 

where the projections of the activities of many VI neurons converge. One such area, 

amongst several, is called the medial temporal (MT) area in primates, which lies 

adjacent to VI in the occipital region of the cerebral cortex of the brain. It has been first 

discovered in 1971 by Dubner and Zeki. 

Neurons in MT are highly tuned to velocity in a similar fashion as the motion 

detectors in VI, however, the reccfrtive fields of the MT neurons are roughly 10 times 

bigger than the ones of VI motion detectors (Albright and Desimone, 1987). As 

expected for a larger receptive field, it has been shown that the MT neurons are more 

sensitive to higher speeds than those in VI (Mikami et al., 1986; Churchland et al., 

2005). However, the spatial range over which the MT neurons measure motion is the 

same as in VI, despite the difference in RF sizes and the velocity preferences (Pack et 

at., 2003; Churchland et al., 2005; Pack el a!., 2006). The input to MT comes mainly 
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from layers 4B and 6 of the striate cortex (Maunsell and van Essen, 1983). It seems 

generally accepted that the MT area plays a crucial role in the motion integration 

process, combining the input of a lai^e number of VI neurons with visio-spatially 

adjacent receptive fields (Rodman and Albright, 1989; Stoner and Albright, 1992; 

Movshon and Newsome, 1996). . • . 

To see how this might result in the MT neuron being responsive to the global 

motion of a moving stimulus, such as a light bar, and also its speed of motion, let us go 

back to the "aperture effect" experiment with the pencil and card. It should be the same 

experiment as before, but this time the pencil is positioned in such a way so its tip is 

seen through the hole, not just its middle section as before. What could be seen is that 

the global motion of the pencil is now very clear from the mofion of the tip of the pencil 

seen through the aperture, compared to the case when only the edges of the pencil were 

visible. 

Continuing the analogy with VI neurons and their receptive fields, this simple 

experiment suggests that if the enJ of the light bar passes through the receptive field of 

a VI cell, it may respond in a different way which depends on the direction of motion of 

the end point of the bar. Thus such a neuron will respond to the global motion of the 

light bar, not just its local motion. V] neurons have been found which respond best if 

the end of a light bar stimulus Is wiAIn the receptive field of the neuron, and many of 

the cells which project to the area MT have this "end-stopped" property (Hubel and 

Wiesei, 1965; Pack et al., 2003). The end-stopped cells suppress the i-D motion signals 

in favour of 2-D feature detection. When an end of an edge passes the active part of the 

receptive field of an end-stopping cell the response of it is maximal and at the same time 

the end-stopping cells could be orientation sensitive. 

One way to explore the idea that combining intbrmation from both "ordinary" 

VI neurons, which suffer from the aperture effect, and "end-stopped" neurons which 
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may respond to the direction of motion of the stimulus end-points, is to see what 

happens when humans observe simple moving visual stimuli which span across the 

receptive fields of many V1 neunms and which contain both simple moving straight 

edges (like the middle section of the pencil) and moving end-points (like the tip of the 

pencil). We say that the VI neurons which are "seeing" only moving straight edges 

provide only "1-D" local motion direction information, whereas those whose receptive 

fields contain a moving end-point are providing "2-D" motion direction information. 

Such a stimulus is a light rhombus moving horizontally against a dark 

background, two versions of whidi are lUu^rated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 . Rhomboid motion stimuli 

Clearly, as the straight edges of these stimuli cover a much larger area of the 

visual space than the end^wints, what could be expected is that, since VI neuron 

receptive fields are evenly distributed in the central, or foveal, region of the visual field, 

a much larger number of VI neurons will respond to edge, or 1-D motion of the four 

sides of the rhombus than to end point, or 2-D motion of the four tips of the rhombus. It 

could be assumed that an MT neuron integrates the information in an even-handed way 

from all the VI neurons projecting to it, both 1-D and 2-D information. Thus the 

information received by the MT neuron will be dominated initially by the many more 
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VI neurons which are responding to the local 1-D motion of the edges, as illustrated in 

Figure 4. 

global motion (0°) 

local 1-D edge motion (+30°) 

local 2-D end-point 
motion (0°) 

local 1-D edge motion (-30°) - " I . - : : : ' 

Figure 4. E)ommance of 1-D local edge motion compared to the 2-D end point motion • , i 

fOT a horizontally moving stimulus. 

If the integration operation performed by the MT neurons is a simple averaging 

of the motion information from the convergent VI neurons, it is clear from the diagram 

above that the average motion computed by the MT neuron will be in the horiasntal (0°) 

direction, corresponding to the global motion of the stimulus. 

Consider now the case of a stimulus which is the same as the one above, but 
• j " ^ 

tilted by 15°. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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local l-D edge motion (+15°) 

local 2-D end-point 

global motion (0°) \ / \ motion (0°) 

local l-D edge motion (-45°) 

Figure 5. Dominance of l-D local edge morion compared to the 2-D end pomi motimi 

for a horizontally moving stimulus rilted ai 15 degrees. 

In this case, a simple averaging of the convergent l-D and 2-D motion 

information by the MT neuron will result in a global motion of about -15°. This clearly 

does not correspond to the real global motion of the stimulus, which is horizontal (0°). 

In psychophysical experiments with eye movement recordings of monkeys and also 

humans, when presented with similar stimuli, it has been shown that their eyes follow 

initially the non-veridical direction, which is then subsequently corrected to the true 

one. Thus it has been suggested (Masson and Stone, 2002, Wallace el al., 2002) that the 

observed changes in direction of the eye movements reflect the dynamics of the motion 

integration in the brain. TTie model presented in this thesis tries to capture and replicate 

this kind of dynamics in processing of the l-D and 2-D motion signals. In the next 

section the phenomena of the motion integration as reflected by the smooth pursuit eye 

movements is described in more detail. 
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1.3. Motion perception in smooth eye pursuit -̂  

Rashbass (1961} showed for the first time that in the case of two targets moving in the 

opposite directions, when one of them was moving with a constant velocity, the other 

with a jump, the result was a smooth eye movement following the former and a saccade 

following the latter. In addition, the smooth eye movement tended to be the preferred 

one when the both targets were presented simultaneously. Smooth pursuit eye 

movements are the rotations of the eye which an observer performs in order that a 

moving target object is held in an approximately stationary position on the foveal region 

of the retina so that It could be processed at a highest level of acuity. This is a valuable 

phenomenon for studying motion perception as it is relatively easy to access 

experimentally, intermsoftheeaseof measurement and manipulation of both the inputs 

to the process, the motion of the visual target, and the outputs, the eye movements. In 

particular, there has been a substantial effort to understand the neural mechanisms 

which underlie one of the earliest stages of processing in the oculomotor system, in 

which the local retinal motion information is integrated to provide accurate global 

information on motion of the object, the image of wliich must be held steady on the 

retina. As it has been described in the previous section, some local information about 

the global motion of the object is potentially inaccurate owing to the ambiguity 

introduced by the aperture effect. To ensure that object motion is accurately tracked by 

the oculomotor system, all the available local information, both unambiguous (2-D) and 

ambiguous (l-D) must be integrated, in order to provide an estimate of the object 

motion which will drive the eye movement in the correct target direction. 

When human or monkey subjects observe presentations of the first of the two visual 

stimulus shown in Figure 4 under experimental conditions, and the smooth eye pursuit 

is monitored, during the first 70 ms or so of the subject tracking the stimulus motion 

with their eyes, eye motion for this stimulus is in the correct, horizontal direction 
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(MaKon and Stone, 2002, Wallace et al., 2002). For the second, tiked stimulus 

presented in Figure 5, however, the eye motion in this initial period is in an incorrect 

direction, that is approximately the direction defined by vector-averaging of the motion 

vectors of the edges. After this short period of erroneous eye motion, which results 

presumably from the brain sending a wrong global stimulus motion direction signal to 

the eye movement system, eye motion converges back to the correct global stimulus 

motion of 0° and remains there henceforth. 

These experiments would seem therefore to support the theory that motion 

inform^aion in the prim^e brain, in particular in MT, is computed by averaging the local 

I-D and 2-D motion information coming from VI neurons, at least in the initial period 

of stimulus motion. 

It has been shown (Wallace el al., 2002) that there are certain factors influencing 

the dynamics of the velocity estimation and the magnitude of the bias toward the non-

veridical direction. One of the main factors is the contrast of the stimulus, where the 

lower the contrast, the bigger the bias toward the non-veridical direction is. Besides, the 

time delay necessary for the veridical velocity to be recovered becomes longer for the 

lower contrast. The size of the stimulus is another factor influCTictng the magnitude of 

the non-veridical bias. The longer the edges of the tilted rhombus are, the stronger the 

initial bias is. 

So why and how does the eye movement return to tracking the stimulus in the 

correct direction? Clearly the computation of the global stimulus motion direction in 

MT by a simple averaging operation of local motion signals from VI is not the whole 

story. The theory which is put forward in this thesis is that the computation of the global 

motion direction is not simply an averaging of local motion signals but is based on a 

recursive Bayesian estimation process, and it is the recurrent nature of the motion 

estimation which causes a gradual shift in the estimated global motion from an 
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erroneous, direction of motion, biased by the predominantly 1-D local motion signals, 

towards the true direction of motion. When applied to the smooth pursuit experimental 

data obtained from Wallace et al., 2002, the model was able to replicate qualitatively 

the observed dynamics of the velocity estimation and the effect of contrast and size of 

stimulus on the magnitude of the non-veridical bias. Furthermore, the eiTect of contrast 

on the time delay for the correction of the bias was also replicated by the model. 

A similar experimental paradigm of non-veridical perception in the early stages 

of the motion integration was found in a different type of stimulus, the so-called plaid 

pattern. More detailed information about the results from psychophysical experiments 

with plaids and the performance of the proposed model in relation to them is presented 

in the next section. 

' \ 

l> 'I : I 

1.4. Motion perception in coherent plaid patterns. 

When two sinusoidal gratings with different orientations are superimposed and moving 

together this could lead to the perception of a coherent motion of the plaid pattern which 

is formed. Adeison and Movshon (1982) first described the conditions necessary for the 

coherent perception as opposed to the perception of the motion of the two separate 

component gratings. They found that the gratings should have similar spatial 

frequencies, contrasts and speeds, also not to differ in depth relative to each other in 

order to create a coherently moving pattern. 

The velocity of the pattern motion is defined by the so-called "intersection of 

constraints" (IOC) rule (FenCTima and Thompson, 1979), The velocity "constraint" line 

corresponding to a moving edge defines all the possible velocities with which the edge 

could move whilst, when viewed through a circular ^)erture, on a perceptual level all 
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these velocities would result in the same actuaUy perceived velocity, i.e. that which is in 

the direction orthogonal to the edge itself An example for such a constraint line is 

presented in Figure 6. 

Velocity constraint line 

Fignre 6. The velocity constraint line fonned from all possible velocities of the moving bar, which 

would resiik in the same perceived velocity, in s direction orthogonal to the edge of a bar. when viewed 

through a circular aperture. 

For two superimposed gratings forming a plaid with coherent motion, there is a single 

direction of motion defined by dte point in velocity space at the intersection of the two 

velocity constraint lines corresponding to the two gratings. This is the intersection of 

constraints (IOC) direction. An example for the IOC direction of two gratings, forming 

a plaid pattern, is presented in Figure 7. ' ' ' 
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a) 

B 

Figure 7. a) Two gratings A and B are presented, with their velocities shown, respectively, by a red and 

blue vector, b) When overlapped, A and B form the plaid pattern AB whh direction of the resultant 

coherent motion shown by a purple vector (IOC), c) The intersection of the two cimstrainl lines defines 

the IOC direction (toward the small blue circle), which in this case is much different frwm the direction of 

motion corresponding to the vector average (VA)of the two grating velocities (toward the small blue 

square). 

In Figure 7 the velocities of the gratings A and B. presented by a red and blue 

arrow respectively, form a direction of motion of the plaid pattern AB defined by the 

intersections of constraints rule and denoted by a purple arrow. The main features of the 

plaid pattern consist of white and black high and low intensity areas, commonly called 

in the literature 'blobs'. The perceived direction of motion of the plaid panem, and of 

the blobs, is always in the IOC direction. The IOC direction in this example is very 

different from the vector-average (VA) direction, formed by comuting the vector 

average of the two grating velocities. 

Depending on whether or not there is a difference between the VA and IOC 

directicHis, plaids are divided in two types: Type I plaids and Type II plaids. Type I and 
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Type TI plaids have different relative positions of the velocity vectors of the two 

gratings with regard the IOC vector. According to a classification by Ferrera and Wilson 

(1990) a Type 1 plaid is formed when the velocity vectors of the gratings are positioned 

on either side of the IOC vector, as in the case shown in Figure 8a. When the grating 

velocity vectors are symmetric about the IOC vector, they form a Type I symmetric 

plaid, in which case the VA and IOC velocity vectors overlap (Figure 8a). In the case of 

Type II plaids the two grating velocity vectors both lie on one side of the IOC vector 

(Figure 8b)- (n this case the VA and IOC velocity vectors can differ substantially both in 

length (speed) and direction. 

a) Type I 
ioc=v 

b) Type II 

Figure 8. a) a Type ! plaid in which the two velocity vectors of the gratings lie on either side of the IOC 

vector, b) a Type II plaid in which the velocity vectors of the gratings are both positioned on one side of 

the IOC vector 

Althou^ it is known that in general the perceived motion of a coherently 

moving plaid iMittem is in the IOC direction, psychophysical experiments with Type II 

plaids have revealed that for short presentations of such a stimulus, the direction of the 

plaid motion could differ significantly fit>m the IOC direction (Ferrera and Wilson, 

1990, 1991, Yo & Wilson, 1992). 
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In the experiments of Yo and Wilson (1992), for example, when observing a 

moving Type II plaid for a short period of approximately lOOms, the human participants 

reported a perceived direction of plaid motion which was closer to the VA direction 

than to the IOC direction. Furthermore, the perceived directional bias found to be 

dependant on the contrast of the two gratings which formed the plaid, was also found in 

Ae experiments on tfie smootti pursuit eye movements for the c^e of the tiJted riiombus 

(Masson and Stone, 2002, Wallace et ai, 2002). i ^ -

As in the case of the smooth pursuit eye movement experiments cited above 

(Masson and Stone, 2002, Wallace et al., 2002), it is shown below that the motion 

integration model presented in this thesis is able to simulate qualitatively the results of 

the perceived bias for Type 11 plaids (Yo & Wilson, 1992, Burke and Wenderoth, 1993, 

Bowns, 1996). 

In the next section a number of models of motion integration which have been 

proposed are discussed, and the novel form of motion integration model which will be 

presented in this thesis is described in relation to these other models of motion 

integration. 

1.5. Models of motion integration. 

The simplest idea of how MT neurons might combine the inputs of the Vl motion 

detectors is related to the assumption that a MT neuron simply sums the spatially 

distributed inputs from detectors in VI with similar preferred direction. Pack el al., 

(2006) showed that everywhere in the receptive field of a MT neuron the preferred 

direction matches that of the VI neurons which form the inputs to the MT neuron. 

Although an input summation matches well the ability of MT neurons to increase the 

signal-to-noise ratio, nevertheless it is not enough to explain how the motion integration 
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could be achieved. The main reason for that difficulty comes from the apCTture problem, 

because even simple summation of the input could be strongly biased. Consequently, 

the models of motiwi integration have to solve conceptually the aperture problem. 

There are two main types of models which address this problem. The first one 

(Adelson and Movshon, 1982, Heeger et ai. 1996, Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998) 

follows the idea of a two-stage processing of the motion signals Only the I-D motion 

signals from VI are measured at the first stage, and then combined non-linearly (so as to 

extract the 2-D information) at the second stage, presumably in the MT area, in order to 

estimate die true velocity, following the IOC rule- As proposed by Adelson and 

Movshon (1982), in the case of a coherently moving plaid the model uses in the first 

stage the 1 -D motion signals from the component gratings, which are further combined 

in the second stage in such a way as to obtain the true IOC velocity of the pattern. The 

model does not take into account, or make use ot̂  in the first s t^e of processing, any 

2-D information which the moving pattern would ccmtain, i.e the 2-D motion preset in 

the movement of the blobs of the pattern. This kind of model could be referred to as an 

integrationist one according to a classification suggested by Pack and Bom (2008), 

which discriminates between integrationist versus selectionist models. The selectionist 

models mvolve a selective process which is needed to first define the 2-D measurements 

from the image that are most reliable and then to include them in the final computation. 

Th^ assume a competitive processing of 1-D (direction filters) and 2-D (Hid-aopping 

neurons) motion signals in VI. which is again generalised on a second, presumably MT 

level (Pack ei ai, 2003). The selectionist models therefore assmne that the initial bias 

toward the vector-averaged l-D edge motion direction is compensated for by the 2-D 

cues, however time is necessary for the 2-D features to override the effect of the 1-D 

features. The integrationist models, on the other hand, relate the time delay in the 

perception of the veridical velocity to the integration process which is accomplished in 
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area MT. This model classification is a veiy general one and not always strict as the 

models are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

There is psychophysical and physiological evidence supporting both types of 

models, however the exact nature of the motion integration is still unclear. Weiss et al., 

(2002) proposed a Bayesian model, which explained well a wide range of 

psychophysical data related to motion integration and misperception of the veridical 

velocity, including the misperception of the plaid motion. However the explanation they 

have given was based on the Adelson and Movshon (1982) two-stage model, taking into 

account the I-D component grating velocities only. • -

TTie novel motion integration model presented in this thesis is a Bayesian 

Kalman filter algorithm, in which the first step is mathematically identical to the model 

presented in Weiss el al., (2002). The Bayesian approach has been applied widely in the 

recent years in many areas of perception and proved to be quite successful. For instance, 

the Bayesian model of Weiss et al. (2002), described in more details in Weiss' thesis 

(1998) as well, could explain a spectnim of perceptual phenomena, including the barber 

pole illusion, biases toward VA direction for stimuli as the ones described above (tilted 

rhombus and plaids), the contrast effect on the bias toward VA, and others. The 

Bayesian approach takes into account the probability distributions of the 1-D and 2-D 

motion signals and also assumes a prior probability distribution for the perceived 

motion of the stimulus. In the case of the Weiss et al. (2002) model the chosen prior 

distribution for the stimulus motion favours 'slow' stimulus speeds, and thus takes the 

form of a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and small variance. The reason for such 

a choice is the need to solve the aperture problan, by favouring the solution wiUi the 

slowest speed, from the whole family of speeds corresponding to the velocity constraint 

line of a moving edge (Heeger and Simoncelli, 1993). This slowest speed is in the 

direction orthogonal to the moving edge. In fact the response of the direction-tuned 
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neurons in the brain is strongest to the orthogonal velocity of the moving edge (Hubel 

andWeisel, 1959). 

In the Kalman filter based motion integration model presented here, the prior 

probabiiity distribution for the perceived stimulus velocity corresponds to the 

probability distribution of the initial velocity estimate in the algorithm, which was also 

assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and small variance. The Kalman 

filter based model concentrates however on the dynamical aspects of the motion 

integration as a source of knowledge about the underlying mechanisms of the 

integration itself, by focusing on the recursive nature of the velocity estimation process, 

which starts from the prior velocity estimate and computes a sequence of updated 

estimates as each new measurement is made of the spatial and temporal changes in 

image luminance. 

The model presented in this thesis is therefore novel cwnpared to other models 

in that it attempts to explicitly replicate the motion integration dynamics as it is seen in 

the initial velocity misperception of the lilted rhombus and Type II plaids during smooth 

pursuit and plaid perception respectively, by combining the Bayesian approach with 

Kalman filter algorithm. In addition, reveals that the misperception of the direcfion of 

motion of coherent Type 11 plaids can be explained in terms of the l-D and 2-D motion 

of the prominent features of the plaid, the so-called blobs, r ^ e r than in tenns of the 

l-D motion of the component gratings, as originally proposed by Adelson and Movshon 

(1982) and adhered to by many subsequent researchers (for the many corresponding 

citations, please refer to the later sections of tfiis thesis). Thus, whilst it may seem to the 

reader that the plaid stimuli considered in the thesis are somewhat outdated, the work 

reported here reveals that the central problem of how motion in plaid patterns is 

perceived is still essenfially unresolved, even afier nearly thirty years of research. The 

thesis makes a significant original contribution to the resolution of the problem, by 
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demonstrating a simple gradient-based, Kalman filter model, the behaviour of which is 

explained theoretically in terms of the I-D and 2-D motion of the plaid blobs, and which 

closely replicates many of the experimental results on Type II plaid misperception. • • 

it is important to note that the presented Kalman filter based motion integration 

model is a strictly computational mode!, i.e. it reflects an abstract level approach, and 

any concepts regju-ding its neural plausibility should be taken on an abstract 

computational level as well, that is, in terms of abstract rather than biophysical forms of 

neural computation, in this context, the model is however presented in two 

mathematical forms, one form corresponding to the standard Kalman filter formulation; 

and a second form in which certain steps of the standard algorithm were approximated 

in order to simplify the computations involved. In particular, the approximated form of 

the model resulted fi"CMn the attempt to create a more neurally plausible form (in the 

abstract neural computational sense) of the algorithm, by avoiding the calculation of 

inverse matrices. This form of the algorithm also allowed the presentation of the model 

in a distributed recurrent form, similar to how supposedly the brain might organise the 

recurrent flow of motion information between the primary visual cortex (VI) and the 

medial temporal area (MT). However, it was beyond the scope of the current work to 

demonstrate neural plausibility in a more specific and biophysical way, involving 

comparison with what is known about the anatomy and physiology, and about the neural 

responses and cell parameters, in areas VI and MT. 

Similarly, the parameters of the stimulus used in the simulations, the size of the 

background, speed of motion and size of the 'receptive fields', were not based strictly 

on known or assumed values of biological neuronal parameters. However, as it will be 

shown in Chapter 4, the choice of the parameters lire quite reasonable in that they show 

a high level of consistency with the experimental data, not only in qualitative but also in 

a quantitative sense. 
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As with all models of natural physical phenomema, the model contains "free 

parameters", the choice of values for which can influence the behaviour of the model to 

a greater or lesser extent. In fact, for the presented model, there Is only one such free 

parameter, i.e. the ratio of the variance of the measurement noise associated with the 

observation of the spatial and temporal changes in the luminance intensity of the 

stimulus, and the variance of the prior distribution of the perceived stimulus velocity, 

which in termsoftheKalman filter corresponds to the distribution of the initial velocity 

estimate. The values of these variances were chosen from a wide range after extensive 

preliminary testing, and were system^icaily selected in relation to the specific stimulus 

simulation parameters, which were subsequently held constant for all die reported 

model simulations. Once the optimal values for the variances were chosen from what 

was actually quite a small range of possible values for the selected stimulus simulation 

parameters, these values of variance, and hence the variance ratio "free parameter", was 

held constant throughout both of the main sets of model simulations, for the snooth 

pursuit and the plaid perception experiments. This could be cosidered as a 

demonstration of the robustness of the model, since each set of model simulations 

involved two quite different visual stimuli, a tilted rhombus in smootfi pursuit and plaid 

patterns in plaid perception. More details on die methodology of the choice of the model 

parameters will be presented in Chapter 4. 

1.6. Original contributions and structure of the thesis. 

The main results and original contributiwis of this thesis are: 

• An abstract-level recursive estimation model of the dynamics of motion 

integration based on the tCalman filter algorithm, the behaviour of which closely 

replicates the main characteristics of the dynamics of the misperception of 

stimulus velocity, in particular those observed experimentally in the smooth 
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pursuit of moving rhomboid stimuli and in the perception of motion of coherent 

Type II plaids, including the effects of stimulus changes on the dynamics: (i) 

changes in contrast and size of the stimulus in smooth pursuit experiments; and 

(ii) changes in contrast, size and relative grating angles in the plaid motion 

perception experiments. 

• An approximate version of the model algorithm which eliminates the need for 

the computation of inverse matrices, thus forming a version of the model which 

is more suited for neural computation. The results from the approximate and the 

standard algorithm are demonstrated to be very similar, again closely replicating 

the experimentally observed data. In fact, the approximate version version of the 

model computes a first velocity estimate, which is different from the standard 

model and thus also fi^m the estimate of Weiss et al. (2002) model, but more 

closely replicates the experimentally observed initial non-veridical bias in 

smooth eye pursuit for the high-contrast rhombus case, which could not be 

replicated by either the standard model or the Weiss et al. (2002) model. 

• A complete geometrical analysis of the main features of the plaid pattern, the so 

called 'blobs', which has not been presented previously in the literature, and 

which is used to (i) theoretically predict the observed simulation behaviour of 

the motion integration model; and (ii) provide an alternative and novel 

theoretical explanation of the misperception of Type II plaid motion to that of 

Adelson and Movshon (1982), based on the geometry and the l-D (edge) and 2-

D (end-point) motion of the blob features. 

• A demonstration of the possible analogy between the misperception of the plaid 

velocity based on blob geometry, and the direction bias in smooth pursuit for 

tilted rhombus.stimuli, showing that the edges of the blobs in the plaid could 
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play a perceptually similar role to the edges of the tilled rhombus in the smooth 

pursuit. 

• Predictions for the possible motion misperception of certain forms of 

asymmetric Type 1 plaids, i.e. those in which the IOC and VA directions of 

motion are substantially different. 

• Proposals for possible physiological experiments involving Type II plaids and 

predictions for their potential outcomes. 

The thesis has the following structure. Following this introducto[y chapter, the 

mathematical formulation of the standard and the approximate versions of the Kallman 

filter based motion integration models are presented in Chapter 2. The rest of the thesis 

is divided into two main parts. The first part, comprising Chapters 3,4, and 5, describes 

on the application of the model to the experimental data on the dynamics of motion 

integration in smooth eye pursuit. The second part, comprising Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9, 

describes the application of the model to the experimental data on plaid motion 

perception. Finally Chapter 10 gives the general conclusions of the thesis and outlines 

some future work possibilities. Appaidix A includes a general introduction to the basic 

principles of the Kalman filter algorithm. Appendices B and C contain copies of the two 

published papers which resulted from the work described in the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. A Bayesian model of motion integration 

based on the Kalman filter. 

2.1. A motion integration model based on the optimal Kalman 

filter. 

A model for motion integration is proposed in this thesis which is based on a recursive 

Bayesian estimation algorithm, commonly known as the Kalman filter after its 

originator (Kalman, 1960), and uses a spatially distributed set of local observations of 

spatial and temporal changes in the image intensity to estimate global image velocity. 

For those readers who are unfamiliar with the Kalman filter, an intuitive, simplified 

explanation of its operation is given in Appendix A. Also inlroduced in Appendix A is 

the notation used in the following sections to describe the algorithm and the model. 

At each local position (JC,_V) in the visual space, identified with the receptive field 

positions of V1 neurons, it is assumed that observations are made of the change in the 

intensity of the image /(;:,>•,/) over a small change in time AT, and over a small spatial 

change in the two cardinal directions(x,y). i.e.I,[x,y,t), I^{x,y,t) and I^{x,y,t)., 

defined by 

I,(x,y,i)^I(x,y,l + &J)-I(x,y,l)]/M 

IMy,t)HHx + &x,yJ)-I{x,y,t)V&x 

I^{x,y,t)^Hx,y + Ay,l)~I(x,y,l)]/Ay 

There is a basic assumption in the formulation of the motion estimation problem 

regarding the intensity constancy. It is assumed that image intensity changes with time 
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at a locati(m (x,y) are only the result,of Uie image motion. Then it follows that, if 

v^and V are the x and >'components of the image velocity vector v, 
: r 

I • • , i .\ I t ' 

rix,y,t) = I(x+&x,y+Ay,t+M) 

The right hand side of (1) can be approximated by its first order Taylor series 

expansion, giving 

Hx,y,t)'^Hx,y,0+vJ,(x,y,t)+\fyix,y,t)+l,(x,y,t) (2) 

This equation can be rewritten as 

/,{J:,>',/) = -[l,{x,y,l) I^ix,y,l)] 
\ 

+ rj(x,y,t) (3) 

where T]{x,y,t) is a zero mean, Gaussian distributed noise with variance o ,̂ 

representing the measurement error (Fennema and Thompson, 1979; Heeger and 

Simoncelli, 1993; Weiss ê  a/., 2002). 

Equation (3) can be thought of as an observation equation for the unknown 

image velocity vector v, in which the intensity derivatives / , , / , aiu!/ are all measured 

(observed) values, and be rewritten in the discrete time form as a sequence of 

observations of the unknown vector v^, i.e. 

' 'i=C.v,+;7i (4) 

where 

A,=/ , (J : , :V, / ) 

C.=-[/.(x,>',/) I,{x,y,t)\ 

and where jj^ is the zero mean, Gaussian distributed noise sequence with variance t^, 

representing the measurement error in the observation equation. Note that time is 
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expressed in the algorithm in terms of number of iterations of the basic time step Al, 

i.e. / = A.A/ 

The process of estimating the velocity vector v becomes one of maximising the 

posterior probability density function p(Vo,...,Vj, |/i^,...,/i^) with respect tojv^ v^}. 

Bayes" rule defines the posterior probability of a certain event given a set of 

observations related to this event, as the product of the likelihood of the observations 

given the event and the prior probability of the event, normalised by the probability of 

the observations. It is expressed as 

/'(Vo,...,v^[A|,...,ftj„)- — -— (5) 

It could be written 

and assuming that the image velocity is constant, 

p(vo,...,Vĵ ) = /?(Vo) (7) 

Thus Bayes' rule becomes 

p{Vo,...,v^ I;^,...,ftj,)Qc/7(Vo)np,_(A,-C,v.) 

(8) 

where v̂  and /'g are prior estimates of the mean and covariance matrix of the 

probability distribution of the image velocity vector v^. 

Rather than find the maximum of this posterior distribution directly, the process 

can be formulated as a recursive estimation procedure, ie in the form of a Kalman filter 

estimation algorithm (see Appendix A for an intuitive explanation of the derivation of 

this algorithm and for details of the notation used in its description): 
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1. initialisatioo: 

v : -v . 

p°=p 

2. update of tbe estimate betwe£D observations (this captures the dynamics of the 

stimulus - in this case the stimulus velocity is constant and so the estimate is unchanged 

between observations): 

3. update of tbe estimate at observation k 

where K^ is l^e so called Kahnan gain. We can rewrite the Kalman gain as 

K,=l(I^-r^C/C,-Lrc/-^ (9) 

Ifwe assume that/»/ =(r~/j, where/? denotes the 2x2 identity matrix, then 

\f^T-={^h^c:c,rc. 
(10) 

Substituting for C* in (10), we get 

K,= 

'••• ''^% 

(11) 
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If V|,, the prior estimate of the mean of the probability distribution of the image velocity 

vectorv^, is chosen to be zero in the initialisation step in the Kalman filter estimation 

algorithm, then the first estimate update step of the algorithm gives 

v[=K,h, (12) 

Substituting for K\ and h] in this equation yields 

T-i 

/ ! + ^ 

/./.. 

^J> 

'>k 
I, (13) 

If the estimation process described above is generalised to the case where there are n 

observation equations for the unknown image velocity vector v at n spatial locations, i.e. 

• •[ 

in the definitions 

c,^\}M,y,t) i,{x,y,f)\ '• - • • - • • • '-^ •'•••• 

\ is now an n vector representing tfie local observations of the temporal derivatives of 

the image intensi^ at n spatial locations {x,y), and Ck is correspondingly an n x 2 

matrix of the local observations of the spatial derivatives of the image intensity at the n 

spatial locations (x,_>'), then the equation for the initial estimate of the velocity vector 

becomes 

V, = 

YX^Y^^ Z(v.) 
o^ 

Z(v,.) YX^IY^ 

YXhi) 
(14) 

in which the summations are over the local spatial and temporal derivatives of the image 

intensity at the n locations, and the measurement noise variance rr^ is assumed to be the 

same for all n locations. 
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The above equation (14) is the same as that derived by Weiss et al. (2002) for 

the velocity estimate v of their "Idea! observer" as the mean of the posterior distribution 

(equation (1) of Weiss e/o/,, 2002). Thus, if the initial estimate ofthecovariance matrix 

of the probability distribution of the velocity vector vo is given as P^ = G^JJ in the 

initialisation step of ttie Kalman SJter estimation algorithm then the al^rilhm will 

compute a velocity estimate v,' in it first step which corresponds to the velocity estimate 

v' of the "ideal observer" of Weiss et al. (2002). 

However, in the model of motion integration proposed here, it is assumed that 

the estimation algorithm continues to use successive observations of the temporal and 

spatial changes in image intensity in order to recursively update the estimates of the 

velocity vector v* and its covariance matrix /J*, as expressed in the Kalman filter 

algorithm. This implies that the Kahnan filter algorithm will taJce some time to converge 

to an optimal (least squares) estimate of the mean and covariance of the image velocity 

vector V, based on this sequence of observations. The main proposal made in this thesis 

is that the dynamical behaviour of this recursive estimation process corresponds to the 

dynamics of the motion integration process which is seen experimentally in the initial 

period of motion perception both for smooth eye pursuit and plaid motion perception. It 

is shown in later chapters that the dynamics of the recursive estimation process reflects 

several key characteristics of the exp«imentajly observed integratitm process dynamics. 

It is clear however from the above analysis that the velocity estimate given by 

the first step of the Kalman filter algorithm coincides with the optimal velocity estimate 

of the ideal observer of Weiss el al. (2002). Thereibre, if tfie "free parameter" (Weiss et 

al., 2002) of the optimal estimate (14), the t r / c ratio, is set in the algorithm to the 

same value as in the "ideal observer of Weiss e/o/., our model of the motion integration 

process will also ajffer from the fact that it will predict that a stimulus consisting of a 

horizontally moving high contrast "thin" rhombus will not result in any initial offset 
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bias in the pursuit eye motion, contrary to the experimental observations of Wallace et 

al. (2005). However, in the following section, where the computer simulations of the 

Kalman filter estimation algorithm based model are described, we show that for certain 

values of the a/o'^ratio. thehigh contrast "thin" rhombus will resuh in an offset bias. 

In the next section, it is shown how the Kalman filter based model can be 

formulated so that it is amenable to implementation as a neural computation process. 

This results in an approximate, sub-optimal recursive estimation process which 

nevertheless retains its close relationship to the experimentally observed integration 

process. In fact, in the approximate, neural computation based form, simulations of the 

model show that the closeness of fit of the behaviour of the model to the experimental 

data improves over the optimal Kalman filter based form of the model. It is then 

described how this neural computation based model might be mapped onto the neural 

circuitry involved in the interaction between the VI and MT areas of cortex, in a way 

that mimics the distributed, recurrent nature of the Vl-MT circuitry. This is important 

since the Vl-MT circuitry has been identified by many researchers as the location for 

the motion integration processing stage of the oculomotor system {Groh et ai, 1997; 

Simoncelli, 2003; Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998; Pack and Bom, 2001; Pack el al., 

2003; Pack e/o/., 2004) 

2.2. A motion integration model based on an approximate 

version of the Kalman filter. 

Computations in neural networks are generally assumed, in their simplest form, to be 

modelled by the weighted summationofasetof input signals, corresponding to the 

inner product 

y = a-x 
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where a is the veclOF of weights, x is the vector of inputs, and >> is the scalar output of 

the computation. This inner product is then usually followed by some form of 

nonlinearity which ensures thai the outputs of the network are always zero w positive, 

consistent with the non-negative firing rates of neurons m a biological neural network. 

This simple model can be extended to the case where^ is a vector of outputs 

y= A-x 

where ^ isamatrixof weights, and moreover to the case where Y,A andXareall 

matrices, i.e. the matrix product equation 

Y = AX 

in which the ij th element of the matrix Y is computed from the i th row of ̂  and they th 

row of X, i.e. y^ = a, x^. 

All of the computations performed in the Kalman filter algorithm described in the 

previous section consist of such vector and matrix computations and therefore the 

algorithm can in principle be directly implemented in the form of a neural network 

computation, albeit a complex one. However there is one problem with this. Some of 

the matrices used in the Kalman filter algorithm are inverses of the matrices made up 

from the model parameters or measured variables. As far as the author is aware there is 

no way of computing the inverse of a matrix using an artificial neural network. Thus to 

make the algorithm "neurally plausible", by which is meant amenable to computation by 

an aitiflciat neural network, it is necessary to avoid computation of matrix inverses. .. . 

It is clear from the description of the Kalman filter algorithm in the previous 

section, that a neural computational implemratation of the model based on this 

algorithm would require the computation of an inverse matrix in order to calculate the 

Kalman gain matrix K^ (equation 9): 

^*=I(/r")"'+c/c,-Lr'c/-V 
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As discussed above, such a calculation is not plausible as a neural computation, and 

therefore it is necessary to find a version of the algorithm which avoids this matrix 

inversion. 

In the case of n local observations, each subject to a different, mutually 

independent measurement noise, with different variances a^, i^l, . . . ,«, equation (9) 

becomes 

K, =[(/>;-')-' + C / S - ' Q r c / S - ' (15) 

in which the measurement noise covariance matrix is denoted by 

l. = diag(frj), / = l....,n. To avoid the two matrix inversions in (15), firstly the 

covariance matrix of the velocity estimate is approximated by a diagonal matrix, i.e. 

p,-, ^ 
.1 ^*- l 

0 
0 

« > . ) : -
(16) 

This assumes that the estimate of the velocity vector is uncorrelated in the x and y 

directions. Then the first matrix inverse term in (15) is given by 

(^rr= ' / ( < . ) . 
2 . H Q 

0 i / « v ) : 
2 , 1 - 1 (17) 

In order to avoid the second matrix inverse in (15), we must consider the term 

WS''C.= 
lA/f. TirUy. 

2 

(18) 

It is assumed that this matrix can also be approximated by a diagonal matrix, i.e. 

Qir'c,= 
Zi/L 0 

0 T.M. 
(19) 
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Thus the second matrix inversion in (15) becomes the inversion of a diagonal matrix, 

the inverse of which is given by 

where 

[(i^-')-'+c/r'c.r' = 
0 (aX = M. 

K). = «X 
^H^rirT^n "r^rf -

(20) 

(21) 

(«>)* = 
K.t .*-! 

(22) 

With this approximation for the matrix inverse in (! 5), the Kalman gain matrix 

can be written in an approxim^e form which does not require any matrix inversion, i.e. 

K,^M, 

'«.! 1_ 
a. 

I 

2 

r 
(23) 

In order to update the diagonal elements of the approximate covariance matrix 

P^ defined in equation (16), it is noted that the "at observation k" update equation of 

the ICalman filter algorithm for the covariance matrix can be written as 

f^=Pi-'-K,C,Pt^ 

i<t 
0 «,.)i-'J 

- M , 
l ie Y.^ij. 

> <^. 
> • • 

y_L/ / yJ_/' 0 

0 

(24) 
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Again setting the oH'-diagonal elements to zero results in the two independent 

update equations for the variances of the velocity estimate in each of the cardinal 

directions, i.e. ' . 

iK.)i= ^ '-'' 1 (25) 

^<.t- ^"^•^^, (26) 
i^«.)r'Z^/;. . t . 

This approximate form of the algorithm produces a model of the motion 

integration process which avoids the need to compute a matrix inverse In the calculation 

of the Kalman gain matrix, and is therefore implementable as a neural computation. 

It should be noted here that the temporal and spatial derivatives of the intensity, 

I,{x,y,l), I^{x,y,t) and/y(x,>',/), appear in the algorithm in the form of either 

squared terms:/,', /^', / , , \ or the products:/^/,,/^/„/^7^. As observed in Heeger and 

Simoncelli (1993), there are no known cells in VI with receptive fields which behave as 

products of derivatives, i.e. IJ„iyI„lJy. However such products can be expressed in 

the form 

Kl=\{iK^lf-{I.-I.f] . (27) 

V--^{(^.+A)=-(/.--f,)'} 

and thereftMie all of the required functions of intensity derivatives in the model can be 

expressed as the outputs of squared linear filters of the image intensity (Heeger and 

Simoncelli, 1993). This both simplifies the implementation of the model in a nau^ 

computational form, and allows the possibility of mapping it physiologically onto the 

VI-MT neural circuiny. 
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Whilst the above approximations make the model amenable to implementation 

in the form of a neural network computation, the algorithm is now further simplified to 

make it suitable for implementation in a distributed, recurrent neural computational 

form. Instead of continuously updating the variances of the velocity estimate as just 

described, the diagonal elements of the prior covariance P^ in equations (21) and (22) 

are now used to calculate the elements of the M^ matrix at every "update at observation 

k" step of the algorithm, i.e. 

^ \0 

i . A = ^ ^ . 
' + ( < ^ ^ ) : i % <28) 

2 \B 
I i<y) 

K ) * = "•'' ., (29) 

in which, from the initial "update between observations" step of the algorithm, 

if^lX={(Tljl and(cr;,)?=(<Tj_^)°, the diagonal elements ofP^. This of course 

affects the calculation of Uie Kalman gain matrix using equation (23). fiut it avoids tbe 

need to update the elements of the covariance matrix as described in equations (24)-{26) 

In summary, the approximate form of the Kalman filter estimation algorithm 

which forms the basis of the proposed "neural ly-plausible" implementation of the 

motion integration model is described as follows: 

1. initialisation: 

P:=P„-diag[(cTlXi<TlX] 

2. update of the velocity estimate between observations 

(a) before the first observation 
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V° =V^ \rj ••..•' I ' j ' -u ' f^ - tr f i ) i i fii*!^-<'» f T.i r t •]!»"' n , 1 . J i I - ' . '»•=(' l / , -".; l 

. • " ] ; ; r " i . . y ' .)•'••[;.-,' • " ^ ' L J ' . 

(b) between subsequent observations 

3. update of the velocity estimate at observation k 

where 

K,=M, 

' • , 1 

_2 

_ 2 

# 

# 

K = 0 (or.). 

2 AO 

K).=^^^^ 
'+« . )"I^ 

K)* = 
'+(-L)"S^ 

The elements (a,)J 'and {or )J 'of the A/,matrix might be thought of as normalised 

forms of the prior variances (fT^J^ and (rrl J^of the velocity estimate. 
p.y'0 
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2 3 . A distributed, recurrent version of the model based on the 

approximate Kalman filter. 

In this section it is shown that the "neurally-plausible" implementation of the motion 

integration model described in the previous section, leads to a distributed, recurrent 

neural computational version of the motion integration model. 

In this vaision of the model, local observations of the spatial and temporal 

derivatives of the image intensity are made at a distributed set of spatial locations in the 

visual space, and are used together with the current global velocity estimate to form a 

corresponding set of local updates to the current estimate. The local update signals are 

then summed, and used to calculate a new global estimate of the velocity. The new 

global velocity estimate is then broadcast to each spatial location where it is again used 

to calculate a local update signal to the global estimate. 

To describe in more detail this form of the model, we first define a local 

"update " signal for each spatially local observation window as 

iel-\ ^ 

KJ.. '.,!,.. 

Si 
_ 2 

I 

. .*- l (30) 

It then follows that the *'a/ observation k" update equation for the velocity estimate in 

the approximate Kalman filter algorithm 

vt=vl-'+K,{h,-Cy,-') (31) 

where 

K, = M, 

/ . ' x , I 

< ^ • 

K. 
. < ^ • 

/ 
'x.n 

^ . . 
, M,= («>)» 

0 

0 

( « . ) . 
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can be written in terms of the local update signals as 

Thus the global update of the velocity estimate is expressed as a summation of local 

estimate update signals. 

This results in a distributed version of the motion integration model, wherein: (i) 

for each spatially distributed observation window a local update signal (e;̂ ~'), is 

computed based on the squared local temporal and spatial derivatives ^^,^,/\_,,/^_, , 

the variance of the local measurement noise (T,^, and the current velocity estimate vf"̂  

(equation (30)) ; (ii) the local update signals are summed and used to create a new 

velocity estimate v* (equation(32)). 

Clearly, the behaviour of this distributed, recurrent form of the motion 

integration model will be identical to that of the motion integration model based on the 

approximate Kalman filter estimation algorithm, as described in Section 2.2. In Figure 9 

a neural network is described in diagrammatic form which is capable, in principle, of 

implementing the distributed, recurrent version of the motion integration model. 
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Figure 9. Neural network implementation of ti»c distrilMited, recurrent form of the motion inte@3tion 

model. The set of distributed networks Ni each implement equation (30), with v^~ enteringeach 

network as a modulating term. The remainder of the network implements equation (32), with the wei^t 

matrix of M corresponding to die matrix M* defined in equ^on (20). The recurrent feedback path 

rq^resents the updateof the velocity estimate at the next step of the algorithm. 

2.4. Summary. 

in this chapter the mathematical iorm of the proposed Kalman filter based 

motion integration model was presented. The relationship of the change of the intensity 

of the image with time and the velocity was used as a basic equation. After that the 

Taylor series approximation was applied in order to derive the equation relating the x 

and y components of the velocity vector, which are unknown and the temporal and 

qjatial derivatives of the intensity ( / „ / , and/^) which are observed, plus added 

Gaussian noise. The posterior probability of the velocity was expressed by the Bayes' 

rule which combines the likelihood probability flinction and the prior. Then the 
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maximum of that postenor distribution was obtained using a Kalman Glter estimation 

algorithm, in which the estimation of the current velocity takes into account the 

infonnation from the previous steps of estimation. 

A version of the model based on an approximate version of the Kalman filter 

algorithm was also presented in this chapter. There were three main changes as 

compared to the optimal Kalman filter algorithm. First, to avoid the matrix inversion 

when calculating the Kalman gain, the covariance matrix of the velocity estimate was 

approximated by a diagonal matrix. This assumes that the components v, and Vj, are 

independent. The second change involved the assumption that the spatial intensity 

derivatives on the x and y axes were independent as well. This assumption simplifies the 

matrix which contains the local measurements of the intensity derivatives. Both 

approximations led to a simpler calculation of the Kalman gain, avoiding the need for 

computing matrix inversions. The third main change was related to the prior covariance 

P^, which initial value was kept constant for every update of the M^ matrix. This 

assumption simplifies the algorithm and allows it to be represented in a distributed, 

recurrent neural computafional form, which was represented in a diagrammatic form in 

Figure 9. 
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Chapter 3. Motion integration in smooth eye pursuit. 

3.1. Smooth eye pursuit. 

Smooth eye pursuit is a good experimental paradigm for studying the motion integration 

process by taking into account the latency and accuracy of the eyes response. 

Especially, the initiation of pursuit after the onset of the target seems most informative 

for studying the integration mechanisms (Lisbergerand Westbrook, 1985). First, there is 

a latency of the eye response till the change of the target position accumulates to a 

certain extent. TTiis change or error which needs to be compensated for accumulates to 

some degree and then it triggers the compensatory eye movements. After the eye 

movements start it is shown experimentally that during this motion the information 

about the change of the position of the target is not upgraded. It is an "open-loop" 

system, it takes another time delay to have the new information about motion change 

reflected in the eye movements. In other words, if an unpredictable or shaqi change in 

position occurs during the latency period the eye movements are not able to respond 

immediately to Jt. 

Frcnn the time of onset motion of the visual tai^et ^imulus which is to be 

tracked, the time delay is of about 100 ms before the visually driven eye pursuit motor 

response begins. As already mentioned previously, some of the motion signals may not 

accurately reflect the target motion, owing to the aperture effect, as is the case with 

edges moving in the non-orthogonal direction to themselves. Experimental evidertce 

from human and non-human primates indicates that, as a result, the initial eye pursuit 

movement has both an on-axis component, i.e. in the direction of the object motion, and 

an off-axis bias which reflects the inaccuracies in the local motion signals (Masson & 

Stone, 2002: Pack and Bom, 2001). 
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The experimental evidence suggests that the integration process begins as soon 

after the onset of the target motion as a visual motion signal is available. i.e. at the 

latency of transfer of the retinal motion signal to the site of the neural integration 

process. As mentioned earlier, there is strong evidence that visual area MT could be the 

main one for the motion integration process (Rodman and Albright, 1989; Stoner and 

Albright, 1992; Movshon and Newsome, 1996). Physiological experiments (Pack and 

Bom, 2001) suggest that this latency is about 70-80 ms for the cells in MT area of alert 

monkeys to respond. At this point in time the eye pursuit has yet to start owing to its 

~I00ms latency, so the error between the target motion and the eye motion increases 

without compensation from any eye moverawit (Lisberger and Westbrook, 1985). 

However, the experimental data of Wallace et al. (2005) and of Bom et a!. (2006), 

suggests that the integration process is already starting to correct for the inaccurate oiEf-

axis motion signals, and this can be observed in the eye movement within -70 ms after 

it begins. This is before the error signal induced by the inaccurate off-axis eye 

movement can be compensated for by the oculomotor feedback system, owing to the 

^100 ms delay in this system. Their results could be interpreted as follows: for the first 

70 ms or so, the eye movements are driven by a simple uncorrected pooling of both the 

unambiguous (2-D) and ambiguous (1-D) local motion measurements, with the 2-D 

measurements of the tai^ct object velocity only starting to dominate after this period. As 

a result, the correction of the off-axis direction error of the eye movements starts 

approximately after 60-80 ms from the onset of the target, but before the end of the 100 

ms latency of the open-loop The bias error in the eye movement then decays to zero 

over a fiirther period of 200 - 300 ms (see Figure 3 of Wallace el al., 2005). This 

temporal evolution toward an accurate representation of tai^et object motion is 

consistent with several experimental results: from human direction judgments 

(Lorenceau et al., 1993); the human ocular following response (Masson and Castet, 
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2002; Masson et al., 2000), smooth pursuit in monkeys (Pack and Bom, 2001) and 

humans (Lindner and Ilg, 2000; Masson and Stone, 2002, Wallace et al., 2005), and the 

responses of MT neurcHis in alert monkeys (Pack and Bom, 2001; Pack e/a/., 2004). 

3.2. Bayesian estimation models applied to smooth eye 

pursuit 

Weiss et al. (2002) proposed an optimal Bayesian probabilistic model of motion 

integratiwi in which an optimal estimate of the target object velocity is computed using 

the likelihoods of the local velocity mejisurements distributed over the visual space 

(Simoncelli el al., 1991; Simoncelli, 2003). They used a priori distribution for the target 

object velocity which assumes a human preference for the assumption of slow speeds, 

and formulated this as a G^ssian prior centred on zero. The idea of using a slow speed 

preference was initially adopted by Heeger and Simoncelli (1991) in their motion 

itegration model. The prior probability distribution centred at zero is analogous to the 

assumption fliat the aperture problem is solved by preference to the slowest speed, i.e. 

the velocity orthogonal to the edge, as discussed in Section 1.5. Support for this idea 

comes from physiology where it is well known ttat the preference of the l-D detectors 

of direction is toward the orUiogonal to the edge direction of motion (Hubel and Weisel, 

1959). Weiss et al. (2(X)2) also assumed an additive measurement noise which was 

independently Gaussian distributed, with zero mean and known variance. This had the 

eflî ct of making the local likelihood functions dependent on stimulus contrast. They 

computed the posterior distribution of the velocity as the product of the likelihoods over 

all the spatial locations (assuming that the likelihoods are independent) multiplied by 

dw priw. The authors show that their model reflects several of the main characteristics 

of human motion perception, as observed in a range of psychophysical studies, both 

their own experiments which use "faf' and "thin" rhombus figures at high and low 
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contrast, and those of othere (Burke and Wenderoth, 1993;Bowns, 1996; Stone et al., 

1990; Stone and Thompson, 1990; Lorenceau et al., 1993) using mainly moving plaid 

patterns. For fixed values of measurement noise variance and prior variance (or more 

specifically, a fixed ratio of these quantities), and for a moving "thin" rhombus 

stimulus, at low contrast the posterior velocity distribution has a maximum (mean) close 

to the vector average of the local velocities. At high contrast, this maximum occurs at, 

or near, the veridical target object velocity given the intersection of the constraint lines 

provided by the local velocity measurements. • ' 

The model of Weiss et al. (2002) was not intended to replicate the experimental 

data from the smooth eye pursuit experiments cited above, and is not capable of 

reproducing the dynamics of the motion integration process as observed in these 

experiments. Moreover, their model, which is tuned to replicate their human perceptual 

experiments, would predict that a stimulus consisting of a horizontally moving high 

contrast "thin" rhombus would not result in any offset bias in the pursuit eye motion, 

whereas the experimental data of Wallace el ai (2005) indicates that there is always an 

offset bias in the initial eye motion of ~30° even in the case of a "thin" rhombus of high 

contrast and slow speed. 

3.3. Non-Bayesian models applied to smooth eye pursuit. 

The neural process of integration of the local motion signals is generally supposed to 

involve two stages. The first stage, which is usually attributed to neural mechanisms in 

prhnary visual cortex (VI), involves the extraction of directionaily selective motion 

information. Since VI neurons are subject to the ambiguities introduced by l-D motion 

stimulus signals, a second stage, attributed to the medial temporal area of cortex (MT), 

is perceived to be the location of the neural mechanisms for integration of the local 

motion signals and the resolution of the ambiguities introduced by the l-D signals. One 
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model based on this two stage process supposes a feed-forward mechanism which 

achieves the integration process by differential weighting of the feed-forward 

projections of the 1-D and 2-D signals (Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998). However, diis 

mode! would not account for the temporal dynamics of the motion integration process 

observed in the above cited smooth pursuit experimental data. 

An alternative model (Pack el al.y 2003) suggests that the dynamics of the 

integration process might be determined by the properties of visual neurons early in the 

visual pathway, in particular a temporal delay in the emergence of end-stopping in 

direction-selective neurons. In this formulation, the temporal evolution of 2-D motion 

signals for pursuit and those that have l>een observed in MT neurons (Pack and Bom 

2001; Packet al., 2004) reflect a change in Ae'Sveighting" applied to the outputs of VI 

direction-selective neurons, whereby the activity of 2-D related end-stopping neurons 

eventually suppresses that of the 1-D contour-related neurons, and the motion signals 

from the 2-D terminators becomes dominant. It is suggested that this mechanism might 

also explain the perceptual dominance of a contour-based vector average for stimuli of 

low contrast (Weiss et ai, 2002), since end-stopping is weak or £d)sent for such stimuli 

(Polat et al., 1998; Sceniak el al., 1999). This is also consistent with the ejqiCTimental 

observations of Wallace el al. (2005) on pursuit initiation in humans, in which the effect 

of lowering the stimulus contrast is an increase in the off-axis bias tn the initial transteni 

^ e movement and a lenglhenmg of the time taken for this bias to reduce to ^ ro . Note 

however that for the low contrast stimulus, the off-axis motion is eventually eliminated, 

albeit with a time constant up to nearly three times that for the high contrast stimulus, 

indicating that the suppressive mechani»n, if this is indeed the case, does still operate 

although more weakly. As pointed out in Bom el al. (2006), the suggested role of the 

end-stopping cells is also physiologically very plausible given the fact that neurons in 

layer 4B of VI, which is the source of the main projection from VI to MT (Maunsell 
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and Van Essen, 1983; Shipp and Zeki, 1989), are strongly end-stopped (Sceniak et aL, 

2001), 

3.4. Other Bayesian motion integration models. 

Other Bayesian models of motion integration and estimation have also been previously 

proposed {Koechlin et ai, 1999; Rao, 2004) but have not been applied to motion 

integration in smooth eye pursuit. 

Koechlin el a/.(1999) focus mainly on the segmentation mechanism of a 

population of neurons, where the Bayesian inference is derived from the lateral 

connectivity and is used to modify the feedforward signals. For instance, in Koechlin el 

al. (1999) the experiment with a tilted moving bar requires two separate sets of units 

(neurons); one of them detecting the orthogonal motion, and another one encoding the 

veridical bar-end direction. Based on the lateral connectivity and Bayestan inference, 

the signal from the units detecting the bar-end velocity propagates along the contour of 

the bar and with the time suppresses the signal from the non-veridical orthogonal 

velocity detectors. 

This mechanism differs substantially from the model presented here. In the 

model presented here a pooling of the signals is performed on a higher level 

(suppo^dly MT area), where the information from the detectors signaling non-veridical 

motion orthogonal to the edges, are overpowered with time by the non-ambiguous, 

veridical information from the detectors of the motion of the ends of the bar, as a result 

of the recursive nature of the velocity estimation algorithm. 

The work of Rao (2004) is primarily concerned with the problran of 

implementing the Bayesian approach in a recurrent neural network. The examples given 

related to motion perception are concerned with Bayesian decision making in a visual 
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motion detection and discrimination task, rather than the problem of motion velocity 

estimation based on the integration of local motion signals as addressed in this thesis. 

The model presented in this thesis differs substantially from these other models 

which employ a Bayesian approach. In contrast to the Koechlin el o/.(I999) model, the 

model presented here does not use Bayesian inference based on propagation of the 2-D 

motion signals fit>m the end-points of the bars via the lateral neural connectivity to 

allow, after a propagation delay, these signals to override the 1-D edge motion signals, 

thus implementing the dynamics of motion integration. Instead, the model uses the 

recursive nature of the Kalman filter estim^ion algorithm to directly model the motion 

integration dynamics. In principle, this can then be thought of in biological neural 

network terms as implementing the dynamics via the recurrent connections between VI 

and MT rather than the lateral connections in VI. That is, the model can be envisaged in 

the form where the prior global stimulus velocity estimate is formed initially in MT and 

distributed to local velocity detectors in VI. These local detectors then use the current 

global estunate to form local error signals which are projected to MT, where they are 

used to update the global velocity estimate, which is in turn fed back U) VI local 

detectors in a recurrent process. TTiis recurrent, distributed version of the motion 

integration model was fully describe in Section 2.3 and illustrated in Figure 9. 

The model presented here also differs from the recurrent neural network 

implementation of the Bayesian process described by Rao (2004) which, as already 

noted, does not address the motion int^ration process at all. Ratho", Rao describes how 

Bayesian computation in general can be carried out in a recurrent neural circuit, and 

how the feedforward and recurrent connections may be selected to perform Bayesian 

inference for arbitrary hidden Maritov models. He illustrates the approach using two 

tasks: discriminating the orientation of a noisy visual stimulus and detecting the 

direction of motion of moving stimuli. 
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3.5. Summary. 

In this chapter a review of motion integration in smooth eye pursuit was presented. It 

was shown that the aperture effect from the detectors of direction of motion of the edges 

could lead to a significant bias in the eye movement's direction during the pursuit. 

Instead of moving into the veridical direction of motion, the eyes tend to follow the 

direction orthogonal to the edge of the tai^et stimulus. The first phase of the pursuit, 

during the open-loop seems to be critical, as then the error is the strongest and it Is 

shown that during that time the eye movements could not be corrected or influenced 

from any external change. On the contrary, as it has been shown in Wallace et 

a/..(2005), an internal correction occurs, which takes into account the influence of the 

veridical information from the i-D cues over 2-D cues of the image. 

Also in this chapter both Bayesian and non-Bayesian models of motion 

integration were reviewed. Some of these models have been applied to the smooth eye 

pursuit experimental data, but are not intended or able to capture the dynamics of the 

integration process evident in this data. 
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Chapter 4. Simulation of smooth eye pursuit 

experiments using the Kalman filter based motion 

integration model. 

4.1. Simulations using the optimal Kalman filter version of the 

model. 

In this chapter it will be shown that the Kalman illter based motion integration model 

described in Chapter 2 cf̂ jftires qualitatively the temporal dynamics of the integration 

process in smooth eye pursuit. As has been described, the model is based on the concept 

that the integration process computes a Bayesian estimate of the target object velocity 

using the local observations of tai^et motion provided by the directionally selective 

neurons in V1, the estimation process being carried out recursively, in the form of a 

Kalman filter (Kalman, I960). In this chapter it is shown that the dynamics of this 

recursive estimation process closely replicates the dynamics of the motion integration 

process, as measured experimentally, under a variety of conditions involving changes in 

shape and contrast of the ^imulus. 

A computational version of the motion integration model was constructed using 

N4atl^ (version 7.3.0.267, Tlie MathWorks) and computer simulations of the model 

were performed on stimuli similar to the ones used in psychophysical experiments 

(Wallace et al., 2005). Two visual stimuli were used in the computer simulation 

experiments: (i) a square diamond with main axes at 0° and 90°, and (li) an elongated 

tilted diamond (or "thin rhombus") with the main axis at 45° and internal angles of 10° 

and 170°. The stimuli were presented as solid figures on a visual space consisted of 200 

by 200 pixels. Each of the stimuli was contained within a square area of 50 by 50 pixels. 
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Figure 10 shows an example of the tilted rhombus as used in the simulations. 
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Figure 10. An example of aiihed rhombus stimulus as used in the simulations. Illustrated is a 100x100 

pixel visual space (a 200x200 pixel visual space was actually used). The solid stimulus was cfflifined 

within an area of 50x50 pixels contained in this backgrmind array. The square areas of 10x10 pixds 

covedng the stimulus show the relative size of the individual local motion detectors used for calculating 

the spatial and temporal derivatives. 

The visual space was further divided into 400 uniformly spaced and sized, non-

overlapping square windows each of size 10 by 10 pixels. Thus the stimulus itself was 

contained within jm area covered by 5x5 windows. In each window, the observations of 

temporal and spatial derivatives of image intensity were calculated as the image moves 

at a constant velocity in the horizontal direction from the left to the right of the visual 

space. Temporal and spatial derivatives f,(x,y,t), I^(x,y,t)andly(x,y,l) were 
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computed using small spaiiai and temporal shifts Ax, Ay, and A/of the stimulus. In 

practice, for the specific results presented here, for computing /^(jc,>',/)or Iy(x,y,t), 

the square 10x10 pixel windows were shifted by one pixel in either the x OTy direction 

respectively within a single presentation time step of the stimulus; the intensity value 

within each window was summed and subtracted from the new intmsity value within 

ttie window after the diift. For computing the temporal derivative Ij{x,y,t), the 

summed intensity value wiftiin a single window for two consecutive time steps of the 

present^od of the stimulus were subtracted from each other. 

Having fixed the parameters of the stimulus presentation method, i.e. the size of 

the stimulus within the pixel array representing the visual space and the size of the local 

motion detector windows, as described above, the only free parameter of the model is 

the covariance r ^ o CT^/CT^, the ratio of the measurement noise variance and the 

variance of the prior estimate of the velocity. The method used to choose this parameter 

is illustrated in Figure 11. 

In Figure II, the initial estimated velocities (i.e. after the first step of the 

algorithm) in the x and j ' directions, v^,v„, for the tilted rhombus are shown for a wide 

range of values of a^ I a],, and for three levels of contrast of the stimulus; 0.25,0.5 and 

1.0. TTie values of the st^idard deviation of the prior velocity estimate ^ were kept 

within a small range of values between 0.04 and 0.07, and the measurement noise 

standard deviation a was varied between O.OI and 3. 

From Figure I Ic in particular it can be seen that the values of the log covariance 

ratio cr^/(T^ systematically determine the dependence of the estimated direction bias 

on contrast. When the logarithm of the (T^/(T^ ratio is greater than 5.0 or less than-I.O 

the variation of the estimated direction bias with contrast becomes cfmsiderably reduced 

compared to say a log covariance r ^ o of 2.0, for which the variation in bias with 
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contrast is greatest- It was therefore decided to choose a range of values of cr I a^ 

which covered this range of contrast dependence, in order to explore the fii]] range in 

the subsequent simulations of the dynamics of the direction bias. 
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Figure 11. a,b) The initial estimates of the x and y velocity components of the tilled rhombus 

for 12 differeni values of the covariauce ratio tr' /ff̂  presented in a logarithmic scale. The true 

speed/direction of the rhombus is 2 pixels per time step in horizontal (x) direction, c) The initial estimate 

of the non-veridical direction bias, computed trom the data in a) and b). d) Values of the covariance ratio 

(T^/a^ plotted against their logarithmic representation. - •'' ' 

J • - - - • 

The values of er. a^, OI<T^, and in(<T- /CT/) chosen to span this range in the simulations 

are given in Table I below. Thus Mfj^ la^-) varies between - -i.O and 5.0. 
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Figure 12 shows the results from the computer simulation of the model in 

estimating the angular direction of the rhombus (0° = horizontal motion) of both the 

square diamond and thin rhombus stimuli, for three values of contrast: max (image 

intensity = 1), half (intensity = 0.5) and quarter (intensity = 0.25), and for the four 

different values of the ratio al tr^ given in Table 1, as a fiinction of the number of 

iterations of the Kalman filter algorithm. 

Note that here and for all simulations presented in the thesis, in di^laying the 

temporal dynamics, time is represented in terms of number of iterations, i.e. steps, of tfie 

Kalman filter algorithm which can not be quantitatively related to any real time 

measurements, for instance milliseconds. Therefore the comparison of the simulation 

resuhs with the experimental results must be made qualitatively and in a relative manner 

with respect lo tfie variation in simulation parameters, e.g. contrast levels, radier than 

quantitatively, ie in terms of real values of direction bias or actual decay times.. This is 

analagous to the manner in which the psychophysical results are often compared within 

a specific experimental setting. 
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Figure 12. Results from the computer simulations of the motion integration model based on the optimal 

Kalman filter algorithm, showing the estimated angular direction of the stimulus motion (0° - horizontal 

motion), for hodzonlally moving diamond and rhombus stimuli, for three different values of contrast, and 

fts" four different values of the ratio (T / cr increasing from the top row to the bottom row of plots. Note 
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the change in tbe vertical scale in die plots in tbe firet two rows. The values of <7 / C used are givoi in 

Table I. 

Each iteration shown in tite graphs in Figure 12 c<WTiesp<mds to five iterations/steps of 

the Kalman filter algorithm, and the estimated angular direction shown Is the average of 

the estimated direction over these five iterations (thus in each plot the tctol number of 

iterations of the algorithm is thirty five). 

The averaging was necessary because of sampling effects appearing as a result 

of the approximate and coarse way of calculating the image intensity derivatives usinf 

the 10x10 pixel non-overlapping windows. Figure 13 shows an example of the 

estimated component velocities before the averaging process, in the worst case siftiation 

of the approximate version of the algorithm {see following section), illustrating the 

widest (^jserved range of variation of the estimate values between the individual steps 

of the Kalman filter algorithm. It was found that averaging over five steps of the 

algorithm was sufficient in all cases to provide a smooth variation in velocity estimates 

and hence in the estimates of direction, as shown in Figure 12. 

rv 

quarter contrast 
half contrast 
ma«corHraat | 

10 1S » 

iteration iteration 

Figore 13. An example for the variation of the estimate component veloci^ values between the 

individual steps of the Kalman filter algorithm for the worst case of the appn>ximaie version of the 

Kalman filter algorithm, and ftH- a log covariance ratio InC*^^) = 3.2 before the averaging ova- eveiy 5 

steps. 
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The simulation results, presented in Figure 12 have a small, but non-zero peak 

offset bias for all values of a Ia^ (note the change in the vertical scale in tiie plots in 

the first two rows). The value of CT / o"̂  is increased from the lop to the bottom row in 

Figure 12, and results in a corresponding increase in the offset bias in the estimated 

direction. This offset bias is however very small in the case of the lowest vaiue of the 

(T/O" ratio (top row of plots) for both the diamond and thin rfiombus shapes (< 0^5" 

for the diamond and < 3° for the thin rhombus). In each case, the peak offset bias is 

followed by a temporal decay of this bias to an asymptotic value of close to 0°. 

These characteristics of the model dynamics, as shown in Figure 12, i.e. an 

initial offset bias followed by a regular temporal decay of this bias to zero, are also the 

main characteristics of the dynamics of the motion integration process, as observed 

experimentally by Wallace et al. (2005). Their data show (see their Figures 5 and 6, 

which are presented here as Figures 14 and 15, respectively) a peak tracking direction 

error followed by a temporal decay toward an asymptotic value corresponding to the 

true target motion direction (0°). 

Moreover, the mode! simulations show (Figure 12) that decreasing the contrast of the 

stimulus, for any fixed value of the ratio a I <j^, results in an increase in both the peak 

offset bias in the estimated velocity and the time constant for the decay of the bias to 

zero. This is again in close qualitative agreement with the data of Wallace et al. (2005), 

(here shown as Figure 14) in which the initial U^cking bias was reduced from —44° to 

-30° when the contrast was increased from 10% to 40%, after which there was little 

fiirther reduction. Similarly, increasing the target contrast resulted in a decrease in the 

decay time constant from ~I68 ms at 10% contrast to an asymptotic value -60 ms for 

contrasts >40%. 
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Figure 14. (FIG. 5 from Wallace et al^ 2005 with the original legend).. Smooth pursuit responses to a 

10°/s object motion: effectsofc^ject contrast. Layout is the same as for Fig. 2. A: mean velocity profiles 

of puTKiil eye mov«nents driven fay a type D diamond drifting ri^fward for a range of object contrasts. 

For this experiment tfte background was set to a gray level comsponding to the mean luminance level. B: 

mean tracking direction errors as a function of time for a single contrast condition (90%, top) and for a 

range of object coitrasts {bottom). The same color code is used for A and B. 
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Figure 15 (FIG. 6 from Wallace el at, 2005 with the original legend). Effects of object contrast on 

pursuit dynamics. A: relation^tp>s between mean (across drrection) tracking direction errors 3r>d target 

contrast, for 3 difTcreni time bins and each subject B: best-fitting peak direction errors, as a function of 

object contrast, for eadi subject. .the vector avei^e prediction. 44° away from the actual object-

motion direction. C: for the same 3 subjects, the best-fitting (tecay time constants are plotted against 

contrast. 
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Overall, the mode) simulation results show a qualitatively, and in specific 

instances quantitatively, high level of correspondence with the experimental results of 

Wallaces/a/. (2005), in particular in respect of the variation of both the peak oQset bias 

in the target velocity and the decay of this bias to zero, with contrast level. 

4.2. Simulations using the approximate, neurally plausible 

version of the model. 

The simuiation experiments described in Figure 12 were repeated with the motion 

integration model based on the approximate form of the Kalman filter estimiUion 

algorithm, as described in section 3 above, where for simplicity u, =o- for all /, and 

(*^l x)o - i^l y)l -'^ • The results are shown in Figure 16. 

As in Figure 12, the value of (r/tr^ in Figure 16 increases from the top row to 

the bottom, and results in a corresponding increase in the peak offset bias in the 

estimated direction for both types of stimuli. There is ^ain a small, but non-zero peak 

ofFset bias in the case of the diamond stimulus, which is less than 1" in all but the case 

of the highest value of a/errand the lowest contrast (lower left-hand plot). 
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Figure 16. Results from the computer simulations of the motion integration model as in Figure 12, but 

for the model based on the approximate Kalman filter jJgorithm. 
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For the thin rhombus stimulus however, there is a substantial peak offset bias 

(>30°) for all values of a/er^inote that there is no change in the vertical scale in the 

plots in the first two rows as there is in Figure 12). This is in contrast to the simulations 

described in Figure 12 for the optimal Kalman filter based model, where such values of 

direction error are obtained only for the highest value of er/cFp (lower right-hand plot 

in Figure 12). 

Comparing the model sirauiation results for the thin rhombus stimulus {right-

hand column of plots) with Figures 5 and 6 of Wallace el al. (2005) (here shown as 

Figures 14 and 15), it can be seen that the peak direction error in the model simulation 

now corresponds more closely to that described by Wallace el al. than is the case for the 

mode! based on the optimal Kalman filter. In particular, m the case of all values of 

<jltT used, the peak direction error of the model has a vari^ion with contrast of 

between 30" and 40°. ITiis is in close agreement with the variation in peak direction 

error observed by Wallace et al., which was between 30° and 45° (Figures 6A and 6B of 

Wallace et al. (2005), presented here as Figure 15A and 15B) 

It can also be seen from Figure 16 that the decay time constant of the direction 

error also increases with both the value of the a I a^ ratio and with reducing the 

contrast, as in the case of Figure 12, and again closely mimics qualitatively the variation 

in decay time constant with contrast observed experimentally by Wallace ei al. (Figure 

6C of Wallace el al. (2005), here Figure 15C). In this case, however, compared to the 

optimal filter based mode! (Figure 12), the time constants are generally larger. 

Interestingly, the model mimics a significant characteristic of the Wallace et al. data, m 

that the time constants stay approximately constant for all but the lowest levels of 

contrast where they increase substantially (-50% increase - see Figure 6C of Wallace et 

al. (2005), here as Figure 15C). The model results also display this feature of die 
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experimental data for all but the lowest value of the (r/a-pratio. as seen in the three 

lower right-hand plots of Figure 16. Overall, in the case of the approximate filter based 

version of the model there is a higher level of correspondence between the simulation 

results and the experimental results of Wallace el al. (2005), than in the case of the 

optimal filter based version of the model. 

A further set of simulation experiments were carried out with the model based 

on the approximate Kalman filter, using the thin rhombus with varying length, in order 

to see the effect of the relative influence of 1-D versus the 2-D local motion 

measurements. In principle, a longer stimulus will contain a larger proportion of I-D 

cues, compared to 2-D cues, and thus should result in an increase in the peak offset bias 

in the direction estimate and a longer time of decay of this bias to zero. This prediction 

was confirmed experimentally in a study for smooth pursuit initiation in monkeys (Bom 

et ai, 2006). They showed that the directional error is more pronounced and lasts longer 

for the longer length tilted bars. 

The model simulation results are presented in Figure 17, using only one level of 

covariance ratio ff /cr^ equal to 5 (ln(cr' I a^) = 3.2). for simplicity. When the length of 

the long diagonal of the 'thin' rhombus increases, both the peak directional error and the 

decay time increase, approaching the value of the vector average direction for the 

longest stimulus used. These results compare well in a qualitative sense with those of 

Bom ei al (2006) (see their Figure 4, which is shown here as Figure 18). 
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Figure 17. Results from the computer simulations of the motion tnt^adon model based on the 

approximate Kalman filter aJgonthm, for four different sizes of the thin rh<»nbus and three values of 

contrast. The sizes are: 10, 20, 30 and SO pixels length for the main diagonal and a constant size of 3 

pixels for the shmt diagoinl. The value of 0"/(T^ ratio used was equal Io5{|ii(oy,) = 3 j ) . 
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Figure 18 (FIG. 4 from Born et id., 2006 with the original legend). Results of varying bar length. A: 

averse eye velocity perpendicular to the direction of target motitMi for bars of different tei^tfas fisr 

monkey H. Each thick line is the average of _900 trials; thin lines represent SE. B: initial (fi-om D to 40 ms 

after pursuit onset) perpendicular eye acceleration as a function of bar length for 3 differait monkeys (C, 

green; H. red; C, black) for bars that were either tilted (solid lines) or not (dashed lines). The error bars 

indicate SE. C: time course ofthe angular deviation for bars of different lengths in monkey H (same data 

as in A). Tlie thick lines represent the direction of the mean vectw and the thin lines represent the 95% 

confidence interval ^X)Ul the mean direction. The cyan circles plot the P values of a 2-sample test 

(Watson-Williams test) at successive time points comparing the deviation induced by die longest tilted 

bar (solid black line) with thenontilted bar of the same length (dashed black line). The time at which the 

difference becomes nonsignificant (arrows) was defined as the duration of the deviation. The significance 

criterion, P -- 0.01, is represented by the horizontal dash-dot line. Symbols near the bottom of the plot 

correspond to a /* < lO". D: time constants of the best-fitting single-exponential decay as a function of 

bar length for the same 3 monkeys (colors as in B). Error bar^ indicate 95% confidence intervals 

d^ermined using a bootstrap procedure (see METHODS). The filled blue circle indicMes the best-fitting 

time constant fw the population data for 60 MT cells recorded fixjm 2 alert macaque monkeys. The fit 

was to the angular deviation of the mean neuronal direction vector in response to fields of tilted bars, each 

bar being 3" long (Fig. 2C flxsn Pack and Bom 2001). 
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43. Summary. 

In this chapter the results were shown of the model simulations using a square diamond 

shape stimulus and a diin 45° tilted rhombus stimulus. For the tilted rhombus, moving 

in a horizontal direction, the results were qualitatively similar to the Wallace et al. 

(2005) psychophysical data, i.e. tfie error bias in the velocity estimation was bigger for 

the lower contrast stimuli. At the same time the bias depends directly on the ratio ala^ 

The results obtained from the approximate version of Kalman filter algorithm 

for both the horizontally moving rhombus and square diamond were closer 

quantitatively to the Wallace et al. (2005) data. The directional bias for all levels of the 

(7 / a ratio was stronger thM the one calculated with the optimal Katman algorithm. 

The bias and the time decay constant were the biggest for the case of the lowest contrast 

of the stimuli, which was strongly widi accordance with the Wallace ei al. (2005) 

results. This ^proximated algorithm gives better results than the optimal one, as it 

predicts a directional bias even for the case of low tr I a ratio and high contrast, which 

is in conformation with the experimental data on smooth pursuit. In the discussion of 

these results in the following Chapter, it will be pointed out how they differ from the 

study of Weiss et al.. (2002), which is the closest to the work presented here. 

The other important result described in this chapter regarding the approximate 

version of the Kalman filter algorithm, is the direct dependence of the directional bias 

on the stimulus length. It shows that the algorithm needs time to take into account the 

relative strength of the information provided from the 1-D and 2-D motion detection. 

The simuluion results of the model as performed by both optimal and 

approximate versions of the Kalman filter gave similar qualitative results and they were 

in accordance with the psychophysical data on smooth pursuit regarding the initial non-

veridical bias of the tracking eye movements. In general, the bias showed direct 
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dependence on the ratio al cr. , and on the stimulus size, and an inverse relationship 

with the stimulus contrast. These results are in accordance with the psychophysical data 

of Wallace e/a/. (2005) and Bom e/fl/. (2006). 

The difference, between the approximate and the optimal version appeared 

mainly in the effect of the ratio a/cr^ on the direction bias. Whereas m the case of the 

^proximate version the bias was significant for all levels of ala , for the optimal 

algorithm the bias was less sensitive to the values of this ratio. This suggests that for the 

approximate version it is easier to obtain a directional bias for all contrast levels and 

ola^ ratios, which is closer to the psychophysical data on smooth eye pursuit 

.1 - y ' ^ r •' 
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Chapter 5. Discussion of the application of the motion 

integration model to smooth eye pursuit 

5.1. Simulation results. 

The aim in this part of the thesis has been to develop a theoretical, neuratly plausible 

computer simulation model of the motion integration process which is intrinsic to the 

control of eye movements in the smooth pursuit of moving target stimuli. In particular 

psychophysical data for initiation of smooth pursuit eye movements suggest that the 

integration of local measurements of the veloci^ of the stimulus starts before the 

closing of the oculomotor control loop and is correcting for inaccurate, ambiguous local 

motion signals prior to the onset of any compensatory eye movement (Wallace et ai, 

2005; Bom et al., 2006). This d^a also demonstrates a dynamical behaviour for the 

correction of the off-axis directional error in the global motion signal used to initiate eye 

movement, presumably reflecting the dynamics of an underlying motion integration and 

global velocity calculation process in the brain and the subsequent correcting eye 

movements. To develop the model, a recursive Bayesian estimation of the global 

stimulus velocity was used, based on the local I-D and 2-D motion measurements. The 

estimation process was implemented as a Kalman filter algorithm fw optimally 

determining the posterior distribution of the global velocity estimate. 

This algorithm makes some basic assuniptions about the nature of the motion 

observation process, not^ly that it is linear and subject to additive Gaussian distributed 

measurement noise. These assumptions were used in the original description of the 

Kaiman filter (Kalman, I960), and has subsequently been commonly used in 

engineering problems because it leads to a tractable solution to the estimation problem. 

This was pointed out by Weiss et al. (2002), who made the same linearity and Gaussian 
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measurement noise assumptions in the formulation of their motion integration model. It 

is also assumed that (i) the stimulus is moving with constant velocity, as in tfie 

psychophysical experiments, and (ii) changes in image intensity at any location in visual 

space are due only to motion of the stimuli, the so-called "standard principle of intensity 

conservation", a standard assumption in several models of motion processing (Heeger 

and Simoncelli, 1993; Weiss et al., 2002). 

,,,4- Given these assumptions the simulation results from the Kalman filter based 

motion integration model have been shown to closely match the experimental data of 

smooth pursuit In particuleir it was shown that such a model has a dynamic behaviour, 

the result of the recurrent Bayesian estimation process, which possesses quahtatively the 
I 

same characteristics as the experimentally observed dynamics of the motion integration 

process during the initial stages of smooth eye pursuit (Wallace et al., 2005; Bom et al., 

2006). Specifically, the variations in the stimulus contrast in the model simulations lead 

to changes in the peak directional error and the time constant for the decay of this error 

to zero which are qualitatively consistent with the changes in the dynamics of the 

directional error induced by similar contrast variations in the experimental situation 

(Wallace et al., 2005). Similar consistent results were obtained irom the model in 

response to changes in stimulus length and the corresponding ratio of 1-D and 2-D local 

motion measurements (Bom et al., 2006). These results strongly suggest that the brain 

may be using some form of Bayesian estimation process to correct for the presence of 

ambiguous 1-D local motion cues in the calculation of a veridical global stimulus 

velocity for smooth eye pursuit. 

Furthermore, the neural plausibility of the model was demonstrated, in terms of 

the feasibility, tn principle, of its implementation using neural computational methods, 

i.e. avoiding the computation of matrix inversions as in the optimal Kalman filter based 

model. This required the development of an approximate version of the Kalman filtM-
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which eliminated the need for matrix inversion. The simulation results &om the motion 

integration mode! based on the approximate Kalman filter algorithm presented here 

show an even closer correspondence with the experimental data, suggesting that the 

brain may possibly be adopting a form of sub-optimal Bayesian approach to the 

estimation of stimulus velocity in the integration of local motion cues. 

5.2. The origin of motion integration dynamics in the 

initiation of smooth eye pursuit. 

For some time it has been unclear as to the origin of the temporal dynamics which have 

been observed in the initiation of smooth eye pursuit in both humans and monkeys 

(Masson and Stone, 2002, Wallace et al., 2005) and the associated dynamic response 

properties of raonkQf MT neurons (Pack and Bom, 2001; Bom et al., 2002). One recent 

proposal has been that it is the consequence of a delayed response of end-stopped cells 

resulting in a change in the '"weighting" applied to the outputs of VI direction-selective 

neurons as end-stopping eventually suppresses contour-related motion signals and 

emphasizes those from terminators (Pack et at., 2003; Bom et al., 2006). However this 

suggestion has not resulted in the development of a ^>ecific model which can be tested 

against the behaviourally and physiologically observed dynamics. 

It has also been proposed that the independent computaticHi of Fourier and non-

Fourier motion signals followed by the computation of their vector average will lead to 

a dynamic response in motion integratimi owing lo the delay in computing non-Fourier 

motion signals relative to Fourier motion signals (LOffler and Orbach 1999; Wilson et 

al.. 1992). The phenomenon of non-Fourier motion perception, the visual perception of 

motion that cannot be explained simply on the basis of the autocorrelation structure of 

the visual stimulus, is well recognised, and is generally considered to be due to 

nonlinear preprocessing of the visual stimulus prior to standard motion analysis. A 
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Fourier motion stimulus is one whose spatiotemporal luminance function has directional 

motion energy, and thus, can be identified as moving from its autocorrelation structure, 

e.g. by a Reichardt motion detector. For n = 2, 3, 4,..., an n-lh-order, non-Fourier, 

motion stimulus is a stimulus whose spatiotemporal luminance function has directional 

motion energy only if it is first passed through a polynomial of order «. and not of lower 

order. Thus motion of a second order. non-Fourier stimulus can be detected by first 

subjecting the stimulus to a squaring operation, or flill-wave rectification. The effect of 

this nonlinear pre-processing is thus to translate "texture-defined" motion, motion 

defined by translations of some texture property such as contrast or spatial frequency, 

into luminance motion so that it becomes accessible to standard motion analysis (Chubb 

& Sperling, 1988). There are several examples of texture-defined motion which may be 

rcadtly perceived by human observers, yet cannot supposedly be analysed by 

luminance-based motion models (Chubb and Sperling, 1988, 1989; Cavanagh & Mather 

1989; Benton & Johnston 1997). However, more recently it has been shown that the 

motion of several texture-defined motion stimuli can be detected by luminance-based 

mechanisms (Benton et al, 2001). 

The model of Loffier and Orbach (1999) closely follows that of Wilson el al. 

(1992), with additional components which increase physiological plausibility. In the 

model of LSffler and Orbach (1999), two parallel pathways, Fourier and non-Fourier, 

extract the motion of luminance boundaries and texture boundaries respectively. The 

Fourier pathway extracts motion using directionally-tuned Reichardt detectors. In the 

non-Fourier pathway, the responses of model VI simple cells are squared and then 

filtered at a second s t ^ e , presumably by cells in area V2. These filters are tuned to a 

lower spatial frequency and oriented orthogonal to the initial VI ceil filters to extract 

texture boundaries. Qualitatively the same motion extraction steps then follow as for the 

Fourier pathway. Finally, the signals of the Foinier and non-Fourier pathways are 
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combined, supposedly at the level of MT pattern detection cells. Thus the non-Fourier 

pathway in the model has three qualitative differences from the Fourier pathway. First, 

the second stage fitters do not operate on the local contrast diffocnces of the stimulus 

itseif, but on tfie squared responses of the initial filters of the stimulus. Second, this 

second stage filtering is earned out by lower spadal frequency filters with orientation 

tuning which is perpendicular to the orientation tuning of the initial filters. Third, the 

second stage filtere have opposite polarity: they exhibit off-centre characteristics. 

in support of the two-pathway model, the time-delay present in the non-Fourier 

pathway relative to the Fourier pathway has been found to be approximately 60 ms (Yo 

and Wilson, 1992), which is consislwit with the observed dynamics of motion 

integration. Recent work by Barth^lemy el al. (2008) also shows that the Fourier and 

non-Fourier motion signals display different contrast dynamics, which may underlie the 

variation of the dynamics of motion integration with contrast in such a model. 

Loffler and Ortt^h (1999) tested their model on stimuli corresponding to 

stationary terminators, plaids, and moving terminators. Although they did not simulate 

the temporal dynamics of their model explicitly, they make a prediction for the 

dynamics of direction perception of briefly presented terminator stimuli, which suggests 

an initial directional bias approximately equal to the output of the Fourier pathway 

alone. As far as the author is aware, the model has ncrt been used to explain the 

dynamics of motion integration in smooth pursuit initiation, and it is not clear whether 

or not the results of Wallace et al. (2005) and Bom et al. (2006), in particular the 

variation in magnitude and decay time of the directional bias with stimulus shape and 

length couid be readily explained by this model, since such variations would appear to 

have little or no effect on the time delay of the non-Fourier pathway. Furthermore, as 

pointed out in Smith et al. (2005), there is no clear evidence of a separate cortical 

pathway for the computation of non-Fourier "pattern" motion cues, such as m areas V2 
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or V3, which do not apparently make an important separate contribution to the 

behaviour of pattern direction selective neurons in MT. 

A number of models of motion integration have been based on the idea of the 

spiatial propagation of 2-D motion signals from line terminators and their suppression of 

the ambiguous i-D motion signals. The model of Liden and Pack (1999) employs 

recurrent networks to spatially propagate motion signals across model MT cells, the 

propagation dynamics providing a good qualitative fit to the temporal dynamics of 

motion integration as observed in MT (Pack and Bom, 2001). Similarly, the motion 

integration and segmentation model of Grossberg et al. (2001) uses feedback 

cormections between model MT and MST cells to select winning directions and 

suppress losing directions on a top-down matching process, resulting therefore in a 

temporal dynamics. It also uses lateral connectivity in MT cells to ampliiy 2-D feature 

tracking signals and suppress 1-D ambiguous direction signals, in a manner similar to 

that of Liden and Pack (1999). Neither of these two models has been used to simulate 

the smooth pursuit initiation data of Wallace e/o/. (2005), but in principle could provide 

an expl2mation of the dynamic nature of this data. Indeed, Liden and Pack (1999) have 

used their model to simulate the perception of a horizontally oriented line translating at 

45° relative to its orientation. The mode! initially signals horizontal motion, and then 

gradually recovers the true line motion direction by propagating unambiguous motion 

signals generated by the terminators along the contour of the line. The model dynamics 

is therefore based on the dynamics of the spatial propagation of the motion signals, 

which the authors relate anatomically to the lateral connectivity between motion 

selective cells in MT. Some evidence exists for laterally extending fibres in MT (Van 

Essen, Maunsell & Bixby 1981). but fiirther detailed physiological examination of these 

connections and their propagation delays would be necessary to reveal whether or not 

the dynamics conveyed by this connectivity is consistent with the psychophysically 
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(Wallace et ai, 2005) or |:^ystologicalty observed (BCMH et ai, 2006) dynamics of the 

perceptual bias in the initiation of smooth pursuit 

The model of motion disambiguation proposed by Bayed and Neumann (2004) 

also suggests titat the dynamics of motion integration results from the spatial 

prop£igation of signals in MT, and whilst it has not been used to explain specificatty the 

data on smooth pursuit initiation, sudi propagation dynamics would similarly predict 

the observed dynamics of smooth pursuit initiation. An additional feature of this model 

compared to that of Liden and Pack (1999) is that it uses feedback fix)m MT to VI to 

attentionally gate by excitatory modulation the ummibiguous VI motion signals, and 

thus takes some «x»unt of the recurrent nature of the MT-Vi circuitry. 

In the Bayesian estimation framework, Koechelin et al. (1999) describe a model 

of motion integration based on the Vl-MT circuitry that also employs mechanisms of 

recurrent lateral interactions. Their model proposes a multiplicative combination of 

feed-forward input and the result of lateral integration, which leads to the proposal that 

the model represents a neural implementation of Bayesian motion estimation. 

Also using a Bayesian approach, a recursive extension of the Bayesian model of 

motion estimation of Weiss et al. (2002) has rec«itly been proposed (Montagnini el aJ., 

2007). They used human experimental data on smooth pursuit eye movements in 

response to dot and line stimuli to derive, respectively, the variances of two likelihood 

functions, one for the I -D cues and one for the 2-D cues. These likelihood functions are 

used together with the same prior as in Weiss el al. (2002) in a recursive versicm of the 

Weiss el al. model, to produce a discrete evolution of velocity estimates. They show 

that the temporal evolution of the velocity estimates expressed in terms of tracking 

error, coarsely matches their experimental data for mean eye velocity and diff^'ent 

target stimulus speeds. However they have not attempted to explain the observations of 

Wallace et al. (2005) on smooth pursuit initiation. 
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In contrast to the above models, the model proposed in this thesis uses a neurally 

plausible recursive estimation process based on an approximate form of the Kalman 

filter, and has been specifically addressed to the issue of motion integration dynamics in 

the initiation of smooth eye pursuit. As has been shown, the model proposed here 

demonstrates the main characteristics of the experimentally observed dynamics, and the 

dependence of the model dynamics on contrast qualitatively replicates the 

experimentally observed contrast variation in the motion integration dynamics (Wallace 

et al., 2005; Bom ei aL, 2006). It has also been possible to show similar qualitative 

agreement between the nrodel simulations and the experimental data of Bom et aL 

(2006), for the dependence of the motion integration dynamics on stimulus length. 

An important feature which distinguishes the mode! proposed here from several 

of the others described above is that it does not depend on the concept of lateral 

propagation of unambiguous motion signals along line contours in order to achieve a 

veridical estimation of motion direction in the presence of ambiguous direction cues. 

Rather, it is suggested here that true motion perception is achieved through a recursive 

estimation process which produces successively improved velocity estimates by 

eliminating the initial estimation errors introduced by the ambiguous motion signals of 

local detectors. It is suggested that this can be achieved by the divergent feedback 

connections which are known to exist from MT motitm selective cells back to VI cells, 

and which connect to a retinotopic area of VI wliich corresponds to the receptive field 

size of the MT cell (Shipp and Zeki, 1989). At the present time, more is known about 

these connections flian is about the lateral connections in MT, in particular the fast 

transmission times of Vl-MT connections (Raiguel et ai, 1989; Schmolesky et al., 

1998; Hupee/a/- 2001). It is very clear however that much further woric will be needed, 

in relating the models to their proposed physiological and anatomical basis in the visual 

system, before it becomes clear as to whether the origin of motion integration dynamics 
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lies fH îdominantly in; (i) the delayed activation of end-stopped cells (P^k ei ai, 2003; 

Bom et ai, 2006); (ii) separate Fourier and non-Fourier motion pathways (LSffler and 

Orbach 1999); (iii) lateral connectivi^ in MT (Lid^n and Pack, 1999; Bayerl and 

Neumann. 2004; Koechelin et al., 1999)); (iv) feedback connectivity between MT and 

MST (Grossbei^ el ai, 2001); or (v) feedback connectivity between VI and MT. 

The model proposed here provides support for the notion that motion integration 

in the brain might be based on a Bayesian estimation process, as has been suggested by 

many psychophysical studies, and suggests that the observed motion integration 

dynamics, and their dependence on stimulus contrast and length, may result from the 

recursive nature of this motion estimation [Mxx:ess. The model also reflects the recurrent 

MT-Vl circuitry, the pooling of information from local VI motion detectors, the 

convergence of the polled local motion signals in projections to MT, and the divergent 

feedback of MT velocity signals to VI ceils. However far more work needs to be done 

before the recuirent MT-VI circuitry can be shown to be capable of supporting the kind 

of recursive Bayesian estimation algorithm inherent in the model. 

It Is also clear that the proposed model, along with all the models reviewed here, 

is limited by its ability to explain the dynamics of motion integration in the initiation of 

smooth eye pursuit only in relation to intensity-based motion sdmuli, and not moving 

tar^ts defined in other ways, e.g. cyclopean targets defined by means of random-dot 

stereograms. We note however that although it is likely that different neural pathways 

are involved in luminance motion and stereomotion perception, h is possible that the 

roles played by the pooling of local motion detectors, and by moving stereoscopic line 

terminators are similar in both cases (Donnelly ei al., 1997; Patterson et ai, 1998). 
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5.3. The effect of the free parameter er /<T ,̂ ' i 

The free parameter in the model, (T I a , the ratio of standard deviations of the 

probability density functions of the measurement noise and the prior velocity estimate, 

has been varied as shown in Table 1. in order to demonstrate the dependence of the 

model behaviour on this parameter. As has been pointed out by Stocker and Simoncelli 

(2006), Bayesian models of visual motion perception are difTicull to validate 

quantitatively owing to the fact that it is hard to attribute precise values to these 

variables. Even though a reasonable estimate of the prior velocity estimate can be made 

on theoretical grounds, or based on the statistics of natural visual stimuli, uncertainty in 

the value of the measurement noise variance remains. It is interesting however to note 

that this variance always appears in the model as a divisive modulation of the squared 

image intensity derivatives, that is, as—^,—^-. Thus we can think of the 

measurement noise variance in neural terms as a signal which increases or decreases the 

magnitude of the output of the squared linear filter representation of the neurons which 

code f o r / \ „ / ^ ^ . The obvious suggestion for a neural implementation of the model is 

that the influence of the measurement noise variances in the Bayesian formulation could 

be identified with the divisive normalisation role of liie intracortical connections 

between orientation hypercolumns (Carandini et al., 1997). Thus neurons reporting the 

directional derivatives (or their orientated versions) of the image intensity would be 

suppressed by the activity of neurons in the surrounding spatial region which were 

responding to stimuli with a different orientation/direction, as observed physiologically 

(Morrone, Burr and Maffei, 1982), indicating an increased uncertainty in the local 

motion measurement consistent with a decrease in signal to noise ratio for this 

measurement, if this approach is adopted, there is no need for a precise measurement of 

the measurement noise variance, which in any case is highly unlikely to be represented 
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in any VI neuronal responses, but instead the divisive role of this variance is used in the 

model to mimic the effect of divisive normaiisation via intracortical lateral cormections 

(HeegCT, 1992; Carandini and Heeger, 1994; Heegerc/a/. 1996; Carandini era/., 1997) 

5.4. Predictions of the modeL 

TTie recursive nature of the calculation of the velocity estimate in the model suggests 

that blanking of the stimulus for short periods of time will not result in the 

reintroduction of an offset directional error in the eye movement when the stimulus 

reapjjeaR at the end of the blanking period. This follows from the fact that the update of 

the velocity estimate, as expressed in equation (31), depends on the error 

signal {h^ - C,v^~'). Owing to the definitions of h^ and Ĉ  (following equation (4)) in the 

absence of any stimulus during the blanking period, both h^and C\wil] be zero. Thus 

no updates of the velocity estimate will take place during the blanking paiod, and al the 

end of the period the original velocity estimate will be used in fiirther updates. Thus the 

estimation procedure will continue as if it had not been interrupted. This "prediction" of 

the model has ahready been confirmed by the experiments of Masson and Stone (2002), 

in which the motion of a tilted elongated diamond stimulus (thin rhombus) was 

transiently blanked for a period of 90 ms during steady state pursuit They observed a 

small decrease in the eye velocity in the v»idical direction during the blanking period 

and a transient increase in this velocity immediately after the blanking period ended, but 

DO post-blankii^ reappearance of an offset direction error. The small decrease in the eye 

motion in the veridical direction could be explained by a slow decay of the velocity 

estimate in die model in die absence of any updating, which would maintain the 

directional component of the estimate but decrease its magnitude. The update of the 

estimate post-blanking would then rapidly correct for any magnitude error without 

introducing any directional error. 
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5.5, Summary. 

This chapter was a discussion on the application of the presented model to the smooth 

eye pursuit experimental data. The simulation results and other models were discussed 

in regard to the origin of the motion integration dynamics. The role of the free 

parameter <T Ia^ was examined in terms of image intensity derivatives normalization 

witfi suggesrion about the possible role of the lateral connectivity in VI area in this 

process. Finally, some predictions of the model were derived, in particular about the 

interruption of the stimulus presentation during His smooth pursuit initial stage. 

. . . , • • . , • i . i , - . . . . I . J H , • • . ' I . ' i ' , I . •. .•. . ' . ; . • 
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Chapter 6. Motion integration in the perception of 

plaid patterns. 
• I . ' 

6.1. Models of motion integration in the perception of plaid 

motion. 

The problem of how the visual system combines the motion of two moving gratings to 

form the percept of a coherent moving plaid pattern is stili unsolved after nearly thirty 

years of research. It has long been known that the plaid motion can be computed by a 

velocity space construction, known as the "intersection-of-constraints" (IOC) (Fennema 

& Thompson, 1979). The intersection-of-constraints rule was described in the 

introduction of the thesis (Figure 6 and 7); nevertheless it will be briefly rest^ed; the 

motion of an edge viewed through an aperture has a family of possible velocities, which 

form a so-called constraint line of velocities. The intersection of the constraint lines 

corresponding to the motion of all the edges forming an object gives die point in 

velocity space which defines the true velocity vector of the object. Based on this rale, 

Adelson & Movshon (1982) proposed a two-st^e model for the aiwilysis of plaid 

motion in which the one-dimensional (l-D) motiwis of the plaid's two component 

gratings are first determined, and then combined in a weighted summation 

corresponding to the IOC construction. This model has dominated research in the area 

for almost thirty years, despite the psychophysical (Welch, 1989; Denington & Suero, 

I99i; Deirington & Badcock, 1992; Stone, Watson & Mulligan, 1990) and 

physiological (Movshon e/a/., 1985; Movshon &Newsome, 1996; Tinsley e/a/., 2003) 

evidence being equivocal. In particular, the available evidence is based entirely on 

experimCTts using symmetric Type I plaids (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990), for which die 
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plaid velocity vector lies between the velocity vectors of the two component gratings, 

which have equal magnitude. The strongest evidence against the Adelson and Movshon 

(1982) model was obtained when Type n plaids, the velocity vector of which lies 

outside of the velocity vectors of the two component gratings, were used in 

psychophysical experiments (Yo & Wilson, 1992). TTiese experiments demonstrated 

that the direction of the plaid motion during the initial period (up to ~60 ms) of stimulus 

presentation is misperceived, with a strong bias in the perceived direction towards the 

vector sum (VS) direction of the velocities of the component gratings. Whilst it is 

possible that the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model is correct for Type I plaids, and 

that another mechanism is responsible for Type 11 plaid motirni perception, this would 

seem highly unlikely. • •.. , -,. ;, •/•.':,i , i ' . • ., • . . .; 

Subsequent to the Yo and Wilson (1992) experiments, and prior experiments 

which showed identified misperceptions in the direction and speed of Type II plaids 

(pHrera and Wilson, 1990, 1991), several models have been proposed which attempt lo 

explain these misperceptions. Wilson, Ferrera and Yo (1992) suggested a model, 

subsequently extended by Wilson and Kim (1994), vAucb consisted of two parallel 

processing pathways, one signalling the direction of the component gratings (presumed 

to be mediated by neurons in area VI of visual cortex) and the other (presumed to be 

end-slopped neurons in area V2) signalling, after a hypothesised delay of ~77 ms, the 

direction of "the motion of illusory lines formed by the nodes of the Type 11 pattern" 

(Yo and Wilson, 1992). The signals of tfie first pathway are combined (by neurons in 

extrastriate area MT to which both VI and V2 neurons project) to form a cosine-

weighted sum of the component grating velocities. The signals of the second pathway 

are derived after fiill-wave rectification of the stimulus and orientation filtering at a 

tower spatial frequency than that of the component gratings (postulated to take place in 

V2). A cosine-weighted sum of the two pathways is then followed by competitive 
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feedback inhibition in order to i»edict the perceived plaid direction. The delay in the 

second pathway accounts for the initial misperception of the plaid direction towards the 

vector sum direction of the component ^ t ings ' velocities. Whilst this model offers a 

compelling explanation of the observed misperception, it is deficient in several respects, 

as discussed in Alais et al.. (1997), who carried out experiments on the effect of the size 

and number of plaid features, or "blobs", the "nodes of the Type 11 pattern" referred to 

above, on the misperception. They concluded thai a more likely explanation is based on 

"a feature sensitive mechanian which responds to the motion of plaid features and 

which is tuned to their various qualities" (Alais el at. 1997). The plaid blobs which they 

examined and refer to are the high luminance regions which are fonned at the 

intersection of the component gratings and which, in particular for Type 11 plaids, are 

the most visually salient features in the plaid pattern for a human observer. 

6.2. Bayesian model of motion integration in plaid perception. 

In this part of the thesis, the aim is to demonstrate that the misperception of the plaid 

direction, its dependence on the angular separation and contrast of the component 

gratings, and its decrease with lengthening stimulus duration, can all be fiilty explained 

by a two-stage model which is based on die detection of both the one-dimensional (l-D) 

and two-dimensional (2-D) motion of the blobs, and their combination by a recursive 

Bayesian velocity estimation process lliis is the same model, which has already beeo 

presented in Chapters 2 and 3 and applied successfully on smooth eye pursuit dynamics. 

lo the fira stage of the model, local motion detectors respond to both the I -D 

and 2-D motion of the blobs within the plaid. It is hypothesised that diese detectors are 

based <MI the complex and hypercompjex (end-stopped) neurons in Vi (Hubel & Weisel, 

1965; Pack, Livingstone, Duffy, and Bom, 2003). This stage of the model differe from 
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that of Wilson ei al. (1992) in thai: (i) the 1-D motion signals are derived not from the 

motion of the component gratings but fhsm the edge motion of the blobs; (ii) there is no 

requirement for the separate combination or any explicit weighting, cosine or otherwise, 

of the 1-D signals; (iii) tfie 2-D motion signals are derived directly from the 

terminations (end-points) of the blobs, without the requirement for full-wave 

rectification (squaring) of the plaid stunulus. In the second stage of the model, the 1 -D 

and 2-D motion signals are combined using a recursive Bayesian least squares 

estimation process, which might be postulated to occur in the recurrent Vl-MT 

circuitry. This also differs from the Wilson el al. (1992) model in that cosine weighting 

of the 1-D and 2-D signals is not required, nor is there the need for a final stage of 

competitive inhibition. . , . , . 

In the next Chapter of the thesis, the specific geometric properties of the blobs 

which, it is claimed, play the main role in the perception of plaid motion are examined 

in detml. In particular it is shown that the shape of the blobs, specifically the extent of 

their elongation, is defined by the angular difference in the directions of motion of the 

component gratings, and that the orthogonal dbection of motion of the longer edges of 

the elongated blobs is given by the mean of the directions of motion of the component 

gratings. It is also shown that as the blobs become more elongated, the orthogonal 

direction of motion of the longer edges of the blobs tends towards the VS of the 

directions of motion of the component gratings. Although the blobs have been 

implicated in the perceptual process by several authors (Wilson el al., 1992; Burke and 

Wenderoth, 1993; Wenderoth, Alais, Burke and van der Zwan, 1994; Alais, Wenderoth 

and Burke, 1994, 1997), as far as the author is aware this is the first time that the 

geometric properties of the blobs and their relationship to the directions of motion of the 

component gratings have been precisely defined. 
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It is then shown theoretically how th^e particular properties of the blobs can 

lead to the misperception of Type 11 plaid direction which has been observed 

psychophysicaily (Yo and Wilson, 1992; Burice and Wenderoth, 1993). To demonstrate 

this more fiilly, a computer simulation of the model is used to mimic the observed 

misperception, and show tiiat the magnitude of the direction bias, its dependence on 

angular separation and contrast, and the divergence of the perceived plaid direction 

towards the veridical direction with increasing stimulus presentation duration, are all 

accurately predicted by the model. 

finally a discussion is included of how the model differs torn the two-stage 

model of Adelson and Movshon (1982), yet is consistent with the available 

physiological and psychophysical evidence, and how it relates to a recent Bayesian 

extension of the Adelson and Movshon model (Weiss and Adelson, 1998; Weiss el ai, 

2002), and the models proposed by Bowns (1996,2006). 

6.3. Summary. 

A brief overview of the main models relating to plaid motion was presented in this 

chapter. It includes the wide accepted idea of the 'intersection'of-constraints' rule 

(Adelson and Movshon. 1982) versus the numerous psychophysical results showing the 

violation of the same rule. It was briefly described how the model presented here tries to 

explain these contradictory results and replace the intersection-of constraints rule with 

one based cm the detection of the dominant local motions in the image. 
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Chapter 7. Application of the motion integration model 

to plaid perception. 

7.1. Geometric analysis of the plaid blobs. 

The high luminance regions of the plaid, i.e. the blobs, which are forraed al the 

intersections of the component gratings, can be precisely defined by representing the 

plaid as the pro^ywc/of two gratings rather than as a.9w/7i of two gratings, its normal form 

of representation. Typically a plaid is described by the sum of two sine or cosine 

gratings, i.e. the spatiotemporal luminance intensity iUnction of the stimulus is deOned 

by 

/(x,>',/) = sin(e)|)+sin(o>j) (33) 

where to, = 2ff5^(xcos^, +_>'sin ,̂ +v / ) ; s, = spatial frequency (cycles/"); 0^ = direction 

of motion (°); and /;= speed (7sec), for the i th. grating, je{!,2}. Using a simple 

trigonometric identity, this expression can be rewritten as, 

Kx,y,t) = 2sin((a»i +a>;)/2)cos((cn -&>;)/2) (34) 

i.e. as the product of two anti-phase grarings, henceforth referred to as the product 

gratings to distinguish them from the component gratings used in the summation form 

(equation (33)) of the plaid. The two product gratings comprise: (i) a sine grating which 

moves in the direction^ = (^,+ft) /2, and which has a spatial frequency 

s^ = j(cos5i +005 02)^2005^, and a speed r̂  =(r,+r^)cos^/(cos^,+0056!;); and (ii)a 

cosine grating which moves in the direction ^ = ̂ - 9 0 , has a spatial frequency 
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S|-A=30 

• . • . , . I 

Figure 19. Three examples (a-c) of the represenution of a plaid (centre) as the sum (left) or the product 

(right) of two gratings. The velocity space diagram above each plaid shows the velocity vectors for each 

component g^ing, Vj and v^ togetber witfi the IOC and vector sura velocity vectors Vi^-^-. and v^^. The 

arrows MI the gratings and plaids also show their directions of motion, with the dashed anow on the plaid 

showing the vector sura direction. 

.«̂  =^(cos^i-cos^2)/2cos^, and a speed r̂  ̂ ( / i-r ,)cosp/(cos^,-cos^j). For 

simplicity it is assumed henceforth th^ j , = 5j = i-. 
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Derrington and Ukkonen (1999) used this representation to describe a specific 

instance of a plaid with component gratings oriented symmetrically about the vertical 

and a specific relationship between the spatial frequency of the gratings and their 

orientations. In this case they obtain a vertically oriented, horizontally moving product 

grating and horizontally oriented, stationary product grating. 

Figure 19 shows three examples of equivalent plaid representations in terms of 

their component and product gratings. These clearly demonstrate that the high 

luminance regions, or blobs, in the plaid which occur at the intersections of the 

component gratings are precisely defined by the anti-phase modulation of one product 

grating by the other. In particular, where the spatial frequencies of the product gratings 

differ substantially (Figs. 19a and 19c), tiie blobs are readily seen to correspond to the 

luminance peaks of the higher frequency product grating modulated by the lower 

frequency product grating. The shape of the blobs, in terms of the ratio of their long and 

short edges, is thus determined by the ratio of the spatial frequencies of the product 

gratings, which can be expressed in terms of the angular difference 6^ - 0^ in the 

directions of the component gratings as 

sjs^ = \lt!m{{e,-e,)ll) (35) 

The direction of motion of the blobs (and therefore the IOC direction of the plaid) is 

given by the VS direction of the two product gratings. 

Since Type II plaids (e.g. Figure 19a) are the major interest, and in order to 

simplify the presentation, the main characteristics of the blobs will be derived here only 

for this case, although similar equations describing the characteristics of Type I plaids 

(e.g. Figures 19b and 19c), can be easily obtained. For Type II plaids, the IOC velocity 

vector lies outside of the two component grating velocity vectors. In this case, the ratio 

of the speeds of the component gratings, r^l fi, must be greater than one, and the 

difference in their directions of motion, 0^-9^, must be less than 90°. It follows from 

(35) that, as the difference in the direction of motion of the two component 
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gratings. ̂ 1 -^^ <90 , decreases, the ratio of the spatial frequencies of the product 

gratings, s^/s^, will increase, and the blobs will become more elongated in shape. 

Moreover, the shape of the blobs only depends on the difference between the directions 

of the two component gratings,^, -0^ > ^ d "ot on the ratio of their speeds. It can be 

seen from (35) that s^ S.y^when 0 <^,-^^ ^90 , and s^ ^s^when 

90 ^^ , -^ j<180 . Also s^/s^ increases as the difference between the component 

grating angles decreases, to a theoretical limit of «>when 0, =^,,and s^/s^ increases as 

the difference between the component grating angles increases, to a theoretical limit of 

00 when 5, - f t =180'. It also follows from (35) that 5̂  >s^, and thus the motion of the 

longer edges of the blobs orthogonal to their orientation will be in the direction 

^ = (^,+^j) /2, the mean ofthe directions of motion of the component gratings. 

Most importantly, the difference between the orthogonal direction of motion of 

the longer edges of the high luminance regions, (S, and the vector sum (VS) direction of 

the velocities of the component gratings, denoted by ^^., can be expressed as: 

^-0ys =arctan (36) 

When the angle ^, -0^ is greater thwi 90°, this esqjression changes to: 

^~0ys =arctan 
f / 

(37) 

due to the fact that the product gratings change their places (the edge of the h ^ 

intensity regions which used to be the longer one when {9^ -0^) < 90° now becomes the 
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shorter one). In particular, the case when the component gratings speeds form an angle 

greater than 90° is an interesting one, as then the plaid which is formed is Type I, fcM" 

which the IOC vector lies between the component gratings' velocity vectors. However, 

the relationship in (37) is similar to that in (36). This means that for asymmetric Type I 

plaids our model would predict analogous behaviour for the estimated angle as in the 

case of Type II plaids. This should be especially true for the case when the difference in 

the directions of the IOC and VS vectors is of similar magnitude to that in the case of 

Type 11 plaids, which as described above are perceived non-veridically. Examples will 

be shown later of the predicted direction misperception for Type I plaids under certain 

conditions. 

I I 

Equation (36) shows that, for a fixed ratio of component grating speeds, /̂  /r^, as tfte 

difference between directions of the two component gratings, 6'| - (?,, decreases, and the 

shape of the blobs become more elongated, the angular difference between the 

orthogonal direction of motion of the longer blob edges and the VS direction of the 

component gratings will decrease. It is also worth noting that for a fixed difference in 

the directions of the component gratings, 0, - ^ , . as the speed ratio r^ I r^ increases, the 

angular difference expressed by (36) will increase, causing the orthogonal direction of 

motion of the longer edges of the blobs to move away from the VS direction of the 

component gratings. 

7.2. Theoretical predictions of the model. 

The geometric analysis of the blobs, as expressed by equations (35) - (37) give rise to 

theoretical predictions about the behaviour of the model in response to Type i and Type 

n plaids. In the first stage of the model, it is proposed that local motion detectors signal 
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both the 1-D (edge) and 2-D (end-point) motion of the blobs present within the plaid. 

Thus in the case of Type U plaids, for which the blobs are elongated, the majority of the 

local motion detectors will reqwnd to the I-D m< îon of the longer edges of the blobs. 

Since a local motion detector signals the velocity of 1-D edge motion in the direction 

orthogonal to the orientation of the edge, owing to the aperture effect (Wallach, 1935; 

Wuerger, Shapley and Rubin, 1996, Marr and Ullman, 1981), the majority of the local 

motion detectors will signal motion in the orthogonal direction of motion of the long 

edges of the blobs. The geometric analysis of the previous section shows that for a fixed 

ratio of component grating speeds, /; /r^, as the difference between the directions of the 

two component gratings, î - ^;, decreases and the shape of the blobs become more 

elongated, the orthogonal direction of motion of the longer edges of the blobs, ^ , will 

tend towards the VS direction of the component gratings. Thus the majority of the local 

motion detectors will signal motion in a direction which is increasingly biased, as 

0, -0-, decreases, towards the VS direction. 

in the second stage of the model, it is proposed that the ouQiuts of the local 

motion detectors are combined using a recursive Bayesian estimation process. The 

estimate formed in the first heration of the estimation process will thus form the model's 

prediction of the perceived plaid velocity in a shwt initial period of stimulus 

presentation. As has been already discussed, this estimate will be dominated by the 

majority of local motion detectors which signal the orthogonal motion of the blobs in 

the ^ direction. It has also been shown, in equations (35) and (36) respectively, that as 

the difference between component grating directions, 0^~6^, decreases: (i) the long 

edge of the blob will become longer and therefore drive an increasing majority of local 

motion detectors; and (ii) the orthogonal motion of the blobs in the ^ direction 

approaches the VS direction of die component gratings. Hence it follows that, as the 

angle between the component gratings decreases, the first velocity ratimate formed by 
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the model, and therefore the initial plaid velocity predicted by the model, will be 

increasingly biased towards the ^ direction, which itself will approach the VS direction 

of the component gratings. This is precisely what Yo and Wilson (1992) observed in 

their psychophysical experiments. • ' ' ' • • • 

For example, consider one of the Type II plaids used by Yo and Wilson in their 

experiments. The parametere of the component gratings of this plaid are: ^, = 70.5 , 

6'j=48.2 , v , - 1 . 3 3 , and v , - 2 . 6 7 . Then, for these values: 0,-0^ = 22.3 ,0„,^-^0.2 , 

v ^ . = 3 . 9 , 8y^=5S.6 , Vjy=4.0, ^ = 59.4% ^-^^.^=3.8 and s^/s^=5A. The blobs 

are thus elongated (edge ratio of 5:1) and move orthogonally to their longer edges in a 

direction which is Jess than 4° from the VS direction of the component gratings. In Yo 

and Wilson's experiment, the perceived direction of the plaid motion in the initial period 

of presentation was observed to be approximately 60". This is close to the VS direction 

of 55.6°, and almost exactly equal to the orthogonal direction (i = 59.4'of motion of the 

longer edges of the blobs, i , !•, 

The velocity estimate formed by the model during subsequent iterations of the 

recursive estimation process will also be influenced by the majority of local motion 

detectors which signal the orthogonal direction ^ of the longer edges of the blobs, 

although this influence will gradually decrease with each iteration (see the simulation 

model description below). Thus for long stimulus presentations the perceived direction 

of the plaid motion predicted by the mode! will continue to be biased, but to a lesser 

extent, in the direction ^ = (^, + fl,) / 2 , the mean of the component gratings' directions. 

This is precisely what Ferrera and Wilson (1990) observed, i.e. that the perceived 

direction of the plaid motion has a small residual bias, after ap[»^oximately 15ChDS of 

presentation time, of between 8° and 10" towards the mean of the component gratings' 
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directions, in this case for plaids with component grating separations of between 22.3'' 

and 5I.6''. A similar residual bias was observed by Burke and Wenderoth (1993). They 

found in additi<H] that as the difference in component grating directions decreased from 

40° to 10°, the residual bias increased from 2° to 17°. This dependence of the residual 

bias on the difTerence in component grating directions was observed for a constant value 

of ^ = (6*1 + ̂ 2) / 2 . Hence they argued that tfie bias could not be due to the orthogonal 

direction of motion of the elongated blobs which remained constant in this experiment. 

In the model however the strength of both the initial and the residual bias is determined 

by the length of the long edges of the blobs, since this determines the number of local 

motion detectors which signal the orthogonal 1-D motion of the blob edges in the f̂ 

direcdofl. Since the elongation of the blobs increases with decreasing difference in the 

direction of motion of the component gratings, as shown by (35), it follows that the 

residual bias will always be towards the ^ direction, but will increase as the difference 

in component grating directions decreases. 

TTie theoretical predictions of the model, presented above, are largely qualitative 

in nature, but will be confirmed in a more quantitative form in the next ch^ter, where 

we describe the results from using of the computational version of the model, as 

described in Chapter 2, to simulate the perceptual experiments of Yo and Wilson 

(1992), Bowns (1996) and Burke and Wenderotfi (1993). 

7.3. Summary. 

in this chapter the basis of the application of the model to plaid perception was 

presented. First, the geometric analysis of the plaids' blobs was performed by using the 

product gratings, instead of the component gratings which are usually used to represent 

the plaids. The goal of this analysis was to define better the distribution of the 1-D and 
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2-D motion cues represented within the plaid in order to make clear their importance for 
- • ' - • • ' t -• - • I • • , • • • . " 

the model. It was shown that the shape and size of the blobs depends on the angle 

between the component gratings directions of motion and on the spatial frequencies of 

the product gratings. The predictions of the model regarding the effect of the 1-D 

motion signals from the edges of the blobs were shown to correspond to the 

psychophysical data on the subject . i . • n 

li i ; . . • , ! . , , ' , . ' ••. • ' ' ; • . ' ' • ! . ' • ' • • 1 - . ; J ' • > . •• • • , " i -
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Chapter 8. Simulation of plaid perception experiments 

using the motion integration model. 

8.1. Description of the model's behavior. 

To quantify the predictions of the model Mid, in particular, to demonstrate the 

convergence of the estimated direction of the Type II plaid motion towards the true IOC 

direction, a computational version of the model described in Chapter 2 will be used to 

simulate the psychophysical experiments of Yo and Wilson(1992), Bowns (1996) and 

Burke and Wenderoth (1993). In particular the optimal Kalman filter based model will 

be used, rather than the approximate version of the model. However given the closely 

related results which were obtained from these two versions of the model when applied 

to smooth eye pursuit, similarly closely related results might be expected from the two 

models when applied lo plaid motion perception. 

As has already been described, the bias in the initial estimate of the plaid direction 

results from the large number of local motion detectors for which the measured 

derivatives 1^,1^,1, correspond to the 1-D motion of the longer edges of the blobs. For 

these detectors many solutions to Uie corresponding gradient-based equations (3) are 

possible, corresponding to the aperture effect (Wallach, 1935; Wuerger, Sh^ley and 

Rubin, 1996, Marr and UUman, 1981). The zero-valued initial velocity estimate 

provides a constraint on the estimate fonned by the first step of the algorithm, which 

results in an best-fit solution being selected for which the magnitude of the velocity 

estimate is anallest. This corresponds to the solutions to (3) for each local motion 

detector for which the select^ velocity is in the direction orthogonal to the longer edges 

of the blobs. Thus the estimate formed in the first step of the algorithm will be strongly 

biased in this direction, with the strength of the bias dictated by the number of motion 
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detectors signalling the direction. As has been shown, the bias will be stronger as the 

difference between the directions of the component gratings decreases, since this results 

in a greater elongation of the blobs. i. •. r 

J In contrast, measurements of 1^,1^,1, from the local motion detectors which 

signal the 2-D motion of the end-points of the blobs result in a unique (within the noise) 

solution to the corresponding set of gradient equations (3). This solution corresponds to 

the VS direction of the product gratings, and thus, equivalentiy, to the veridical, IOC 

direction of the plaid. These local motion detectors will therefore influence the estimate 

of plaid direction towards the IOC direction, both in the initial step of the algorithm and 

in all further steps. However, lowering the contrast of the plaid stimulus, or equivalentiy 

reducing the signal to noise ratio in equation (3), will result in a weaker influence of this 

solution, and thus allow a greater bias in the estimated direction of the plaid towards the 

VS direction. , , , : . i- . • , - • . . 

As the number of iterations of the recursive estimation algorithm increases, the 

effect of the 1-D local motion detectors will decrease relative to that of the 2-D motion 

detectors, since the velocity estimate formed in each iteratton of the algorithm becomes 

the "prior" estimate for the next iteration. This gradually relaxes the effect of the zero 

prior constraint on the solution to (3) corresponding to the set of outputs of the 1-D 

motion detectors, allowing the solution to (3) corresponding to set of outputs of the 2-D 

motion detectors to increasingly influence the velocity estimate in each iteration. 

In the following section simulations of a computational version of the mode! will 

show that, in accordance with the above theoretical predictions, the model also yields 

quantitative predictions of the perceived direction of plaid motion which closely 

resemble the experimentally obtained data of Yo and Wilson (1992), Bowns (1996) and 

Burke and Wenderoth (1993). Also a more general set of simulation results will be 

given for the estimated velocities of plaids corresponding to a range of different 
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component angular differences and speed ratios. The stimuli used in the simulations 

were sinusoidal plaids filtered by a circular Gabor filter with a diameter of 80 pixels. 

Tlie variance of the measurement noise was set equal to 0.1, and the velocity estimation 

covariance was set equal tt> 0.04. Both these values were kept constant throughout all 

the simulations described in the following sections. 

8.2. Simulation of the experiments of Yo and Wilson (1992) 

and Bowns (1996). 

Figures 20a - 20f show the results obtained from the computational model when 

simulating the psychophysical experiments of Yo and Wilson (1992) and Bowns 

(1996). Yo and Wilson (1992) used as stimulus three different Type 11 plaids (see their 

Figure 2), although the results were not given for all three plaids for each of the 

experiments. The main experiments, which are simulated here, recorded the perceived 

directitm of plaid motion as functions of presentation duration and pattern contrast 

Their results cm presentation duration are g iv^ for the plaid with the following 

parameters: ^,=70.5°. fl,=48.2\ / ; -1 .33, r3=2.67, s,=s^=l.5, 0^-0^=223°, 

0ff^- = 0.2', r^. = 4.02, 0^.^ = 55.6 , ty^ = 3.93. For the product plaid representation, 

these parameters give: ^ = 59.4, ^-^^^=3.8% r^=2.0, r^=3.5, 5^=1.5, 5,=0.3 

and s^/s^ = 5.0. Note that both the speed and spatial frequency of the higher spatial 

frequency product grating are similar to those of the component gratings. 
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Figure 20. a-c: Simulations of the computational model for three cases of Type 2 plaids used in the 

experiments ofYo and Wilson (1992): 

a. 0, =70.5',fl, =48.2".V, =I.33,v, =2.67,^^, =-0.2 .t*^ = 55.6 ; 

b. i3, = 84.3,tfj= 36.9,w,= 0.25,v,=:2,tf^= 0.^^3=41.7 ; 

c. e, =85.2 ,«, =33.6 ,v, =0.4.v^ =4.6'«^. = 0 .(9,̂ . =37.8 . 

and for three different stimulus contrast levels. The results illustrate the dependence on stimulus contrast 

of the initial and final estimates ofplaiddimtion. and ofihe convergence rate of the estimate towards the 

true IOC plaid ttireclion. Presentation duration is represented by the number of itenititHis of the algorithm. 
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d-e: Vector space diagrams showing the model simulaticMi results for Experiment 3 of Bowns (1996). The 

initial v ,̂ and final v^ plaid velocity estimates from our model are shown together with the cxmipcment 

gating velocity vectors V, and V,, and the vector sum and IOC velocity vectors. 

For this plaid (Yo and Wilson, 1992), two observers reported a perceived 

direction of motion of approximately 60° after 60 ms of presentation, reducing to 15° 

and 30° respectively after approximately 90 ms, and to 0° (the IOC direction) after 150 

ms. The reduction in the bias was gradual rather than occurring disconlinuously as 

might be expected if additional 2-D motion information became available after some 

fixed time delay, as was suggested in the Wilson et al. (1992) model. When the plaid 

contrast was varied, with values of 5%, 50% and 100%, the observed initial bias at 60 

ms was 60°, 40° and 30° respectively, and the length of time for the bias to reduce 

lengthened considerably with decreasing contrast. For a contrast of 5-10%, a substantial 

bias of approximately 25° was observed after I sec of presentation. These experimental 

results can be compared with the graph shown in Figure 20a, which shows the results of 

simulating the experiments with the motion integration model. As the graph shows, the 

bias in the model's estimated direction at the fust iteration, for the three values of 

WMittast, 25%, 50% and 100%, are remarkably similar to the initial perceived bias 

observed experimentally. We note also that the convergence time decreases 

substantially with increasing contrast, and that there is a considerable steady-state bias 

for all contrasts of up to 25° for this plaid, again as observed experimentally. Figures 

20b and 20c show the same simulations for the other two plaids used by Yo and Wilson 

(1992), but for which they did not report the results so fully as for the first plaid. These 

graphs show similar characteristics of the variation in magnitude and convergence rate 

of the direction bias with contrast as in Figure 20a, but with the steady-state bias 

reducing with increasing difference in the directions (47.4° and 51.6° respectively) of 

the component gratings in Figure 20b and 20c, to between 4° and 10°. In Ferrara and 
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Wilson (1990), the perceived steady-state bias for similar Type II plaids was 

approximately 6°. . . . . ' 

In Bowns (1996), a number of experiments were carried out which attempted to 

establish whether or not the misperception of the plaid direction observed by Yo and 

Wilson (1992) generalises to all Type II plaids and is due to a temporal delay in Fourier 

and non-Fourier motions processing as proposed in the parallel pathway model of 

Wilson e/ al (1992). The simulations described here are of their Experiment 3, which 

used Type II plaids very similar to those used by Yo and Wilson (1992). The component 

gratings for these plaids had the same spatial frequencies (1.3 cyc!es/°) and orientations 

(202° and 225°) but differed in the ratio of their speeds, which ranged from 1:0.45 to 

1:0.75, with the speed of one of the component gratings held constant at 3.13 "/sec. The 

experiments used a simple forced choice response which required subjects to report 

either a plaid direction to the right or to the left of "the vertical", i.e. 90°. The 

component grating directions and speeds were such that the vector sum direction 

remained virtually constant, varying from 29° to 32° to the left of the vertical, for the 

varying speed ratios, whereas the IOC direction varied from 28° to 2^ to the right of the 

vertical. 

The experiments revealed that for the two speed ratios at the extreme ends of the 

above range, subjects reported a perceived direction of plaid motion which shifted from 

100% in the v«:tor sum direction (i.e. left of vertical), for a speed ratio of 1:0.75, to 

100% in the IOC direction (i.e. right of vertical), for a speed ratio of 1:0.45. Tliis was 

interpreted in Bowns (1996) as: "a rather surprising complete reversal of the perceived 

motion in die direction of the IOC". 

The simulations now described are for the cases of the two piaids at the extremes 

of the ranges of q>eed ratios referred to above. This experimental data was also 

simulated by Weiss and Adelson (1998) - see the discussion of their mode! in section 
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9.1- The simulation results crfjtained from the computational model are described in 

Figure 20d (for a speed ratio of 1:0.75) and 20e (for a speed ratio of 1:0.45) in the form 

of vectOT space diagrams. As these Figures show, changing the ratio of the component 

^ t i n g speeds from 1:0.75 to 1:0.45 is sufficient to move the both the estimate formed 

in the first step of the estimation algoridim, v^, and the steady- state estimate, v„ of the 

perceived plaid direction fix^m being on the left of the vertical (VS side) to being on the 

right of the vertical QOC side). 

The difTerence in the directions of the first step velocity estimate v̂ , for the two 

speed ratios is 21° (108° vs. 87°). However the differCTice in the first step direction bias 

estimate (relative to the IOC direction) is only 5" (20° from IOC vs. 25°). For the 

steady-slate veloci^ estimate v^, the estimated direction differs by 24° (102° vs. 78°) 

for the two speed ratios, but the difference in the estimated bias is only 2° (14° from 

IOC vs. 16^). 

Thus the change in the estimated bias is small with this change in speed ratio, 

both in the first step of the algorithm and after convergence, and we suspect that the 

change in the perceived bias is also small. The simple forced choice response of left or 

right of the vertical appears however to have resulted in an interpretation in Bowns 

(1996) that there is a lai^e change in bias which leads to a reversal in the perception of 

the plaid motion direction SIMTI the IOC to the vector sum direction. 

An alternative interpretation is suggested by the simulation results (see Figures 

20d and 20e), i.e. that the value of the perceived bias for the two speed ratios is almost 

the same, but that the change in ^tced ratio results in a shift in the IOC direction 

towards the VS direction, causing the perceived motion direction to switch from right 

side of the vertical to the left side. 
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8.3. Simulation of the experiments of Burke and Wenderoth 

(1993). 

Figure 21 shows the results obtained using the computational model to simulate the 

psychophysical experiments of Burite and Wenderoth (1993), in which they used Type 

n plaids to study the dependence of flie steady-state misperception of plaid direction on 

the angular difference between the component grating directions. 
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Figure 21. Results from simulations of the cwnputational model for the plaids used in the experiments 

of Burke and Wenderoth (1993). showing in (a) and (b) both the perceived plaid direction obtained in the 

experimental study (Asymbols) and the plaid direction estimated by the model (• symbols). In (a) the 

mean component direcli(»i is constant equal to 295°, and in (b) the mean component direction varies and 

is shown by the black dashed line. The graphs (a) and (b) show that the plaid direction estimated by tlte 

model varies with the difference in componcm grating direction and displays in both cases the same trend 
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in the variation as observed in the Burke and Wenderoth (1993) study, aHhou^ with a sll^tly greater 

bias towaitls the mean component direclion of tqj to 9°. From the ori^nal diagram fin- the experimental 

results in this slody, perceived entHs were in the region of ±3°. 

The plaids were constructed using component gratii^ with angular differences of 10°, 

20°, 30° and 40°, The true plaid direction was 270° and the stimulus was presented for 

10 sec. Two experiments were carried out: in the first, the component directions were 

chosen so that the mean was constant at 295°; in the second, one component direction 

was kept constant at 315°. Figures 21a and 2Ib show the results from each experiment, 

both the perceived plaid direction obtained in the Burke and Wenderoth (1993) study 

(Asymbols) and the direction estimated by the model (• symbols). In Figure 21a the 

mean component direction is 295", and in Figure 21b this direction varies and is shown 

by the dashed line. 

The graphs in Figure 21 show that the estimated plaid direction from the model 

simulation varies with the difference in component grating direction and displays in 

both cases the same trend in the variation as observed in the Burke and Wenderoth 

(1993) study, although with a slightly greater bias towjuds the mean component 

direction of up to 9°. Importantly the model shows in Figure 21b the same non-linear 

variation of the estimated direction with component separation as was observed 

experimentaJly for the perceived direction. 

8.4 Robustness of the model 

In the above cited experiments and those that are described later in Chapter 9, the 

^mul i were presented in a circular windows with the following diameters: Yo and 

Wilson (1992) - diameter = 8"; Bowns (1996) - diameter = 3°; Stone, Watson, and 
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Mulligan (1990) - diameter = 5.4° ; Champion, Hammen,and Thompson (2007) -

diameter = 6° ; Alais, Wenderoth, and Burke (1997) - diameter = 3°, 6" and 12°. 

Information on the size of the stimulus used in the experiments of Burke and Wenderoth 

(1993) is not given in their paper. In the simulations described in Sections 8.2 and 8.3 

and in Chapter 9, the image is displayed in a circular aperture of diameter 200 pixels; 

thus the size of the 10 x 10 pixel window used in the model corresponds to between 

0.15° and 0.6°. This is in close accordance with an average receptive field diameter 

measurement, for VI cells in humans, of approximately 0.25° at the fovea, rising 

linearly to approximately 0.6° at 6° eccentricity (Smith, Singh, Williams and Greenlee, 

2001). ' •• • . .' -• •'•'''' • . • • • • • • • 

Since the simulation results presented here closely match the experimental 

results in each of these experiments, il can be inferred that the model results are robust 

if the 10 X 10 pixel window represents a receptive field diameter of between 0.15° and 

0.6°, which is the approximate physiological range for VI cells. 

The computational model breaks down when the simple algorithm used to calculate the 

image intensity derivatives fails to produce acceptably accurate results. This happens 

when the spatial frequency of the stimulus is sufficiently high that the spatial period 

falls within a single window, i.e. is less than 10 pixels, corresponding to a frequency of 

0.1 cycles/pixel, or between 6,7 cycles/" (corresponding to window size of 0.15° and a 

stimulus aperture diameter of 3°) and 1.6 cycles/" (corresponding to a window size of 

0.6° and a stimulus aperture diameter of 12°). Thus, for the simulations of the Alais el al 

( 1997} experiments described in Chapter 9. in which the aperture diameter is 3*, the 

result for a stimulus of 6 cycles/" was not simulated. 

It is important to note that the free parameter of the model a I a was held 

constant for all the simulation results described in this Chapter, i.e. for the Yo and 
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Wilson (1992), the Bowns (1996), and the Burice and Wenderoth (1993) experiments, 

and the genera! simulation experiments in the next Section. 

8.5. General simulation experiments. 

The model was also simulated for a set of different speeds and directions of the 

components gratings. The range of the directional difference between the components 

was between 10° and 170° degrees. The first grating was oriented toward 180° and kept 

constant. The differMice between the directions of the two gratings was gradually 

increased by 10° for each subsequent experiment thus varying the angular difference 

between 10° and 170° degrees. The speeds of the components varied from I to 5 

pixeisTiteration. The data is presented in Figure 22, which shows the results for four 

different directions of the c<HDponents, with angles between them equal to 10°, 60°, 90° 

and 170*. The symbols on the plot correspwnd to VS direction (red triangle), IOC (red 

circle), the orthogonal direction to the long edge of the blob (black dot), initial estimated 

direction for the low contrast plaid (green square), initial estimated direction for the 

high contrast plaid (blue star) and the fmal estimation (40 iterations) for the h i ^ 

contrast stimuli (blue pentagram). The speed ratio is presented in a logarithmic scale. 

When the direction angle between the components is equal to 10° (Figure 22a) the 

results show that the bias is toward the VS direction which approximates the direction 

orthogonal to the long edge of the blob in this case. As the ratio of the component 

speeds increases, the IOC direction moves away from the VS direction, and hence the 

predicted bias increases. These results are thoroughly in agreement with the 

experimental data. Note that for the case of 60° angular difference (Figure 22b) the 

difference between the VS and IOC is generally smaller and more dependent on the 

speeds ratio than in the case shown in Figure 22a. 
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Figure 22. Simulations of the model for 4difFerem angies(10. 60, 90, 170") between the directions of 

the components of the plaid. The firet component grating's velocity was oriented at 180° and kept 

constant. The second grdting's velocity direction varied between I W and 350°. The speed ratio is in 

logarithmic scale. The absolute values of the speeds varied between i and 5 pixels/ step. The symbols are: 

A VS (VA) direction; lOTdireaion; • Orthogonal direction to the long edge of the blob; 

L Initial estimation of the veloci^ direction for low contrast: ' Initial estimation of the direction of 

the veloci^ for high contrast; Final estimation of the velocity direction few high contraa. 

The psychophysical experiments are consistent with this result, i.e. that the perceived 

bias is particularly bigger for angles between components close to 10°. For angles of 

90°, as expected the estimation is in die IOC /VS direction, which overlap in this case 

(Figure 22c). The results are also presented for the angle of 170° (Figure 22d) as it 

shows the model's predictions for Type I plaids in ibis most extreme case of the 

simulations. As far as the author is aware, tfiere is no evidence from psychophysical 

experiments confirming a bias toward the non-veridical direction, i.e. VA instead of 
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IOC for the Type I plaids. However, the simulations of the model presented here predict 

a substantial bias in the initial velocity estimate for the low ccmtrast case, suggesting 

that for low contrast and short presentation time there should be an experimentally 

perceived bias for such asymmetric Type I plaids. As a conformation for the 

requirement of short stimulus presentation in order to detect a non-veridical bias for 

Type I asymmetric plaids, it can be noticed in Figure 22d that the finai estimate is much 

closer to the IOC direction compared to the results in Figure 22a. This leads to a 

possible conclusion that the conversion time to the veridical velocity is shorter for Type 

I plaids as compared to Type TI plaids. 

There are differences between the case when the angle between the con^wnents 

is equal to 10° (Figure 22a) and 170°, even if the blob's size and shape are the same. 

The first difference is between the magnitudes of the IOC speeds for both cases. For 

angles » 90° and different components speeds, which is the asymmetric Type I plaid, 

the rMio between the IOC and VS speeds could be much bigger than for the case of 10°. 

POT instance, for speeds of I and 2 pixels/iterations of the compKinents, the ratio (IOC 

speed)/ (VS speed) is equal to 2 for 10° between the components, but for 170° the same 

ratio is equal to 17. This means that the veridical speed becomes much larger in 

comparison with the speed of the edge of the blob. In particular, for the angle of 170°, 

which is presented in Figure 22d, the motion m the IOC direction is almost parallel to 

the orientation of the blob's long edge and therefore contributes less to the orthogonal 

motion of this edge. This is a possible explanatitm of why there was no evidence of a 

bias in Type 1 plaids from psychophysical experiments. The bias presented in our 

simulaticHi results could be also Just an artifact resulting from the insensitivity of the 

simulation set-up to detect higher speeds, which would leal to a smaller effect of the 

IOC speed on the simulation results as compared to the 1-D motion effect of the blob 

edge. However, if the higher IOC speed results in a more pronounced I-D motion of the 
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edge (as a projection of a bigger vector, even if the angle of projection is relatively 

small due to the abnost parallel orientation of IOC vector toward the edge of the blob) 

according to the simulation results in Figure 22d it could be speculated that under 

certain conditions such a bias could be found and they are: I) low contrast, 2) as short as 

possible presentation, 3) bigger angle between the components directions o f motion 

(155-175°) and 4) a speed ratio significantly smaller than I (which corresponds to zero 

in the logarithmic scale in Figure 22d). However, as far as the author is aware, such 

psychophysical data have nol been produced so far, i.e. for Type 1 asymmetric plaids 

with angles between the components (directions of motion) greater than 90°. • , •• », 

8,6. Summary. : • • J 

In this chapter a more detailed descnption was presented of how the model calculates 

velocity from the pool of I-D and 2-D motion signals in the case of a plaid stimulus. 

Furthermore, it was shown that the model simulations of plaid perception, presented in 
' ; ' I 

detail in this chapter, showed a close resemblance to the psychophysical data of Yo and 

Wilson (1992), Bowns (1996) and Burke and Wenderoth (1993). In addition, the model 

was applied to a wide range of possible velocities of the component gratings of the 

plaids, thus representing the results for both Type I and Type II plaids. For Type 11 

plaids the simulation results were in agreement with the experimental data. For Type I 

plaids however, the model predicts a possible bias toward the non-veridical direction for 

a well-chosen set of conditions. 
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Chapter 9. Discussion of the application of the motion 

integration model to plaid perception. 

9.1. Comparison with the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model. 

The original two-stage model (Adelson and Movshon, 1982; Movshon el ai, 1985)) has 

dominated research in plaid motion perception for almost thirty years, leading to an 

almost universal view that the first stage of plaid motion analysis involves the detection 

of the 1-D motion of the component gratings, carried out by "component-direction 

selective" neurons in VI (see the review by Pack and Bom (2008)). It is important to 

note however that the available evidence is almost entirely based on using symmetric 

Type I plaids, in which the component gratu^s move with equal speeds. For the 

psychophysical experiments of Movshon c/a/. (1985) the difference in directions of the 

component gratings was 120°, for their physiological experiments in cat and monkey 

VI and in monkey MT (Movshon el al., 1985) the angular difference was 90°, and for 

Movshoh and Newsome's (1996) physiological experiments in monkey VI the 

difference was 90° or 45°. For such plaids, a neuron in primary visual cortex (VI) 

which responds optimally to the motion of a single grating, produces little response to a 

plaid moving in its optimal directicm, as would be predicted from the orientations of the 

component gratings if the neurons were only responding to the 1-D motion of the 

gratings (Movshon et ai, 1985). 

The model proposed in this thesis suggests that neurons in VI respond both the 

1-D and 2-D motion of the blob features of the plaid, and in the case of Type 11 plaids 

are driven by the 1-D edges and 2-D end-points of the elongated blobs. Moreover, it is 

proposed that the 2-D blob motion is detected by end-stopped cells in VI, as observed 
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by Pack ei al. (2003). This model leads to theoretical and simulation results which 

closely mimic the physiological observations of perceived direction for such plaids. So 

how does the model explain the "component-selective" responses for VI neurons in the 

case of Type I plaids, as observed by Movshon et al. (1985) and Movshon and 

Newsome (1996), in particular as the neurons observed by Movshon and Newsome 

(1996) were apparently mostly of the end-stopped variety ? , • i 

For Type 1 plaids in which the difference in the component grating directions is 

90°, the blobs take the form of small square regions of high luminance which are 

aligned in the same orientations as the component gratings. Therefore, a neuron which 

is optimally responsive in the direction of the plaid motion, and with a long, narrow 

receptive field oriented orthogonally to the plaid direction, will respond sub-optimally 

to the two lines of blobs, each moving at 45° to the optimal direction for the neuron, in 

exactly the same way as if it were responding to the component gratings themselves, as 

shown by Tinsley et al., 2003. Little or no 2-D motion signal in the direction of the 

plaid would be detected due to the absence of well defined end-points in the stimulus, in 

contrast to the case of Type II plaids with elongated blobs. It is significant however thai 

Movshon and Newsome (1996) observed a degree of "paHem-selective" response in two 

of the nine neurons they measured- Thus, for such neurons and for symmetric Type I 

plaids, it is not possible to distinguish whether the neurons are responding to the 

component gratings or to the lines of small square blobs ("blob-lines") present in the 

plaid moving in the same directions as the component gratings. The lines formed by the 

blobs are certainly more perceptually salient to the human observer than the individual 

component gratings. 

In the model proposed here, the outputs of the local motion detectors signalling 

the two orthogonal l-D motion of the "blob-lines" described above will be combined in 

the second stage by the estimation ajgorithm to yield the VS of the two directions, 
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which corresponds exactly to the direction of motion in the case of a Type I plaid. Note 

that no initial or steady-state perceived direction bias was observed for Type I plaids by 

Ferrera and WiJson (1990) OT YO and Wilson (1992). It is also possible that die 2-D 

motion of the individual blobs may be signalled by VI neurons with short, wide 

receptive fields, as observed by Tinsley et al. (2003). The combination of the outputs of 

the 2-D motion detectors and the 1-D motion d^ectors in the second stage of the model 

would reinforce the computation of the velocity estimate in the true plaid direction. 

In summary, it is argued here that for symmetric Type I plaids, with a diffwence 

between the component grating directions of around 90°, the 1-D motion detectors in 

VI will respond in exactly the same way to the blob-lines as to the component gratings. 

Since the blob-lines and the component gratings are indistinguishable, in terms of their 

orientation, direction, spatial frequency and speed, it is impossible for any experiment 

with such Type 1 plaids to distinguish between a model in which the first stage responds 

to the l-Dmotionof the component gratings and one in which the first stage responds to 

the !-D motion of the blob-lines. Since, in addition, the direction of a symmetric Type I 

plaid is given by the simple averaging (VA) of the 1-D motion directions;, it is 

impossible to distinguish between a model in which the second stage computes the IOC 

direction from <H)e in which the seccHid stage computes the VS direction. Tlie 

conclusion is therefore that the psychophysical experiments (Welch, 1989; Derrington 

& SuoD, 1991; Derrington & Badcock, 1992) using symmetric Type 1 plaids, which 

have apparently confirmed tfie two-stage model of Adelson and Movshon (1982), are 

wholly inadequate in this respect. In contrast, die psychophysical experiments with 

Type II plaids (Yo and Wilson, 1992) strongly challenge the Adelson and Movshon 

model. 

It is worth noting here that the theoretical analysis of the plaid blobs in Section 

7.1 of the thesis indicates, for asymmetric Type I plaids with an angular separ^ion of 
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component directions of >90'' (e.g. the plaid in Figure I9c), that a similar elongation of 

the blobs occurs, and that the longer edges increase in length as the angular separation 

increases- Also the orthogonal direction of the longer edges of the blobs approaches the 

VS direction. The motion integration model predicts a significant bias in the perceived 

direction of plaid motion towards the VS direction for certain conditions as low contrast 

and short [Mesenlation, which could be of comparable magnitude to that observed for 

Type II plaids. As far as the author is aware, no psychophysical or physiological 

experiments have been carried out for such Type I plaids. , • 

9.2. Comparison with the Weiss et al (2002) model. 

. . ' • • ( i : . - , 

•"i;.'j 

rii ; . - f 

A recent model of motion integration {Weiss and Adelson, 1998; Weiss et al, 

2002} aimed at extending the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model to accommodate the 

Yo and Wilson (1992) results. According to Weiss and Adelson (1998) and Weiss et al 

(2002), their model captures Ihe uncertainty in the I -D motion of the component 

gratings in the case of low contrast by using a Bayesian estimation process. The 

Bayesian formulation of the model results in the identification of a distribution of 1-D 

and 2-D velocity measurements which correspwnd to local likelihood functions. The 

model therefore represents the l-D motion of each of the component gratings, 

corresponding to the first stage of the Adelson and Movshon model, as a pair of "fiiz^" 

(Weiss and Adelson, 1998) constraint lines in velocity ^ c e , the degree of fuzziness 

being dependent on contrast The estimate of the plaid direction is then given by the 

mean/maximum of the posterior probability distribution, which is computed from the 

product of the local likelihoods and the prior distribution for the velocity estimate. The 

latter is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean according to a "slow and smooth" 

(Weiss and Adelson, 1998; Weiss et al, 2002) hypothesis based on suggestions that 
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human observers prefer the slowest motion consistent with the visual input (Ullman, 

1979). 

In fact, the model described by Weiss and Adelson (1998) and Weiss et al (2002) 

is identical to the first Sep of the recursive Kalman filter estimation algorithm in the 

model which has been presented here, and therefore produces an identical, biased first 

step estimate of plaid direction. There appears tfierefore to be a contradiction between 

the explanation in Weiss and Adelson (1998) of the behaviour of the model in 

predicting ptaid motion, which is solely in terms of the 1-D motion of the component 

gratings, and the explanation which was presented here in Sections 7.2 and 8.2, which is 

in t«ms of the 1-D and 2-D motion of the edges and end-points of the blobs. The 

explanation in Weiss et al (2002) is essentially the same as that in Weiss and Adelson 

(1998) but less detailed and with no supporting diagrams. 

To resolve this contradiction, first consider the plaid used to produce the 

simulation results shown in Figure 20a, and previously discussed in Sections 7.2 and 

8.2. This piaid is also used in Weiss and Adelson (1998) and Weiss et al (2002) as their 

main example for demonstrating the misperception of the direction of Type II plaids. 

The parameters of the component gratings of this plaid are, as given before: 0, = 70.5 , 

^j =48.2 ,r, = 1.33, and r^ =2.67, yielding the following values: 

ff, -02 =22.3 ,(9^. =0.2", r^. =3.9, 0^^ =55.6% r„ =4.0, ^ = 59A\ r̂  = 2.03, 
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Figure 23- Velocity space diagrams of the plaid used in the experiments of Yo and Wilson (1992) and 

for which the model simulation results are shown in Figure 20a- a) digram iUustraUng the plaid, clearly 

showing the elongated blobs; b) veloci^ space diagram on which the velocity vecUs^, v, and V-,, of die 

component gratings, tt^ether with their constmint lines, the IOC and vector sum vcloci^ vectors v^^^ 

and v ^ , wd the velocity estimate from our model for the firsi step, v^,, are shown (0° is vcrticaJIy 

upward in this diagram). The inset diagram, is redrawn frfsn Figure 15d of Weiss and Adelson (1998); c) 

velocity space diagram showing the velocity vectors corresponding to the motion of the longer and 

shorter edges of the blobs in the plaid, v^andv^, together with their constraint lines, the IOC and vector 

sura velociQ' vectors, and the velocity estimates from our model for the first step, v^,, Ihe fifth s t ^ v^,, 

and in the steady-state v^ , An explanation of the diagrams is given in the lexL 
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r^=3.46, ^-0y^=3.i and .v /̂x^ =5.1. For a contrast of 50%, the model calculates the 

initial estimate of die plaid velocity vector v,, as: speed r,i=1.84 and 

direction &_,^ = 40 . 

Figure 23a illustrates the plaid, clearly showing the eltmgated blobs. Figure 23b is 

a velocity sp^e dia^^m on which the velocity vectors of the component gratings, 

v,and Vj, together with their constraint lines, the initial velocity estimate, v,,, and the 

IOC and vector sum velocity vectors, v^^ and v̂ .̂ respectively, are shown (0° is 

VHtically upward in this diagram). The velocity ^>ace diagram in Figure 15d of Weiss 

and Adelson (1998) is redrawn as an inset in Figure 23b. 

In their Figure 15d, the latter authors indicate the magnitude of the vector average 

(VA) velocity of the component gratings, rather than the vector sum velocity. Although 

the direction of these two velocity vectors are the same, the magnitude (speed) of the 

vector average velocity is half that of the vector sum velocity. 

Weiss et al (2002) explain the bias in the perceived direction towards the vector 

sum/average direction by the statement that "the vectw average velocity [speed] is 

much slower than the IOC solution and hence it is favored [by the zero prior] at low 

contrasts". They assume tfiat the Bayes estimate of plaid velocity is based on "local 

likelihoods [which] are 'fiizzy' constraint lines" (Weiss and Adelson, 1998) defined by 

the componCTit grating velocities. Thus any bias in the estimate towards a speed slower 

than the IOC speed, as a consequence of the zero prior, will automatically result in a 

shift of the direction of flte estimated velocity away from the IOC direction and towards 

the vector sum/average direction, i.e. the velocity estimate will be ccmstrained to fall 

along, or close to, the dashed line d e p i c t in Figure 23b. 

The explanation of the perceived direction bijis in Weiss et al (2002) and Weiss 

and Adelson (1998) is thus based on the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model of plaid 

perception, in which only the 1 -D motion of the component gratings are detected in the 
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first stage of analysis of the plaid motion, and their model is presented as a Bayesian 

extension of this model. Tliis is clearly reflected in their explanation since Ihey indicate 

that their model forms local likelihoods as "ftizzy" constraint lines defined by the !-D 

motion of the component gratings. However their model, as is the case with the model 

presented here, undoubtedly detects both the 1 -D and 2-D motion that is present in the 

stimulus in the form of the motion of the edges and end-points of the blobs, as is clearly 

demonstrated by their depiction (in Figure 3 of Weiss et al (2002)) of the likelihood 

functions generated by their model for a moving diamond stimulus. It is surprising 

therefore that no reference is made to the iikelihood functions formed from the 2-D 

motion in the plaid stimulus, and their role in forming the estimate. 

An alternative explanation for the perceived plaid motion is offered here, which is 

based on the I -D and 2-D motion of the edges and end-points of the blobs. This is 

illustrated in Figure 23c. Here the veloci^ vectors are shown corresponding to the 

orthogonal motion of the longer and shorter edges of the blobs in the plaid, •'' 

respectively, and their constraint lines, together with the TOC and vector sum velocities, 

v,^ and v .̂ respectively, of the component gratings. Also shown are the velocity 

estimates from the model for the first step (v,j = 1.83; ^^,=40), the fifth step 

(v^5=2.38; fif,, = 25) , and in the steady-state (v^= 2.62; 6'„^I8 ). 

It is clear that the initial estimate v̂ , lies very close to the velocity vector v^, 

corresponding lo the orthogonal motion of the long edge of the blob, and to the 

maximum of the likelihood function (the "fiizzy" constraint line) for v^. Subsequent 

velocity estimates in further iterations of the recursive algorithm get closer to this 

maximum, and also to the velocity vectorv^^.. Note that the effective prior for each step 

in the estimation algorithm is given by the velocity estimate in the previous step, which 
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together with the influence of the likelihood function corresponding to the 2-D velocity 

of the end-points of the blobs, v,^, leads to the convergence of the estimate towards the 

iOC velocity. 

9 3 . Further support for the motion integration model. 

To reinforce the account of the model behaviour given above, a further piece of 

evidence is now provided that the first stage of plaid motion perception is based on the 

I-D and 2-D motion of the blobs rather than the l-Dmotionof die component gratings. 

Stone et al. (1990) investigated the effect on the perceived ptaid direction of 

making the contrasts of die ctmiponent gratings unequal. They based their investigation 

on the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model, assuming their first stage in which the 1-D 

velocities of the component gratings were delected to be correct. They hypothesised that 

the low contra^ grating would be detected at a lower speed th^ the true value and that 

if this erroneous value were used in a second stage IOC calculation of plaid direction, a 

significant contrast-dependent error in the perceived plaid direction would result. They 

used a Type I plaid with angular separation of the component gratings of 120°, and 

changes in the ratio of the speeds of the component gratings to vary the true direction of 

the plaid whilst maintaining a constant plaid speed. 

In this way they found that the perceived plaid direction was biased towards the 

direction of the higher contrast grating and this bias increased for increasing contrast 

ratio, and also for decreasing total contrast (the siun of the grating contrasts). At 5% 

total contrast, the average observed bias varied between 0", at a contrast ratio of 1, to 

-16* ,̂ at a contrast ratio of 4:1. A maximum bias of 20° was observed for a total contra^ 

of 10% and a contrast ratio of 8:1. The modified Adelson and Movshon (1982) model 

proposed by Stone et al. (1990) using perceived rather than actual component speeds 
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appeared to give qualitatively similar results to those observed (see their Figure 11, 

which is presented here as Figure 24). 

(A) D4ta (B)M»ii«L 

i * 0 1 
Logj ccfitrost ratio 

Figure 24 (Fig. 11 from StoDe et al, 1990). Simulated vs actual bias. (A) This panel is a plot of the 

same data as in Fig. 7 ftram Stone et al., 1990 (for four different contrasts: 5,10, 20, 40%) averaged over 

four subjects and over symmetric contrast-ratio pairs, (B) This panel shows simulatiwis of the model in 

Fig. 9 Stone ct al., 1990 under the same conditions as (A). 

However, similar experiments by Champion, Hammett and Thompson (2007) 

qjpeared to invalidate the modified IOC model of Stone et al. (1990), since it would 

also predict a bias towards the direction of the low contrast component at high 

component grating speeds due to an increase in the perceived speed of low-contrast 

gratings for grating speeds above -12 deg/s (Champion et al., 2007). Champion et al.. 

observed an increasing bias with component speed which was always towards the 

direction of the high contrast compon«it except for the very lowest component grating 

speeds, but a decrease in the bias at the highest component speeds (above 12 deg/s), 

consistent with their observed switch in the contrast-related misperception of grating 

speed for higher speed gratings. It should be noted however that Champion ei al. used 

plaids of total contrast equal to 90%, compared to the total contrast values of between 

5% and 40%. They also used component gratings with angular separation of 90°, 

compared with the 120° angular separ^ion used by Stone e/o/. 
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Figure 25. The two plaids used the model sunuliOionsofthe experiments of Stance/0/(1990), 

showing the efiect of the sjjalial frequmcy of the component gratings on bit* si?e and number. Both 

ptaids c«HTCSpond to an angular separation of component gratings of 120°, 60° either side of the vertical 

(0°) and for each the contrasts of the component gratings are in the ratio of 4:1. For the plaid in a. the 

qmtial frequency of the componeni gratings is twice that for the plaid in b. 

Champion et ai. also suggest that their results are inconsistent with the Bayesian 

ICXT model of Weiss et al. (2002), since that model relies upon the perceived speed of 

the gratings being smaller for lower contrast, and hence higher uncertainty, owing to the 
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greater influence of the "slow" prior. Champion et al. also claim that their results are 

inconsistent with several other models of plaid perception including the 1-D and 2-D 

parallel pathways model of Wilson et al. (1992), and the blob tracking model of Alais, 

Wenderoth and Burke (1994). . ;, ;,, . ^i, ; .> -

Applying the model proposed here to this data (Figure 25) shows that it replicates 

the misperception of the direction of ptald motion towards the direction of the higher 

contrast grating, but that the magnitude of the bias in the estimated direction is 

dependent on the spatial frequency of the component gratings. The case ofa plaid with a 

separation of component gratings of 120° , 60° either side of tfie verttcal (0°) and a 

contrast ratio of 4:1 is shown in Figure 25a. It is clear that the salient feature of this 

plaid is a set of "blob-lines" which are formed from ajoining-upof theplaid blobs. The 

direction of motion of the blobs is the VS of the component gratings, i.e. the plaid 

direction of 0°, but the orthogonal direction of motion of the blob-lines is 300°, the 

direction of the higher contrast component grating. The estimated plaid direction 

computed by the model is 308°, giving a bias of 52°away from the IOC direction of 0° 

towards the higher contrast grating direction, much greater than that measured by Stone 

et al. (1990), where the direction error was up to 20° for this contrast ratio (4:1). 

However, this result was obtained for a grating spatial ft^uency and a viewing aperture 

shown for the plaid illustrated in Figure 25a, corresponding to ~I4 cycles of the 

component gratings being present within the viewing aperture. 

If the gratings' spatial fi^uency and the viewing aperture are changed to 

approximate that used by Stone e/a/. (1990) and Champion ei al. (2007), approximately 

6 cycles of the component gratings are present in the viewing aperture, as illustrated by 

the plaid in Figure 25b. The blob lines are still clearly visible but the size of the blobs Is 

greater by about a factor of two. In this case, the estimated plaid direction computed by 

the model is 342°, giving a bias towards the direction of the higher contrast grating of 
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18°, comparable to thai measured by Stone era/. (1990) for this contrast ratio (4:1). The 

bias computed by the model for the contrast ratio of 2:1 was 7°, which is consistent with 

the Stone el ai result of approximately V for the 5% contrast case, and with the results 

of Champion et al. (2007) who used a ctmtrast ratio of 2:1 and obtained a maximum 

bias of approximately 7°. 

The above example illustrates the importance, both in psychophysical experiments 

and in modelling, of the choice of the spatial frequency of the component gratings in 

relation to the viewing angle/aperture of the stimulus. The model results would suggest 

that if the psychophysical experiments of Stone e/a/. (1990) or Champion el al. (2007) 

had been oirried out using a higher component grating spatial frequency, a far greater 

bias towards the higher contrast grating would have been obtained, owing to the greater 

salience of the l-D motion of the blob-lines In the direction of the higher contrast 

grating, compared to that of the 2-D motion of the blobs themselves, when viewing the 

plaid. 

Alais et al. (1997) investigated the effect of blob size and number on perceived plaid 

direction, in this case for Type U plaids. They showed, by varying both spatial 

fi^uency and viewing aperture size, that there is a lai^e effect of blob size on the 

perceived direction bias, of up to 14.1°, due to changes in the component spatial 

frequency, but a small effect of blob number, of about 5", obtained by changing aperture 

size \v4iilst spatial frequency is held constant. The motion integration model was used to 

simulate their experiments, keeping the viewing aperture constant and varying the 

spatial frequency of the component gratings. TTiree values of spatial frequency were 

used: 0.6,0.3 and 0.2 cycles/pixel. For the sake of comparing the simulation results with 

the experimental remits. It was assumed that these ^>atial frequencies correspond to the 

ejqjerimental values of 3.0, 1.5, and 1.0 cycles/". 
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Figure 26. Results from simulations of the ccHnpuiaiional model for the pJaids used in the expraiments 

of Ajaise/a/(l997) showing the perceived plaid direction as a function of spatial frequency opined in 

the experimental study, for the 3" ^crture case (AsymboU) and the plaid direction estimated by the 

model (• symbols). The estimates of the plaid direction are very similar to the perceived values (within 

4°) and show the same frend, with a decrease in the misperceived direction bias as the spatial frequency of 

the component f l i n g s intreases. From the cviginal diagram for ^ experimental results in this study, 

perceived errors were in the r^ion of ±2°. 

Figure 26 shows the results from Alals et al. (1997) (their Figure 5) giving the 

perceived direction as a function of spatial frequency for the 3" aperture case (• 

symbols), together with the steady state direction estimates from the model 

(Asymbols), for each of the component grating spatial frequencies. The 6.0 cycIes/° 

case was not simulated owing to the limitations of the model in dealing with such high 

frequencies due to the particular choice of window size. As can be seen from Figure 26, 

the estimates of the plaid direction ai^ very similar to the perceived experimental values 
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and, importantly, show the same trend, with a decrease in the misperceived direction 

bias as the spatial frequency of the component gratings increases. 

ft is not clear how a model of plaid perception t^sed on the Adelson and Movshon 

(1982) model might account for the dependence of the misperceplion of plaid direction 

on component grating spatial frequency, as observed by Alias et at. (1997) and 

modelled here. Varying the spatial frequency of the component gratings should have no 

effect on the computation of the 1-D velocity of the gratings, or on the IOC calculation, 

even in the case of where uncertainty in the component directions is taken into account 

as in the Bayesian IOC model of Weiss et al. (2002) and Weiss and Adelson (1998). On 

the other band, our model, which depends on both the 1 -D and 2-D motion of the blobs, 

is entirely consistent with the Alais et al. (1997) resilts. As noted by them: "These 

results provide fiirther support for the existence of a feature-sensitive mechanism which 

responds to the motion of plaid features and which is tuned to their various qualities". 

The model presented in this thesis provides just such a mechanism. 

9.4. Other approaches based on a feature tracking mechanism 

Other approaches based on a feature tracking mechanism have been proposed which are 

related to the mechanisms that have been described here. In particular, Bowns (1996) 

proposed a feature tracking explanation for the misperception of Type 11 plaids as 

observed by Yo and Wilson (1992) which is based on specific plaid features, "avgL", 

"minL" and "maxL" which she introduces, and which clearly relate to the blob features 

that were defmed in Section 7.1. 

In Figure 6 of Bowns (1996), here presented as Figure 27, diese fe^uresand their 

motion are illustrated for a plaid in which the directions of motion of the two 

component gratings differ by 10° (directions of 90° and 100°). According to the analysis 
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presented in Section 7.1 of this thesis, the blobs in this plaid, which appear to 

correspond approximately in shape to the maxL feature, have an edge ratio of 1:0.09, 

i.e. the blobs are highly elongated, and the longer edges move in an orthogonal direction 

of 95°, almost exactly equal to the vector sum directionof 93°. for a component grating 

speed ratio of 1:0.5, the model simulation gives for this piaid an initial direction 

estimate of 90''and a final direction estimate of 65", i.e. 25° to the right hand (IOC = 

19°) side of the vertical, implying that in a forced choice decision of left or right of the 

vertical, as in the Bowns (1996) experiments, a consistent IOC choice would be likely. 

At this point the reader is referred back to the description and simulations of Bowns' 

1996 experiments in Section 8.2. A different explanation is however given in Bowns 

(1996) for consistent IOC result; namely that, as stated in the legend to her Figure 6 

"there are no edges that move in the vector sum direction for this plaid". Hence it is 

concluded that the choice will always be in the IOC direction. 

In Figure 7 of Bowns (1996). presented here as Figure 28, avgL, meixL and minL 

are again illustrated for a plaid in which the directions of motion of the two component 

gratings differ by 80° (directions of motion of 90° and 170°). In the legend to the Figure 

it is stated again that "there are no edges that move in the vector sum direction for this 

plaid". However, for this plaid the analysis given in Section 7.1 shows that the blobs are 

not elongated, having an edge ratio of 1:0.84, which would predict a velocity estimate 

close to the IOC direction. Also for this a plaid, the IOC direction (108°) is close to the 

vector sum direction (114°), and both are thus to the left of the vertical. The model 

simulation gives initial and final velocity estimates for this plaid which are both 

approximately equal to the IOC direction, thus predicting, in a forced choice of left or 

right of the vertical, a decision of left (vector sum), corresponding to the outcome in the 

actual experiment, as indicated in the legend to Figure 7 of Bowns (1996). 
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T l : Density Map 
T3: Contour Map 

C1=180 C2=190 AvgL 

d) 

Figure 27 (Figuv 6 from BOWBS (1996) togetho- with the original legend), (a) A density plot of 

the plaid with the first component oriented at I SO deg and the second component oriented at i 90 deg. The 

actual stimulus was cin^lar for all stimuli as described in the Methods Section 2. (b) avgL changed over 

time by showing tl as a d»tsity plot and t3 as a contour msp. (c) and (d) show similar plots for maxL and 

minL, respectively. Possible motion directicms are indicated by large whhe arrows. There are no edges 

thai move in (he vectw sum directic»i for this platd. This is consistent with the icsutts; subjects p«ceived 

this plaid moving in die IOC directicHi for 100% of the presentations. The displacement direction of all 

regions shown in F i ^ 6-8 corresponds to the IOC direction. 
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T1: Density Map 
., T3: Contour Map 

CI=180 02=260 AvgL 

Figure 28 (Fignre 7 from Bowns (1996) with the originai legend), (a) A density plot of the piaid with 

the Brst ccHnponent oriented at 180 dcg and the second compon^it oriented at 260 deg. The plots are 

similar to those shown in Figure 6. Again there are no edges ihat move in the vector sum direction for this 

plaid, and the results are 100% consistent with the IOC predictions. 

Finally, in Figure 8 of Bowns (1996), which is shown here as Figure 29, avgL, 

maxL and minL are illustrated for a plaid in which the directions of motion of the two 

component gratings differ by 40° (directions of motion of 90" and 130"). 
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T1: Density Map 
T3: Contour Map 

CI =180 C2=220 AvgL 

*:-. • ' .-"Tr 

F ^ r e 29 (Figar« 8 ftom BOWBS (1996) with the original legend), (a) A dwisity plot of the 

plaid with tiie tirst component oriented at 180 deg and the second component oriented at 220 deg. This is 

a plaid from the middle of the set of plaids used. Although (he regions are all shown to be displaced in the 

IOC direction, (b) showre a significant edge shift in the vector sum direction (see white arrows). This is 

consisleni with the results, subjects perfonned variably to this plaid whh one subject perceiving it in the 

IOC direction and the other in the vecUM' sum direction. 

In this case, the legend to Figure 29, originally copied from Bowns (1996) 

indicates that whilst neither of the features maxL or minL have edges moving in the 

vector sum direction, avgL has an edge which moves in this direction. The inference is 

made that the presence of this motion resulted in subjects performing variably with this 
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piaid, one perceiving it in the IOC direction {right of the vertical) and one in the vector 

sum direction (left of the vertical). The analysis of this plaid, with a speed ratio of 1 ;0.5, 

gives a blob edge ratio of 1:0.36, i.e. the blobs are somewhat elongated, and their long 

edges move in an orthogonal direction of 110°, close to the vector sum direction of 

103°. The model estimates a plaid velocity direction in the first step of the estimation 

algorithm of 95° (5° to the left of the vertical) and a final estimate of 73° (17° to the 

right of the vertical). The IOC direction is 67°. 

The results fi-om the model simulations of the full range of plaids used in Experiment 2 

of Bowns (1996), of which those discussed above are a subset, are shown in Figure 30. 

The plots in Figure 30 show the initial and Qnal estimated plaid directions as a function 

of the angular difference between the component grating directions for these plaids. The 

shaded area in the centre of the graph Indicates the range of component grating angular 

difTerences which resulted in an inconsistent choice by subjects between "vector sum 

direction" and "IOC direction" for the corresponding plaids. These results, and the 

discussion above, suggest that the reason for the observed variability between subjects 

in Uieir choice of IOC or vector sum direction (Bowns, 1996) lies in the variability of 

subjects in terms of the dependence of their direction perception on the duration of the 

stimulus. As Yo and Wilson (1992) showed, subjects can display considerable 

differences in this dependence, in Figure 6 of Yo and Wilson, one subject (HRW) 

reported a direction bias of 30° after ~90 msec, stimulus duration, from an initial bias of 

60" at -60 msec. Another subject (HJ) reported a direction bias of 15° after -90 msec., 

from approximately the same initial bias at 60 msec. Significantly, the stimulus duration 

used in the Bowns (1996) ej^riments was 80 msec, which would imply that a 

significant variation in perceived bias between subjects at this duration was possible. A 

similar variability to that reported by Yo and Wilson (1992) would therefore probably 
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be sufficient to cause the difference in direction choice between the two subjects in the 

Bowns (1996) experiments. 
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Figure 30. Results from simulations of the computational model fbr the ptaids used in Experiment 2 of 

Bowns (1996), showing the initial and final estimated plaid directions as a function of the angular 

difl^rence between the component grating directions for ihesc plaids. The shaded area in the centre of the 

gra;^ indicates those component grating angular diflerence& which resulted in an inconsistent choice try 

subjects Ijetween "vector sum direaion" and "IOC direction" for the corre^wnding plaids (see the text in 

(he Discussion section for a furth«- discussitm of these results). 

Whilst the explanation given here contrasts with that of Bowns (!996), bet 

explanation does clearly indicate that there is present in the plaid pattern both motion in 

the VS direction (in terms of the analysis given here, the orthogonal I-D motion of the 

longer edges of the blobs) and in the IOC direction (in terms of the iinalysis givwi here, 

the 2-D motion of the blob end-points). She uses this fact to propose that the variation 

between subjects may result from a competition between these two sets of motion 
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information. The analysis given here suggests however that a Bayesian process which 

using both information sets can also predict this result. , , - , 

Another analysis of Type FI plaid misperception based of the motion of features in 

the plaid was presented in Bowns {2006), Here a squaring operation is performed on the 

piaid and two "components" are identified: "sqHF" and "sqLF" which are derived from 

the squared plaid. The description in Bowns {2006) shows that the "components" are in 

fact two gratings formed from the squared plaid pattern, a high spatial frequency grating 

and a low spatial fi^uency grating, with spatial frequencies and orientations defmed in 

the Appendbt. They clearly relate to the product gratings, and have the same 

orientations and direction of motion as these, as illustrated in Figure 1(d) of Bowns 

(2006). Examples of the values for the direction of motion of the sqHF and sqLF are 

also given for three Type 11 plaids, which were also used in Bowns (1996), showing that 

the direction of motion of the sqHF "component" is close to the VS direction. This led 

to the proposal that the direction of motion of the "components" provided a better 

overall predictor of the misperceived direction of these plaids than either the VS 

direction, as suggested by Yo and Wilson (1992), or the IOC direction, as suggested by 

Adeison and Movshon (1982). The analysis and simulation results presented here 

clearly concur with this conclusion, as the predictions based on the motion of the blob 

edges show. However, Bowns also suggests that there is no motion energy in the plaids 

in the IOC direction, so that a ftill explanation of the misperception would "a model that 

incorporates both squaring and the IOC". The model presented in this thesis however 

incorporates both the 1-D motion of the blob edges, which contain motion energy close 

to the VS direction, and the 2-D motion of the blob end-points, which contain motion 

ener^ in the IOC direction. Used together in a recursive Bayes estimation fi-amework, 

it has been shown that the model closely predicts a wide range of results on perceived 

direction of plaid motion. 
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9.5. New research directions suggested by the model. 

New dira;tions for experimental investigiUion are suggested by the motion integration 

model, including monitoring the response to Type D plaid motion of end-stopped cells 

(Hubel and Weisel, 1965; Pack el al., 2003) in layer 4b of area VI, the layer which 

contains the majority of VI neurons projecting to MT. The model predicts thai such 

experiments for Type II plaids will show that these neurons signal the 2-D motion of the 

high luminance regions, i.e. the blobs, in the plaid Additionally, studies of the dynamic 

response of MT neurons to Type n plaids have, as far as the author is aware, not been 

done, although a stimulus consisting of a field of short bright bars (Lorenceau, Shiffrar, 

Wells, and Castet. 1993) mimics the high luminance regions in Type II plaids. For this 

bar-field stimulus. Pack and Bom (2001) showed that MT neurons initially respond 

primarily to Uie component of motion perpendicular to a contour's orientation, but over 

a period of approximately 60 ms the responses gradually shift to encode the true 

stimulus direction, regardless of orientation. Thus the responses of the MT cells closely 

parallel the psychophysical responses of human observers to the motion of Type 11 

plaids (Yo and Wilson, 1992). Similar studies in which the responses of MT neurons 

are selectively inhibited, by lesioning or revCTsibly cooling (Hupe, James, Payne, 

Lomber, Girard and Bullier, 1998; Super and Lamme, 2007) might aiso be able to test 

the hypothesis that the local l-D and 2-D local motion signals are combined to provide 

the perception of plaid motirai via a recursive e^mation [Ht>cess, ^̂ 4lich, It is 

hypothesised here, is implemented in the recurrent interaction between V1 and MT, an 

interaction which has been strongly implicated in the perceptual awareness of visual 

motiCHi (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Sterzer, Haynes and Rees, 2006). 
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9.6. Summary. . j , /Mnii . ^noi/ .•>f.r:. IID^JI v. • .-M r^iui.*?"; 

In summary, the discussion in this chapter on the application of the motion integration 

model of plaid perception covered the comparison with the Adelson and Movshon 

(1982) model. An alternative explanation of their psychophysical results has been 

presented as well. 

Furthermore, a comparison with the Weiss et al (2002) model was given, where 

again the concept of a first-stage components" motion processing was analysed in detail 
, - ' • ' • • " . " i n 

together with specific examples. Additional support for the motion Integration model 

has been provided in the last sections of the chapter. The case of a plaid with 

components of different contrast has been examined. Furthermore, the analysis of the 

effect of the number and size of the blobs on the plaid perception was presented, 

ti^ether with supporting psychophysical data and model simulations. Finally, new 

research directions were proposed. 
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Chapter 10. General conclusions and future research 

10.1 Summary of the main conclusions of the thesis. 

In this woric a Bayesian model of motion integration using a Kaiman filter algorithm 

was presented. The model aimed to describe the dynamics of motion integration which 

has been observed in the numerous psychophysical experiments regarding both eye 

smooth pursuit and plaid motion perception. The dynamics of the perception of the 

object motion starts with a biased or non-veridical value of velocity and it takes some 

time for the veridical value of velocity to be perceived. The dynamics of the estimation 

thus proves to be a good source of information about the underlying mechanisms of 

combining the 1-D and 2-D local motion signals in order to estimate the veridicai 

motion of the object. 

The behavior of the model on the smooth pui^jit data was very close to the 

psychophysical experimental results (Lorenceau et al, 1993; Masson and Castet, 2002; 

Masson et al. 2000; Pack and Bom, 2001; Lindner and llg, 2000; Masson and Stone, 

2002, Wallace et ai, 2005; Pack et al., 20O4).By simulating the smooth pursuit data it 

was possible to show the effects of different stimulus contrasts and sizes on both the 

initial biased value of velocity and the temporal dynamics. The model captured well the 

dynamics of the smooth pursuit eye movements, which reflected the supposed 

underlying motion integration mechanisms. As discussed, tfiere are algorithmically 

similar models (Weiss et ai, 2002), but they have not applied ^N^iilcaliy U> the 

dynamics of the smooth pursuit data. 

Based on the idea of similarity of the motion integration mechanisms 

underlying both the eye smooth pursuit dynamics and the plaid motion perception 

dynamics, it was possible to propose a new explanation of the motion integration 

processing in plaid perception. The application of the model to the controversial data of 

Type II plaid perception showed that the perceptual phenomena could be fully explained 
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by taking into account the geometrical properties of the high intensity regions of the 

plaids, the so-called blobs. It was shown that contrary to the well-known two-stage 

model of Adelson and Movshon (1982), involving the detection of the motion of the 

component gratings followed by application of the IOC rule, the proposed model was 

able to Ktimate the veridical as well the biased plaid velocity without explicitly taking 

computing the velocities of the component gratings m the firat stage. Instead, the model 

uses the 1-D and 2-D motions of the high intensity features of the plaids, the blobs. 

ID this sense the presented model and its explanation of plaid motion 

misperception, although mathematically similar to the model of Weiss et al. (2002), can 

be distinguished from it conceptually. The explanation for the non-veridical bias toward 

the VA direction, according to the present model, was based on finding the relationship 

of the blob long edge orientation and the VA direction of motion of the component 

gr^ings. It was shown by a detailed geometrical analysis of the blobs' size and 

orientation that for the cases with the strongest perceived non-veridical direction bias 

for Type II plaids, the shape of the blobs were substantially elongated and the 

ortfiogonal direction of motion of the longer edge of the blob was close to the VA 

direction. This is the case when the directions of motion of the component grating are 

oriented relative to each other with a small angle (up to aboitt 20°). ., ...' 

The main conclusion of this analysis was that the motion of the edges of the 

blobs played a more important perceptual role in plaid motion detection, as 1-D motion 

signals, than the motion of the component gratings. It was shown that the relative length 

of the blob edges is unportant not only in relation to the 1-D motion cues from the blobs 

themselves, but also in relation to the visual angle of viewing the stimulus. This led to a 

further conclusion that depending on the visual angle and spatial frequency of the 

gratings forming the plaid, the most dominant perceptual feature in some cases would 

be not the separate blobs, but the lines of blobs which they fonn, which is in complete 
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agreement with the concept used in the model of analyzing the high intensity features of 

an image. 

Tlie mode! also gave a new explanation of the psychophysical results for some 

specific experimental conditions, which seemed very inconsistent within the 

participants, who were reporting very different directions of motion of specific Type n 

plaids (Bowns 19%). One of the main ctmtributions of the thesis is therefore the 

conclusion that plaid motion perception can be treated generally as dependant on the 

visible features of the plaids, i.e. blobs and lines of blobs, and not on the component 

gratings themselves. This departs substantially from the apparently well-accepted idea 

that the motion of the component gratings, computed in the first stage of an integration 

mechanism is essential to the motion perception process (Adelson and Movshon, 1982), 

as distinct from the idea presented in the thesis that the dominant visible features of the 

plaid piay the most significant role, for all plaid types. 

Two versions of the Bayesian mode! of the dynamics of motion integration were 

presented in the thesis: a standard form of the Kalman filter algorithm (Section 2.1) and 

an approximate version (Section 2.2). The l^er version of the model was created in 

order to make the algorithm computationally closer to a neural netwoii: implementation. 

Tlie main simplification of the algorithm aimed to avoid matrix inversions when 

calculating the Kalman gain, and for that puipose the covariance matrix of the velocity 

estimate was approximated by a diagonal matrix. Another simplification involved the 

assumption that the spatial intensity derivatives in the x and y directions were 

independent. This led to the approximation of the matrix computing the covanance of 

the local measurements of the intensity ^atial derivatives by a diagonal form. Together 

these approximations led to a simpler calculation of the Kalman gain by avoiding the 

matrix inversion. 
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A further modification to the algorithm, by which the covariance matrix of the 

velocity estimate/*/ was not updated in each step of the algoiithra, but was maintained 

at its initial vaiuePg. This version of the algorithm allows it to be represented in a 

distributed, recurrent neural network fonn. 

Both the standard and approximate versions of the algorithm gave very similar 

simulation results, which were presented in the simulation experiments for the data on 

smooth pursuit eye movements. The same similarity held true for the simulation results 

for plaid motion perception, however in the thesis only the results for the standard form 

of the algorithm were presented. 

10.2. Critical reflection on the presented work. 

The very simple form of the local motion detectors, i.e. non-overiapping square 

windows, used in the simulations, and also of the method for calculating the spatial and 

temporal derivatives of the image intensity, although successful for the limited type of 

stimuli considered in this study, would be candidates for improvement in order to 

develop the model fijrther. The simple form of the motion detector windows and the 

simplicity of the spatial and temporal intensity derivative calculations led, in the case of 

the smooth pursuit eye movement simulations, to a variable estimation of the velocity, 

in particular in the approximate version of the algorithm, which depended on the spatial 

shift (speed of stimulus), the size of the window and size of the stimulus. This appeared 

as a periodic, approximately constant amplitude variation of the velocity estimate 

(Figure 13). This problem was solved simply by averaging the velocity estimate for 

several steps of the algorithm, the number of the steps used for the averaging depending 

on the ratio of window size and the speed of stimulus. A more sophisticated solution 

would have been to use overlapping, circular windows, with spatial Gaussian filters for 

the local motion detector windows, and Gaussian derivative filters ( 
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or other methods ( e.g. Johnston et al, 2003) for the calculation of the 

^>atial derivatives. However, this issue did not seem to cause a major problem as the 

general results of the algorithm proved to be robust and consistent both with regard to 

the psychophysical data and also between the simulations themselves in eye smooth 

pursuit and plaid motion perception. 

The approximate, more neurally plausible version of the algorithm gave results 

which were very similar to the standard version, and in some cases appeared to give 

results which were closer to the psychophysical data. However, very little wcffk was 

done specifically on how the neural network circuits suggested by the approximate 

version of the model (Figuie 9) would carry out the calculation and integration of the 

local motion signals, which was treated as a subject of future investigation. The' 

modifications made to the standard version of the algorithm which led to the 

approximate version are also somewhat crude, with assumptions which need further 

investigation and depth of understanding. A more sophisticated approach to a neural 

network implementation of the Kalman filter algorithm might use the recent work of 

Linger (2008). 

Another desirable aspect of the present work would have been the possibility of 

conducting some psychophysical experiments, even if relatively simple, in order to 

confirm or not some of the predictiwis made from the model, in particular the 

predictions about the asymmetric Type 1 plaids, described in Section 8.5. Unfortunately 

this was beyond the scope of the facilities and of the time available to the project. 

10.3. Future development of the model and predictions. 

New directions fw further experimental investigation have been suggested in previous 

Chapters of the thesis. The validity of the motion integration model in terms of its use of 

both 1-D and 2-D motion signals derived from die plaid blob features could be tested 
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physiologically by monitoring the response of end-stopped cells (Hubel and Weisel, 

1965; Pack et al., 2003J in monkey subjects to the coherent motion of Type II plaids, in 

particular in layer 4b of area VI, which is known to contain the majority of VI neurons 

projecting to MT. The prediction would be that such experiments for Type II plaids will 

show that (he end-stopped cells would signal the 2-D motion of the high luminance 

regions, i.e. the blobs, in the plaid. Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate 

the dynamic response of MT neurons to Type U plaids, which have, as far as the author 

is aware, not been done. The study closest to this was performed with a stimulus 

consisting of a field of short bright bars (Lorenceau, Shififrar, Wells, and Castet, 1993), 

which could mimic the response of the high luminance regions in Type 11 plaids. Also 

Pack and Bom (2001) studied the response of MT neurons to such a bar-field stimulus 

and demonstrated a dynamic response, initially responding to the component of motion 

perpendicular to a contour's orientation, but over a period of approximately 60 ms the 

responses gradually shifting to encode the true stimulus direction, thus closely 

paralleling the psychophysical responses of human observers to the motion of Type II 

plaids (Yo and Wilson, 1992). 

The hypothesis put forward here that the local I -D and 2-D local motion signals 

are combined via a recursive estimation process involving the recurrent interaction 

between Vi and MT might also be tested by studies of the responses of monkey 

subjects in either smooth pursuit or plaid motion perception experiments, in which the 

responses of MT neurons are selectively inhibited, by lesioning or reversibly cooling 

(Hupe, J^nes, Payne. Lomber, Girard and Bullier, 1998; Super and Lamme, 2007) 

Further predictions from the model relate to Type I asymmetric plaids. It was 

possible to explain why there would be no significant bias for the majority of Type I 

asymmetric plaids, and at the same time to predict such a bias for some specific cases of 

Type I plaids which have low contrast, a specific range of angles between component 
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gjBiings and specific ratio of component grating speeds, presented for short durations as 

in die case of Type H plaids. Psychophysical experiments with such Type I plaids have 

not, to the author's knowledge, been carried out to date. 

Further predictions were made regarding the choice of the spatial fiequency of the 

component gratings in relation to the viewing angle/aperture of the stimulus, used in 

both psychophysical and physiological experiments. The model results would suggest 

that if the psychophysical experiments of Stone ei al. (i 990) or Champion et al. (2007) 

had been carried out using a higher component grating spatial frequency, a far greater 

bias towards the higher contrast grating would have been obtained, owing to the greater 

salience of the 1-D motion of the blob-lines in the direction of the higher contrast 

grating, compared to that of the 2-D motion of the blobs themselves, when viewing the 

plaid. This wouJd be interesting and a valuable test of the model and its conceptua! use 

of plaid blob features in plaid motion perception. 

It was also suggested that physiological experiments with varying sizes of blobs 

and orientations of Type U plaids, would show specific dynamics in the response of 

neurons in VI and MT areas. More specifically, the stimuli for experiments which 

measure neural responds in V1 should have relatively bigger blob size in order to avoid 

the effect of the merging of the blobs into lines, leading to an apparent response to the 

component gratings' velocities rather than to die velocities of the blob edges. 

The model could be extended in at least two possible directions. One is to make 

it closer to the known neural properties and circuits, e.g. more close to the biological 

reality. In particular the distributed version of the model presented in Sectimi 2.3 could 

be examined in relation to the known recurrent circuitry between motion sensitive 

neurons in VI and MT. 

Another approach for future development of the model could be to keep it on a 

similar abstract level, but develop the algorithm and apply it to the related but more 
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difficult problem of image segmentation. A possible approach might be to create a 

model u^ich is capable of simultaneously building multiple Kalman filter based motion 

integration sub-models, by selectively combining local motion signals according to the 

similarity of their measurements with a global velocity vector. Where the velocity 

vector of a local motion signal differs substantially in speed and direction with the 

globally estimated velocity vector, this local motion signal can be assigned to a sub-

model corresponding to a separate segregated object. Spatial information on the form of 

potential objects would be necessary in order to make such an assignment in an 

effective way. Substantial theoretical and simulation work would need to be carried out 

in order to investigate and develop such a model. 
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Appendix A 

Intuitive exptaDation of the Kalman filter algorithm 

Tlie Kalman filter is a form of recursive least squares estimation. It is based an 

algorithm which recursively forms the posterior probability distribution of an unknown 

variable, conditional on a sequence of noisy observations of the variable. As each 

observation is made, it is used to update the current conditional probability distribution, 

which is generally assumed to be of Gaussian form. TTie best estimate of the unknown 

variable is then the mean of the distribution, since this value maximises the conditional 

posteriwiMflbability. TTievarianceof the estimate corresponds to the variance of the 

posterior distribution. 

As a simple example, assume that a sequence of observations/measurements h^ are 

made of an unknown variablev^. Each observation of v^ is corrupted by measurement 

noise, i.e. 

^ = V j + 7 ^ (A.l) 

where rj^ is assumed to be a Gaussian distributed random noise sequence with zero 

mean and variance cr^. The objective is to obtain the best estimate of v, from the 

sequence of observations, in the case where a new estimate is made after each 

observation, based on the previous estimate. Thus the estimation is made recursively. In 

this example, the unknown variable v̂  is assumed to remain constant, i.e. 

Vi., = n - v (A.2) 

However, in the general case, the variable can change at each step, according to a 

dynamic equation: 

n..=?*.n (A.3) 

The estimation algorithm begins(A = 0)by making a prior assumption of the probability 

distribution of v,,. Assume that this is a Gaussian distribution with me^i value 

ô = Oand variance (T^O, the so-called prior distribution. The best prior estimate of VQ 

is the mean (maximum) ofthe prior distribution, Vp =0 . The variance of the best 

estimate of v̂ , is thus the variance of the prior distribution, cr^ ̂ . 
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In the following description of the Kalman filter algorithm, we denote 

v( - the estimate of v,, based on the observations up to and including they th one 

/*/ - the variance of the estimate of v^, based on the observations up to and including 

they th one. 

The algorithm is thus ioitialtsed with the mean and variance values of the prior 

distribution: 

v:=v„=0 

and the first estimate update step is then made: 

0 O n 

Vi = v , = 0 

iO nO 

Next the first observation /i, is made. The conditional probability distribution p{v^ \ h^) 

has a mean value, based on the value /(, of the observation, of; 

where 

^ 1 = ^ - ^ • - ' ' (A.5) 

whilst the variance CT^J of /^v, | A,) is given by: 

• » ' / A ^ . 

This latter equation can be rewritten as: 

a j j = < „ - * : , < „ , . ,,, (A.7) 
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TTie best estimate v,' of v, is given by the mean of the distribution p{v, |A,), i.e. by v,, 

and its variance is given by the variance of /»(v, | /i,). 

Thus we can write the estimate update step at first observatian, using the above 

equations, as: 

P^=P^-K,P^ ' • . . : . r . { n l M H o - . •• .. .-• -_• •. . r u -

Next the estimate and its variance are updated between tbe first and second 

observations, based on the assumption that the unknown variable remains constant, i.e. 

Vj,, - Vj = V. T h u s 

P^=P: 
( ! • : . • • . ' 

Next a second observation h, is made. The aim now is to obtain the parameters of the 

conditional probability distribution pivj \hy,h^). TTie mean of this distribution is based 

Ml the mean of p{y^ \h^) and the new observation value h^. and is given by: 

.2 

v,=~^^^.v\+~^£^.h, (A.8) 
<^;...+0" ^F-i^^ 

whilst its variance crj j is given by; 

t I 

p-i P.I 

The best estimate of V; of v,. that maximises /7(V; |A|,Aj)is thus the mean, Vj,the 

expression for which can be rewritten from {A.8) as: 

where 
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K,= , "•' , (A.n) 
' <.^-' 

Similariy the variance ofthis estimate can be rewritten from(A.9)and(A.ll)as: 

Thus we can write the estimate update step at second observati<Hi, using the above 

equations (A.IO) to (A.12), as 

As before, this estimate and its variance are updated between the second and third 

observations, based cm the constancy assumption for the unknown variable. Thus 

yl=vl 

p'-p^ 

This set of update equations are then repeated for the third observation h^ and for all 

subsequent observations. Reviewing the update equations (A. 10) to (A. 12), it can 

readily be seen that the algorithm can be written in a general form as: 

1. Initialisation 

P" =(T^ 

2. Update of estimate between observations 

Vi*I=Vi 
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3. Update of estimate based on k th observation 

A diagram of the general form of the algorithm, in which the unknown variable v̂  is 

assumed to change dynamically between observations, is shown Figure A. 1, illustrating 

the algorithm's recursive form. 
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" i ^ l V,. 

A 

A = backward 
shift operator 

K^ K-cA .k-\ 

<^*-o 
c.v; 

*-i 

c, 

T .*-! 
^*^-l 

K. 

A 

Figure A.1 Diagram of the Kaiman filter algorithm for the general case, where the 
dynamics and observation of the unknown variable are described by 
Vĵ , = ̂ ^v^, Aj = Qv, +;;^. In the case described in the text, the unknown variable is 

constant, i.e.v^ ,̂ =:v̂  =v . 
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Abstract 

In this study, we describe a model of motion integration in smooth eye pursuit based 

on a recursive Bayesian estimation process, which displays a dynamic behaviour 

qualitatively similar to the dynamics of the motion integration process observed 

experimentally, both psychophysically in humans and monkeys, and physiologically 

in monkeys. By formulating the model as an approximate version of a Kalman filter 

algorithm, we have been able to show that it can be put into a neurally plausible, 

distributed recurrent form which coarsely corresponds to the recurrent circuitry of 

visual cortical areas VI and MT. The model thus provides further SUJ^KMI for the 

notion that the motion integration process is iKised on a form of Bayesian estimation, 

as has been suggested by many psychophysical studies, and moreover suggests that 

the observed dynjunic properties of this process are the result of the recursive nature 

of the motion estimation. 
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1 Introduction 

Sraooth pursuit eye movements are the rotations of the eye which an observer 

performs in order that a moving target object is held in an approximately stationary 

position on the foveal region of the retina so that it can be subjected to visual 

processing at a high teve! of acuity. This is a valuable phenomenon for theoretical 

brain studies as it is relatively easy to access experimentally, in terms of the ease of 

measurement and manipulation of both the inputs to the process, the motion of the 

visual target, and the outputs, the eye movements. It is likely that the neural 

mechanism involved in smooth pursuit eye motion is an oculomotor feedback control 

mechanism in which the motion of the image of the target on the retina is used as a 

driving signal for the generation of eye movements which aim at minimising this 

motion signal. As with any such feedback control mechanism, under steady state 

conditions the response properties of the system tend to be dominated by the feedback 

gain, and any knowledge about the neural circuits in the feed-forward pathway is 

impossible to obtain without breaking the feedback loop in some way. Since this is 

experimentally infeasible, other ways have been sought by many researchers of 

revealing the successive stages of neural processing involved in the system and their 

interactions. . . . 

In particular, there has been a substantial effort to understand the neural mechanisms 

which underlie one of the earliest stages of processing in the oculomotor system, in 

which the local retinal motion information is integrated to provide accurate global 

information on motion of the object, the image of which must be held steady on the 

retina. It is well known that owing to the small receptive field size of early visual 

neurons in the retina, thalamus and primary visual cortex, some local information 

about motion of the object is potentially inaccurate owing to the ambiguity introduced 

by the so-called "aperture effect" {Wallach, 1935 (English translation in Wuerger ei 

al, 1996); Fennema and Thompson, 1979; Mart and Ullman, 1981). The ambiguity 

results not from the "aperture" per se, but is owing to the fact that the small receptive 

field may only give access to a one-dimensional motion stimulus, eg a single contour 

edge, which wilt behave identically for a range of stimulus motion directions. 
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correspoiKling to a constraint line in velocity space, [f the stimulus within Uie aperture 

has two-dimensional information, e.g. two contour edges forming a comer, then 

unambiguous directional information is available for the stimulus, since the 

intersection of die corresponding two constraint lines uniquely defines the motion 

direction. To ensure that object motiwi is accurately backed by the oculomotor 

system, all the available local information, both unambiguous (2-D) and ambiguous 

(1-D) must be int^rated, in order to provide an estimate of the object motion which 

will drive the eye movement in the correct target direction. 

In order to ^udy die neural mechanisms mvolved in this integr^on process, several 

researchers have investigated the ^ w t period at the initiation of pursuit eye 

movement in which the ocuiar-motor feedback control system effectively operates in 

"open-loop" mode, owing to the time delay involved in the transmission of 

information to the ocular motor plant and its inherent response dynamics (Lisberger 

and Westbrook, 1985). From the time of onset motion of the visual target stimulus 

which is to be tracked, there is a time delay of about 100 ms before the visually driven 

eye pursuit motor response begins. As already mentioned, for certain visual stimuli, 

some of the signals which convey local motion of the target image do not accurately 

reflect the target motion, owing to the apCTture effect. Experimental evidence frxMii 

human and non-human primates indicates that, as a result, the initial eye pursuit 

movement has both an on-axis compon^it, ie in die directi(xi of the object motion, 

and an off-axis component which reflects the inaccuracies in the local motion signals 

(Masson & Stwie, 2002; Pack and Bom, 2001). 

The experimental evidence suggests that the integration fffocess begins as soon after 

the onset of the target motion as a visual motion signal is available, ie at the latency of 

transfer of the retinal motion signal to the site of the neural integration process. In 

particular, if the neural mechanisms of the integration process are located in visual 

area MT, physiological experiments (Pack and Bom, 2001) suggest that this latency is 

about 70-80 ms in monkeys. At this point in time the ^ e movement response has yet 

to start owing to its -lOOms latency, so the CTior between the target motion and the 

eye motion iiKreases without compensation from any eye movanent (Lisberger and 
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Westbrook, 1985). However, the experimental data of Wallace el al (2005) and of 

Bom el al (2006), suggest that the integration process is already starting to correct for 

the inaccurate off-axis motion signals, and this can be observed in the eye movement 

within ~70 ms after it begins. This is before the error signal induced by the inaccurate 

off-axis eye movement can be compensated for by the oculomotor feedback system, 

owing to the -100 ms delay in this system. Their results indicate that for the first 70 

ms or so the eye movement is driven by a simple uncorrected pooling of both the 

unambiguous (2-D) and ambiguous (1-D) local motion measurements, with the 2-D 

measurements of the target object velocity only starting to dominate after this period. 

The off-axis direction error in the eye movement then decays to zero over a further 

period of 200 - 300 ms (see Figure 3 of Wallace el ah 2005). This temporal evolution 

toward an accurate representation of target object motion is consistent with several 

experimental results: from human direction judgments (Lorenceau et al, 1993); the 

human ocuiar following response (Masson and Castet, 2(X)2; Masson et al 2000), 

smooth pursuit in monkeys (Pack and Bom, 2001) and humans (LindnCT and lig, 

2000; N4asson and Stone, 2002, Wallace et al, 2005). and the responses of MT 

neurons in alert monkeys (Pack and Bom, 2001; Pack et al, 2(X)4). 

The neural process of integration of the local motion signals is generally supposed to 

involve two stages. The flrsl stage, which is usually attributed to neural mechanisms 

in primary visual cortex (VI), involves the extraction of directional ly selective motion 

information. Since VI neurons are subject to the ambiguities introduced by 1-D 

motion stimulus signals, a second stage, attributed to the medial temporal area of 

cortex (MT), is perceived to be the location of the neural mechanisms for integration 

of the local motion signals and the resolution of the ambiguities introduced by the 1-D 

signals. One model based on this two s t ^ e process supposes a feed-forward 

mechanism svhich achieves the integration process by differential weighting of the 

feed-forward projections of the 1-D and 2-D signals (Simoncelli and Heeger. 1998). 

This model does not apparently account however for the temporal dynamics of the 

motion integration process observed in the above cited experimental data. 
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An aitemative model (Bom et al, 2006) suggests that the dynamics of the integration 

process mig^t be determined by the properties of visual neurons eariy in the [Hu^iit 

pathway, in particular a temporal delay in the emergence of end-stopping in direction-

selective neurons (Pack el al, 2003). In this formulation, the temporal evolution of 2D 

motion sisals for pursuit and those that have been observed in MT neurons (Pack 

and Bom 2001; P^k ei al, 2004) reflect a change in the "weighting" ^plted to the 

outputs of VI direction-selective neurons, whereby the activity of 2-D related end-

stopping neurons eventually suppresses that of the l-D contour-related neurons, and 

the motion signals ftom the 2-D terminators becomes dominant. It Is suggested that 

this mechanism might also explain the perceptual dominance of a contour-vector 

average for stimuli oi low contrast (Weiss et al, 2002), since end-stopping is weak or 

absent for such stimuli (Polat et al, 1998; Sceniak et al, 1999). This is also consistent 

with the experimental observations of Wallace ef al (200S) on pursuit initiation in 

humans, in which the effect of lowering the stimulus contrast is an increase in the off-

axis bias in the initial transient eye movement and a lengthening of the time taken for 

this bias to reduce to zero. Note however that for the low contrast stimulus, the off-

axis motion is eventually eliminated, albeit with a time constant up to nearly three 

times that for the high contrast stimulus, indicating that the suppressive mechanism, if 

tiiis is indeed the case, does still operate although more weakly. As pointed out in 

Bom et al (2006), the suggested role of the end-stopping cells is also physiologically 

very plausible given the fact that neurons in layer 4B of VI, which is the source of the 

main projection from VI to MT (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Shipp and Zeki, 

1989), are strongly end-stopped (Sceniak et al, 2001). 

An altemative model, which also captures the dynamics of the integration process, is 

proposed here. Our mode) is based on die concept that the integration process 

computes a Bayesian estimate of the target object velocity using the local 

observations of target motion provided by the directionalty selective neurons in VI. 

We implement the estimation process recursively, in the fomi of a Kalman fitter 

(Kahnan, 1960), and show that the dynamics of this recursive estimation process 

closely replicates the dynamics of the motion integration process, as measured 
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experimentally, under a variety of conditions involving changes in shape and contrast 

of the stimulus. 

The application of Kalman filtering in modeling smooth pursuit eye movements is not 

new. Shibata ei al (2005) address how the remarkably high level of accuracy (zero-

lag) of the primate smooth pursuit system, as identified experimentally, might be 

modeled by a predictive controller together with fast learning of the target motion 

dynamics, using a form of fCalman fitter for target-state estimation and prediction. 

Whilst their model thus addresses a different problem from ours, it is however of 

relevance to our model in the following sense. The velocity estimation process in our 

model depends on an internal generative model of target velocity. In our simulations, 

and the experiments they seek to replicate, the target motion is constant, and therefore 

the internal model reflects this. When the target motion is changing dynamically, our 

model would need to incorporate a process for fast learning of this dynamics, in order 

to produce an accurate estimate of the target velocity, and the Shibata et al (2005) 

model would provide this. . . . • . 

Bayesian models of motion integration and estimation have also been previously 

proposed (Koechlin el al, 1999: Weiss el al, 2002; Rao. 2004). In particular, Weiss et 

al (2002) proposed an optimal Bayesian probabilistic model of motion integration in 

which an optimal estimate of the target object velocity is computed using the 

likelihoods of the local velocity measurements distributed over the visual space 

(Simonceili el al, 1991; Simoncelli, 2003). They used a priori distribution for the 

target object velocity which assumes a human preference for the assumption of slow 

speeds, and formulated this as a Gaussian prior centred on zero. They also assumed an 

additive measurement noise which was independently Gaussian distributed, with zero 

mean and known variance. This had the effect of making the local likelihood 

functions dependent on stimulus contrast. TTiey computed the posterior distribution of 

the velocity as the product of the likelihoods over alt the spatial locations (assuming 

that the likelihoods are independent) multiplied by the prior. 
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The authors show that their model reflects several of the main characteristics of 

human motion perception, as observed in a range of psychophysical studies, both their 

own experiments which use "fat" and "thin" rhombus figures at high and low contrast, 

and those of others (Burke and Wenderoth, 1993; Bowns, 1996; Stone et al, 1990; 

Stwie and Thompson, 1990; Lorenceau et al, 1993) using mainly moving plaid 

patterns. For fixed values of measurement noise variance and prior variance (or more 

specifically, a fixed ratio of these quantities), and for a moving "thin" rhombus 

stimulus, at low contrast the posterior velocity distribution has a maximum (mean) 

corresponding to the vector average of the local velocities. At high ctmtrast, this 

maximum occurs at, or near, the veridical target object velocity given the intersection 

of the constraint lines provided by the local velocity measurements. 

The model of Weiss et al (2002) was not intended to rqplicate the expaimental data 

from the initial eye pursuit experiments cited above, and indeed is not capable of 

reproducing the dynamics of the motion integration process as observed in these 

experiments. Moreover, their model, tuned to replicate their human perceptual 

experiments, would predict that a stimulus consisting of a hori2ontany moving high 

contrast "thin" rhombus would not result in any of!set bias in the pursuit eye motion, 

whereas the experimental data of Wallace et al (2005) would indicate that there is 

always an offset bias in the initial eye motion of -30° even in the case of a "thm" 

rhombus of h i ^ contrast and slow speed. 

2 A model of the motion integration process based on the Kalman filter 

estimation algorithm 

We show that the motion integration process can be modelled as a recursive Bayesian 

estimation algorithm, based upon a spatially distributed set of local observsuions of 

spatial and temporal changes in the image Intensity. Thus, at each local position (x,y} 

in the visual space, identified with the receptive field positions of VI neurons, we 

assume that observations are made of the change in the intensity of the image 

/(x,>',/)over a small change in time A/, and over a sraaW spatial change in the two 

cardinal directions (x,y), \.t.l,{x,y,t), /^(x,_>',/)and/^(x,^,/), where we define 

8 
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I,{^,y.t)^\lix,y,t + N)-I{x,y,t)\l£j 

1M^y,t) = {l{x+d^,y,t)- I(x,y,t)]l £sx 

Jy i-x, y, t) = [l{x, y + Ay, I) - /(x, y, /)] / Ay 

. . . - : . . i - . . : • . • • - . . • • • \ 

As is standard in the formulation of the motion estimation problem, we assume that 

image intensity changes with time at a location (x,y) are only the result of motion of 

the image. Then it follows that, if v̂  and Vy are the J: and y components of the image 

velocity vector v, 

lix,y,l) = I{x + Ax,y + Ay,t + Ai) 

= I{x + At.v^,y+At.v^,l + Ai) 

If we approximate the right hand side of (1) by its first order Taylw series expansion, 

we get 

I(x,y,l)^Iix,y,l) + vJ^(x,y,l) + KL(x,y,t) + I,{x,y,0 (2) 

We can then rewrite this equation as 

I,ix,yj) = -[l(x,y,l) Iyix,y,t)] 
.^ 

+ f?ix,y,t) (3) 

where 7j(x,yj) is a zero mean, Gaussian distributed noise process with variance t/, 

representing the measurement error. (Weiss et al, 2002; Heeger and Simoncelli, 

1992; Fennema and Thompson, 1979). 

We can think of equation (3) as an observation equation for the unknown image 

velocity vector v, in which /„ / j , and ly are all measured (observed) values, and rewrite 

it in the discrete time form as a sequence of observations of the unknown vector v̂ , te 

K=C,v,+rj, (4) 

where we define 
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t = kAl 

and where T1^ is a zero mean. Gaussian distributed noise sequence with variance </, 

representing the measurement enx>r in the observation equation. 

The process of estimating the velocity vector v becomes one of maximising the 

posterior probability density fiinction /KVo,-.-,v^ I /^,...,Ar^)with respect to{v(„..,,v^J. 

Bayes' mie gives us that 

P(Vo.-,v^|^,. . . , / i^) = ~ — ., (5) 

We can write 

M A J v - . * ' « ) = f l p J ' ' i - C . v . ) (6) 

and if we assume that the image velocity is constant 

/'(Vo,...,v^) = />(v„) (7) 

Thus Bayes' rule becomes 

k-l 

^ e x p | - | ( v „ - ^ ) ^ V ( V o - ^ ) - ^ I { ^ - C , v , / ( / , . - C , v , ) | 

where v^and P^ are, respectively, prior estimates of the mean and covariance matrix 

of the probabili^ distribution of the image velocity vector v .̂ 

(8) 

10 
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Rather than find the maximum of this posteri<»- distribution directly, we formulate the 

process as a recursive estimation procedure, le in the form of a Kalman filter 

estimation algorithm: 

1. iniHalization: 

Vo-Vg 

P" = P 

2. update of the estimate between observations (this captures the dynamics of the 

stimulus - in this case the stimulus velocity is constant and so the estimate is 

unchanged between observations); 

v' =v* " 

P* = P * 

3. update of the estimate at observation k 

p^=pr-K,c,pr 
K,^prcj(c,prc,'+<T%r 

where h denotes the 2x2 identity matrix. 

Alternatively we can write the so-called Kalman gain term K^as 

IfweasMimelhat ff ' =(Tp/,,then 

II 
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try T ^[^i^^cjc.rc 
(10) 

Substituting for C* in (10), we get 

K,= 
n+ 

hiy 

ij.. 

' ' - < 

(11) 

If we chose v^. the prior estimate of the mean of the probability distribution of the 

image velocity vector v* , to be zero in the initialisation step in the Kalman filter 

estimation algorithm, then the first estimate update step of the algorithm gives 

V,' = KA (12) 

Substituting for K\ and hi in this equation yields 

"•' = 
' • * % ••'-

^J. 
' - ' < . 

(13) 

If we generalize the estimation process described above to the case where we have n 

observation equations for the unknown image velocity vector v at n ^atial locations, 

ie in the definitions 

12 
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h,^IXx,y,t+M) ••-••• - • ' ••' 

hk is now an n vector representing the local observations of the temporal derivatives of 

the image intensity at n spatial locations (x.y), and C* is correspondingly m\ n x 2 

matrix of the local observations of the spatial derivatives of the image intensity at the 

n spatial locations (x.y), then the equation for the initial estimate of the velocity vector 

becomes 

V, = 
p i(u) 

(14) 

in which the summations are over the local spatial and temporal derivatives of the 

image intensity at the n locations, and we assume thai the measurement noise variance 

17̂  is the same for all n locations. 

The above equation (14) is precisely that derived by Weiss el al (2002) for the 

velocity estimate v of their "ideal observer", as the mean of the posterior distribution 

(equation (1) of Weiss et al, 2002). In other words, if the prior estimate of the 

covariance matrix of the probability distribution of the velocity vector vo is given 

as/^ - cr^/, then the initial step of the Kalman filter estimation algorithm will 

compute a velocity estimate v,' which corresponds to the velocity estimate v' of the 

"ideal observer" of Weiss el al (2002). However, in our model of motion integration 

for smooth pursuit, we assume that the integration process continues to use successive 

observations of the temporal and spatial changes in image intensity in order to 

recursively update the estimates of the velocity vector v* and its covariance matrix 

P^, as expressed in the Kalman filter algorithm. This implies that the Kalman filter 

algorithm will take some time to converge to an optimal (least squares) estimate of the 

mean and covariance of the image velocity vector v, based on this sequence of 

13 
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observations. We postulate that the dynamical behaviour of this recursive e^imation 

process corresponds to the dynamics of the int^ration [Hocess in the initial period of 

motion pursuit, and show below that the recursive estimation process dynamics 

reflects several key characteristics of the experimentally observed integration process 

dynamics. 

It is clear however from the above analysis that the velocity estimate given by the first 

step of the Kalman filter algorithm coincides with the optimal velocity estimate of 

Weiss et al's ideal observer. Therefore, if the "free parameter'' {Weiss et al, 2002) of 

the optimal estimate (14), the (T/CT^ ratio, is set in the algorithm to the same value as 

In the "ideal observer of Weiss el al, our mode! of the motion integration process will 

also suffer from the fact that it will predict that a stimulus consisting of a horizontally 

moving high contrast "thin" rhombus will not result in any initial offset bias in the 

pursuit eye motion, contrary to the experimental observations of Wallace et al (2005), 

However, in the following section, where we describe our computer simulations of the 

Kalman filter estimation algorithm as a model of the motion integration process, we 

show that for certain values of the u / o"̂  ratio, the high contrast "thin" rhombus will 

result in an offset bias. 

In the later sections of the paper, we show how the Kalman filter based model can be 

formulated so that it is amenable to implementation as a neural computation process. 

lliis results in an approximate, sub-optimal recursive estimation process which 

nevertheless retams its close relationship to the experimentally observed integration 

process. In fact in the approximate, neural computation based form, our simulations 

show that the closeness of fit of die behaviour of the model to the experimental data 

Im ĤYives over the optimal Kahnan filto* based form of the model. We also discuss 

how this nojnd computation based model might be mapped CHito the neural circuitry 

involved in the interaction between the VI and MT areas of cortex, in a way that 

mimics of the distributed, recurrent nature of the Vl-MT circuitry. This is impjortant 

since the VI-MT circuitry has been identified by many researchers as the location for 

the motion integration processing stage of the oculomotor system ((jroh et al, 1997; 

14 
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Simoncelli, 2003; Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998; Pack and Bom, 2001; Pack el al, 

2003; Pack e/a/, 2004) 

3 Simulation experiments using tbe Kalman filter based motion integration 

mode) 

As in Wallace e( al (2005), two visual stimuli are used in the computer simulation 

experiments of our motion integration model, in our case as solid figures: (i) a square 

diamond with main axes at 0° and 90°, and (ii) an elongated tilted diamond |(or "thin 

rhombus") with the main axis at 45° and internal angles of 10° and 170°. These 

stimuli are presented on a visual space which is represented by a set of 200 by 200 

pixels. Each of the stimuli is contained in a square area of 50 by 50 pixels. 

The visual space is further divided into 400 uniformly spaced and sized, non-

overlapping square windows each of size 10 by 10 pixels. Thus the stimulus is 

contained within an area covered by 25 windows. In each window, the observations of 

temporal and spatial derivatives of image intensity are calculated as the image moves 

at a constant velocity in the horizontal direction from the left to the right of the visual 

space. Temporal and spatial derivatives l,(x,y,t), I^(x,yyi)and I^(x,y,t) are 

computed using small spatial and temporal shifts A):,A>',and A/of the stimulus. 

Figure 1 shows the results from the computer simulation of the model in estimating 

the angular direction of the rhombus (0° = horizontal motion) of both the square 

diamond and thin rhombus stimuli, for three values of contrast: max (image intensity 

= I), half (intensity = 0.5) and quarter (intensity = 0.25), and for four different values 

of the ratio o'/o-p(shown in Table 1), as a function of the iterations of the Kalman 

filter algorithm. Each iteration shown corresponds to five iterations of the Kalman 

filter algorithm, and the estimated angular direction shown is the average of the 

estimated direction over these five iterations (thus in each plot the total number of 

iterations of the algorithm is thirty five). 
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Figare I. Results from the compute simulations of the motion inte^^ion model based on the optimal 

Kalman filter algorithm, showing the estimated angular direction of the stimulus (0° = horizontal 

motion), for horizontally moving diamond and rhombus stimuli, for three different values of contrast, 

and tor four different values of tlie ratio a I (J increasing from the top row to the bottom row of 

plots. Note the diange in the vertical scale in the plots in the first two rows. The values af (TI a used 

are given in Table I. 
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a 

0.04 

0.1 

0.2 

0.5 

'^P 

0.07 

0.04 

0.04 

0.04 

0.6 

2.5 

5.0 

12.5 

Table I. The values of UI <T used in the model s imut^ons 

Tliere is a anall. but non-^ro peak offiet bias for all values of CT/CT (note the 

change in the vertical scale in the plots in the first two rows). The value of erlrr is 

increased fi-om the top to the bottom row in Figure 1, and results in a corresponding 

increase in the offset bias in the estimated direction. This offset bias is however veiy 

small in the case of the lowest value of the al (T^ ratio (top row of plots) for both the 

diamond and thin rhombus shapes (< 0.25° for the diamond and < 3° for the thin 

rhombus). In each case, the peak offset bias is followed by a temporal decay of this 

bias to an asymptotic value of close to 0°. 

These characteristics of the model dynamics, as shown in Figure 1, ie an initial offset 

bias followed by a regular temporal decay of this bias to zero, are also the main 

characteristics of the dynamics of the motion integration process, as observed 

experimentally by Wallace et al (2005). Their data show (see their Figures 5 and 6) a 

peak tracking direction error followed by a temporal decay toward an asymptotic 

value corresponding to the true target motion direction (0°). Moreover, the model 

simulations show (Figure 1) that decreasing the contrast of the stunulus, for any fij^ 

value of the ratio cr/o-p, results in an increase in both the peak offset bias in the 

estimated velocity and the lime constant for the decay of the bias to zero. This is again 

in close qualitative agreement with the data of Wallace ei al (2005), in which the 

initial tracking bias was reduced from --44° to ~30° when the contrast was increased 

from 10% to 40%, after which there was little further reduction. Similarly, increasing 

17 
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the target contrast resulted in a decrease tn tfie decay time constant from ~I68 ms at 

10% contrast to an asymptotic value ~60 ms for contrasts >40%. 

Overall, the model simulation results show a qualitatively, and in specific instances 

quantitatively, high level of correspondence with the experimental results of Wallace 

el al {2005), in particular in respect of the variation of both the peak oC&et bias in the 

target velocity and the decay of this bias to zero, with contrast level. 

4 A nearalty plausible model of the motion integration process based on an 

approximate form of the Kaimao filter estimation algorithm 

It is clear from the description of the Kalman filter algorithm in section 2 above, that 

the implementation of the model based on this algorithm would require the 

computation of an inverse matrix in (9), in order to calculate the Kalman gain matrix 

Ki^. Such a calculation is not plausible as a neural computation, and therefore it is 

necessary to find an approximate, ^b-optimal version of the algorithm which avoids 

this matrix inversion. 

In the case of n local observations, each subject to a dlfTerent, mutually independent 

measurement noise, ie with different variances, equation (9) becomes 

K, =[{Pt-'r +c/r'c,r'c/E-' (15) 

in which the measurement noise covariance matrix is denoted by 

I.= diagiaf), i = l,...,n. To avoid the matrix inversion in (15), we first approximate 

the covariance matrix of the velocity estimate by a diagonal matrix, i.e. 

pt-\ ± u - . 0 «X'i 
(16) 

IS 
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TTiis assumes that the estimate of the velocity vector is uncorrelated in the x and y 

directions. Then the first term in the matrix inverse in (15) is given by 

w-'r= i/(^L )i ,2 \k-\ 

0 '/«.)r' (17) 

The second term is 

c;sx = 

y_L/^ y—/ / 

V—/ / y—i' 
i-i ^1 I.I y.' £^ 2 'y.' 

yj 

(18) 

We now assume that this can also be approximated by a diagonal matrix, ie 

ciz-'c, = 
^^'^ 

2 
'J 

0 

0 

y j_ / ' 
(19) 

Thus the matrix inversion in (15) becomes the inversion of a diagonal matrix, the 

inverse of which is given by 

where 

[{prr^c,'z-'c,r = 
0 K)* -M. (20) 

K).= 
2 

"J 

2 . 1 -1 

K)* = «>.): 

i-(-;.ri^^.-

(21) 

(22) 
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With this approxinaation for the matrix inverse in (15), the ICalman gain matrix can be 

written in an approximate fonn which does not require any matrix inversion, i.e. 

K,=M, 
_ 2 

y--

(23) 

In order to update the diagonal elements of the approximate covariance matrix P^ ' 

defined in equation (16), we note that the "a/ observation k" update equation of the 

Kalman filter algorithm for the covariance matrix can be written as 

0 /^^ 1*-' 

(^ .̂J* 

-M, 

y-Lf yJ - / / 

y_L/ / yJ-/^ 
(o: t - i 

0 
0 

(24) 

Again setting the off-diagonal elements to zero results in the two independent update 

equations for the variances of the veloci^ estimate in each of the cardinal directions, 

K j ; =• (or 

« . ) ! = 
«yt 

^aj '' 

\*-r 

'-(oni/ 

(25) 

(26) 

. <^, 

2 

This approximate fonn of the algorithm produces a model of the motion integration 

process which avoids the need to compute a matrix inverse in the calculation of the 
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Kalman gain matrix, and therefore implementable as a neural computation. We note 

here that the temporal and spatial derivatives of the intensity, I,[x,y,t), I^{x,y,i) 

wiil {x,y,l), appear in the algorithm in the form of either squared terms: 

/ / , 1^,1^. or the products: 4 / , , / ^ , , / , / ^ . As observed in Heeger and Simoncelli 

(1993), there are no known ceils in Vi with receptive fields wiiich behave as products 

of derivatives, ie iJ,,iyi„IJy • However such products can be expressed in the form 

IJ,=\{ih + i.f-U,~I,f} (27) 

and therefore ail of the required functions of intensity derivatives in the model can be 

expressed as the outputs of squared linear filters of the image intensity (Heeger and 

Simoncelli, 1993). This both simplifies the implementation of the mode! in a neural 

computational form, and allows the possibility of mapping it physiologically onto the 

Vl-Nff neural circuitry. 

Whilst the above approximations make the model amenable to neural implementation, 

we now further simplify the algorithm to make it suitable for implementation in a 

distributed, recurrent neural form. TTiis will flirther enhance the possibility of 

mapping the model onto the recurrent MT-Vl neural circuitry. Instead of 

continuously updating the variances of the velocity estimate as just described, we now 

use the diagonal elements of the prior covariance /J, in equations (2J) and (22) to 

calculate the elements of the A/, matrix at every "update at observation k" sXs^oi^G 

algorithm, ie 

( a . ) . = ^ < ^ 
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(«.)*= '̂'"̂ '̂ , . (29) 

i^«):i:ff « ;̂ 

in wWch, from the initial "update between observations" step of the algorithm, 

(0^^)" =(0-^^)0 and (<Tp̂ )" =(a^^)„, the diagonal elements of/'o-This of course 

affects the calculation of the Kalman gain matrix using equation (23). But it avoids 

the need to update the elements of the covariance matrix as described in equations 

(24H26). 

In summary, the approximate form of the Kalman filter estimation algorithm which 

forms the basis of our neural model of the motion integration process is described as 

follows: 

1 . i n i r i a l i z a r i o o : - ..•-.. .u^':- -̂̂  • 

P: = P<,=diag[{^lX^{aly)l\ 

2. update of the velocity estimate between observatioiis 

(a) before the first observation 

D 0 
V, = V o 

(b) between subsequent observations 

3. update of the velocity estimate at observation k 
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where 

K,=h4, 

^... 

* 

L 

I.. 
K = 0 ( a ^ ) , j 

K)t -
i+(-j.)ri^ 

(«A- « . ) 
1 \0 

I 

' + ( 0 " I ^ • • • • • • • • • •• •• 

We can think however of the elements (a_^)J"'and (cr^jj^'of the A/̂  matrix as 

normalised forms of the prior variances(o^^)o and (0-^^)° of the velocity estimate. 

5 SimulatioD experiments with the motion integration model based OD 

approximate Kalman filter estimation algorithm 

We have repeated the simulation experiments described in Figure 1 with the motion 

integration model based on the approximate form of the Kalman filter estimation 

algorithm, as described in section 4 above, where for simplicity we set cr, = (T for all /, 

and (o'l,)l =('^ly)l =f^l • The results are shown in Figure 2. 

As in Figure f, the value of ala^ increases from the top row to the bottom, and 

results in a corresponding increase in the peiJt offset bias in the estimated direction 

for both types of stimuli. There is again a small, but non-zero peak offset bias in the 

case of the diamond stimulus, which is less than 1° in all but the case of the highest 

value of CT/(jpand the lowest contrast (lower left-hand plot). For the thin rhombus 

stimulus however, there is a substantial peak offset bias (>30°) for all values of 
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CT/<Tp(note that there is no change in the vertical scale in the plots in the first two 

rows as there is in Figure I). This is in contrast to the simulations described in Figure 

1 for the optimal Kalman filter based model, where such values of direction error are 

obtained only forthehighest valueof a/<T (lower right-hand plot in Figure 1). 

Comparing the model simulation results for the thin rhombus stimulus (right-hand 

column of plots) with Figures 5 and 6 of Wallace et al (2005), it can be seen that the 

peak direction error in the model simulation now corresponds more closely to that 

described by Wallace et al than is the case for the model based on the optimal Kalman 

filter. In particular, in the case of all values of tr/tjp used, the peak direction error of 

the model has a variation with contrast of between 30° and 40°. This is in close 

agreement with the variation in peak direction error observed by Wallace et al, which 

was between 30° and 45° (Figures 6A and 6B of Wallace etal (2005)) 

It can also be seen fiom Figure 2 thai the decay time constant of the direction error 

also increases with both the value of the tr/cr^ ratio and with the cwitrast, as in the 

case of Figure 1, and again closely mimics qualitatively the variation in decay time 

constant with contrast observed experimentally by Wallace el al (Figure 6C of 

Wallace el al (2005)). in this case, however, compared to the optimal filter based 

model (Figure 1), the time constants are generally lai^er. Interestingly, the model 

mimics a significant characteristic of the Wallace et al data, in that the time constants 

stay approximately constant for all but the lowest levels of contrast where they 

increase aibstanfiaily (-50% increase - see Figure 6C of Wallace et al (2005)). The 

model results also display diis feature of the experimental data for all but the lowest 

value of the cr/Cprafio, as seen in the three lower right-hand plots of Figure 2. 

Overall, in the case of the approximate filter based version of the model there is a 

higher level of correspondence between the simulation results and the experimental 

results of Wallace el al (2005), than in the case of the optimal filter based vwsion of 

the model. 
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Fignre 2. Results from the computer simulations of the motion irtcgralioo model as in Figure I, but 

(br the model based on the approximate Kalman filter algorithm. 
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We carried out a ftirther set of simulation experiments with the model based on the 

apf»x}ximate Kalman filter using the thin rtiombus with varying length, in order to see 

the effect of the relative influence of l-D versus the 2-D local motion measurements. 

In principle, a longer stimulus will contain a latter proportion of l-D cues, compared 

to 2-D cues, and thus should resuU in an increase in the peak offset bias in the 

direction estimate and a longer time of decay of this bias to zero. This prediction was 

confirmed experimentally in a study for smooth pursuit initiation in monkeys {Bom ei 

al, 2006). TTiey showed that the directional error is more pronounced and lasts longer 

for the longer tilted bars. Our simulation results are presented in Figure 3, using only 

one level of noise for simplicity. 

noroMmi 
iiMHiiilrniMMt', a 

^ 

iteiBtton 

ng«re 3. Results ftom the cwnputer simu!ati<xts of tfjc motion integration model based on the 

approximate Kalman filter algorithm, for four diffefenl sizes of the Ihin rtiombus and three values of 

contrast The sizes are; 10, 20, 30 and SO pixels length for the main diagonal and a constant size of 3 

pixels for the short diagonal, l^e value of <7 / G^ ratio used was equal to 5. 

When the length of the long diagonal of the 'thin' rhombus increases, both the peak 

directional error and the decay time increase, approaching the value of the vector 
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average direction for the longest stimulus used. These results compare well in a 

qualitative sense with those of Bom ei a! (2006) (see their Figure 4). 

6 A distributed recurrent model of the motion estimation process based on the 

approximate Kalman filter estimatioB algorithm 

We now show that the model of the motion integration process based on the 

approximate version of the (Caiman filter algorithm described above, leads to a 

distributed model of the motion integration process. In this form of the model, local 

observations of the spatial and temporal derivatives of the image intensity are made at 

a distributed set of spatial locations in the visual space, and are used together with the 

current global velocity estimate to form a corresponding set of local updates to the 

current estimate. The local update signals are then summed, and used to calculate a 

new global estimate of the velocity. The new global velocity estimate is then 

broadcast to each spatial location where it is again used to calculate a local upd^e 

signal to the global estimate. This leads naturally to a recurrent, distributed form of 

the motion integration process, which as we show below can be mapped in a coarse 

sense onto the recurrent neural circuitry which exists between VI and MT. 

To describe this form of the model, we fu^l define a local "update " signal for each 

spatially local observation window as 

(^rx = 
u,. 

L ̂ ' J 

-

Uy.. 

J 
a 

2 

7 

. * - l (30) 

It then follows that the "a/ observation k " update equation for the velocity estimate in 

the approximate Kalman filter algorithm 

<-<-' + K,{K-C,y[-') (31) 
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where 

^*=A/. 
^ 

h. I 
a. 2 

, M,^ 
0 iccX 

• • V!\ 

can be written in terms of the local update signals as 

v;=vr+A^*Z(«r). (32) 

Thus the global update of the velocity estimate is expressed as a summation of local 

estimate ufxlate signals. 

This results in a distributed version of the motion integration model, wherein: (i) for 

each spatially distributed observation window a local update signal (e*"'), is computed 

based on the squared local temporal and spatial derivatives i^,j,i^yjiJ^,, . the 

variance of the local measurement noise CT/. and the current velocity estimate v̂ "" 

(equation (30)) ; (ii) the local update signals are summed and used to create a new 

velocity estimate v* (equation (31)). 

This distributed, recurrent fOTm of the motion integration model is illustrated in Figure 

4, in which we also suggest a mapping of the mode! onto the VI-MT recurrent 

circuitry. This mapping proposes that feedforward information is provided to MT 

from VI neurons with spatially distributed receptive fields, which consists of: (i) the 

local estimate update signals («f~') ; (ii) the local measurements of the spatial 

derivatives of image intensity /^^^, P^j, modulated by the local measurement noise 

variance <T\ ie —^,—^ . The latter information is necessary for the computation 
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Figure 4. The distributed, recurrent form of the motion integration model based on the approximate 

Kalman titter estimation algorithm, a. Feedfwward of the local update signals and modulated local 

spatial derivatives of the image intcnsi^ from neurons in VI with receptive fields corresponding to the 

local spatial windows, b. Feedback of the global estimate of velocity of the image. 

of the elements of the matrix M,, le for the "normalisation" of the MT-derived prior 

variances(o-^^)(i and (â p,̂ )o according to equations (21) and (22). The recipient 

neurons in MT then compute a new velocity estimate by summing the local update 

signals and applying the normalisation A/,. These neurons then project the new 

velocity estimate back to the local VI neurons to allow thrati to calculate new local 
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Update signals based on a new set of observations of the local spatial and temporal 

derivatives I'.jJ'yjJ'.j-

Clearly, the behaviour of this distributed, recurrent form of the motion integration 

model, will be identical to that the motion integration model based on the 

approximate Kalman filter estimation algorithm, as described in section S and 

illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. 

7 Discussion 

7. / Model results 

Our aim was to develop a theoretical, neurally plausible computer simulation model 

of the motion integration process which is intrinsic to the control of eye movements in 

the smooth pursuit of moving target stimuli. In particular psychophysical data for 

initiation of smooth pursuit eye movements suggest that the integration of local 

measurements of the velocity of the stimulus starts before the closing of the 

oculomotor control loop and is correcting for inaccurate, ambiguous local motion 

signals prior to the onset of any compensatory eye movement (Wallace et al, 2005; 

Bom et al, 2006). This data also demonstrates a dynamical behaviour for the 

cmrection of the off-axis directional error in the global motion signal used to initiate 

eye movement, presumably reflecting the dynamics of an underlying motion 

integration and global velocity calculation process in the brain and the subsequent 

correcting eye movements. To develop our model, we used a recursive Bayesian 

estimation of the global stimulus velocity, based on the local l-D and 2-D motion 

measurements. We implemented the estimation process as a Kalman filter algorithm 

for optimally determining the posterior distribution of the global velocity estimate. 

This algorithm makes some basic assumptions about the nature of the motion 

observation process, notably that it Is linear and subject to additive Gaussian 

di^buted measurement noise. We also assume that, as in the psychophysical 

experiments, the stimulus is moving with constant velocity and changes in image 

intensity at any location in visual space are due only to motion of the stimuli. 
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Giveo these assumptions the simulation results from the Kalman filter based motion 

integration model are shovvn to closely match the experimental data. In particular we 

show that such a model has a dynamic behaviour, the result of the recurrent Bayesian 

estimation process, which possesses qualitatively the same ch^acteristics as the 

experimentally observed dynamics of the motion integration process during the intitial 

stages of smooth eye pursuit (Wallace et al. 2005; Bom et at, 2006). Specifically, we 

show that variations in the stimulus contrast in our model simulations lead to changes 

in the peak directional error and the lime constant for the decay of this error to zero 

which are qualitatively consistent with the changes in the dynamics of the directional 

error induced by similar contrast variations in the experimental situation (Wallace et 

al, 2005). Similar consistent results are obtained from the model in response to 

changes in stimulus length and the corresponding ratio of 1-D and 2-D local motion 

measurements (Bom et al, 2006). These results stroi^ly suggest that the brain may be 

using some form of Bayesian estimation process to correct for the presence of 

ambiguous 1-D local motion cues in the calculation of a vaidical global stimulus 

velocity for smooth eye pursuit. , 

Furthermore, we aimed at demonstrating the neural plausibility of our model, both in 

terms of its computation using neurally plausible functions, ie avoiding the 

computation of matrix inversions as in the optimal Kalman filter based model, and in 

respect of its physiological plausibility in relation to the presumed underlying neural 

substrate of the Vl-MT recurrent circuitry. This first required the development of an 

^)proximate version of the Kalman filter which avoided the use of matrix inversion. 

The simulation results from the motion integration model based on the approximate 

Kalman filter algorithm presented in our study, show an even closer correspondence 

with the experimental data, suggesting that the brain may well be adopting a neural 

network based, sub-optimal Bayes approach to the estimation of veridical stimulus 

velocity in the integration of local motion cues. We were also able to show that our 

neurally plausible model was capable, albeit in a relatively coarse way, of being 

mapped onto the recurrent neural circuitry connecting cortical areas VI and MT. 

These areas have been specifically identified by a number of researchers as the 

physiological substrate for the processing of information for smooth eye pursuit and 
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for the inte^^tion of local motion cues (Komatsu and Wurtz, 1988, 1989; Groh ei al, 

1997; Simoncelli, 2003; Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998; Bom et ai, 2000, Pack and 

Bom, 2001; Pack et al, 2003; Pack et al, 2004). We showed that the approximate 

Katman filter alg(^thm can be formulated as a distributed sub-optimal recurrent 

estimation process which at least coarsely corresponds to the distributed architecture 

of the VI-MT circuitry, lo particular, the convergent nature of the connections from 

the small subset of neurons in layer 4B of VI, less than 0.5% or ~40-60 cells in an 

orientation hypercolumn (Shipp and Zeki. 1989) which project to MT is suggested by 

the approximately ten times larger receptive field size of MT neurons compared to VI 

neurons (Livingstone et al, 2001). The feedback projections from MT to layer 4B of 

VI are widely divergent and have termiital connecti(His which suggest that an MT cell 

which receivK input from VI layer 4B neurons has the opportunity to influence at 

least all of those VI neurons which project to it (Rockland and Knutson, 2000). 

It is important to emphasise here that, at this stage of its development, we make no 

claims for the biological plausibility of our model; that is, how tt relates to the specific 

properties of VI and MT nerve cells and their connections, for example the 

transmission delays in the Vl-MT recurrent circuitry, in fact we have explicitly 

avoided any such attempt, which would require a far deeper analysis of how recurrent 

algorithms of the kind embodied in our model might be implemented by specific 

biological processes. In this paper we only seek to show that the distributed, recurrent 

fonn of the model's algorithm makes possible a coarse mapping of the recursive 

algorithm onto the convergent/divergent nature of the Vl-MT recurrent circuitry, and 

thereby has possible implications for the role of feedback connections from MT to 

VI, an important aspect of the physiology of the biological system. 

7.2 The origin of motion inlegration dynamics in the initiation of smooth eye pursuit 

For some time it has been unclear as to the origin of the temporal dynamics which 

have been observed in the initiation of smooth eye pursuit in both humans and 

monkeys (Masson and Stone, 2002, Wallace et al, 2005) and the associated dynamic 

response properties of monkey MT neurons (Pack and Bom, 2001; Bom et al, 2002). 

One recent proposal has been that it is the consequence of a delayed response of end-
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stopped cells resulting in a change in the ""weighting" applied to the outputs of V1 

direction-selective neurons as end-stopping eventually suppresses contour-related 

motion signals and emphasizes those from tHminators (Pack ei al, 2003; Bom ei al, 

2006). However this suggestion has not resulted in the development of a specific 

model which can be tested against the behaviouraily and physiologically observed 

d y n a m i c s . . . . - . . • . . . . - , .. . 

Another suggestion which has been made to explain the dynamics of motion 

integration, in perceptual pattern coherence, is based on the computation of a delayed 

intersection-of-constraints (IOC) based 2-D signal from local ID motion signals 

(Adelson and Movshon, 1982; Movshon el al, 1985). In the model of Simonceili and 

Heeger (1998) such an iOC computation is achieved by an appropriate feed-forward 

wei^ting of local motion signals. However, this model lacks any temporal dynamics 

and would need to be substantially extended in order to account for the observed 

dynami<» of motion int^ration in the initiation of smooth eye pursuit. 

It has also been proposed that the independent computation of Fourier and non-

Fourier motion signals followed by the computation of their vector average will lead 

to a dynamic response in motion integration owing to the delay in computing non-

Fourier motion signals relative to Fourier motion signais (LOffler and Orbach 1999; 

Wilson et al. 1992) The time-delay has been found to be approximately 60 ms (Yo 

and Wilson, 1992). which is cwisistent with the observed dynamics of motion 

imegralion. Recent work by Barthelemy el al (2008) also shows that the Fourier and 

non-Fourier motion signals display different contrast dynamics, which may underlie 

the variation of the dynamics of motion integration with contrast in such a model. 

Loffler and Orbach (1999) developed a model based on this idea to explain tiie 

psychophysical results on the perception of plaid motion, which they tested on stimuli 

corresponding to stationary terminators, plaids, and moving terminators. Although 

they did not simulate the temporal dynamics of their model explicitly, they make a 

prediction for the dynamics of direction perception of briefly presented terminator 

stimuli, which suggests an initial directional bias approximately equal to the output of 

the Fourier pathway alone. As far as we are aware the model has not been used to 
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explain the dynamics of motion integration in smooth pursuit initiation, and it is not 

cleffl- whether or not the results of Wallace et al (2005) and Bom et al (2006), in 

particular the variation in magnitude and decay time of the directional bias with 

stimulus shape and length could be readily explained by this model, since at least in 

such variations would appear to have little or no effect on the time delay of the non-

Fourier pathway. Furthermore, as pointed out in Smith et al (2005), there is no clear 

evidence of a separate cortical pathway for the computation of non-Fourier "pattern" 

motion cues, such as in areas V2 or V3, which do not apparently make an important 

separate contribution to the behaviour of pattern direction selective neurons in MT. 

A number of models of motion integration have been based on the idea of tlw spatial 

propagation of 2-D motion signals from line tenninators and their suppression of the 

ambiguous l-D motion signals. The model of Lid^ and Pack (1999) employs 

recurrent networks to spatially propagate motion signals acro^ model MT cells, the 

propagation dynamics providing a good qualitative fit to the temporal dynamics of 

motion integration as observed in MT (Pack and Bom. 2001). Similarly, the motion 

integration and segmentation model of Grossberg et al (2001) uses feedback 

connections betweai model MT and MST cells to select winning directions and 

suppress losing directions on a top-dowTi matching process, resulting therefore in a 

temporal dynamics. It also uses lateral connectivity in MT cells to amplify 2-D feature 

tracking signals and suppress l-D ambiguous direction signals, in a manner similar to 

th^of Liden and Pack (1999). Neither of these two models has been used to simulate 

the smooth [Hirsuit initiation d^a of Wallace et al (2005), but in principle could 

provide an explanation of the dynamic nature of ^ i s data. Indeed, Lid^n and Pack 

(1999) have used their model to simulate the perception of a horizontal line translating 

at 45° relative to its orientation. The model initially signals horizontal motion, and 

then gradually recovers the tme tine motion direction by propagating unambiguous 

motion signals generated by the temiinators along the contour of the line. The model 

dynamics is therefore based on the dynamics of the spatial propagation of the motion 

signals, which the authors relate anatomically to the lateral connectivity between 

motion selective cells in MT. Some evidence exists for laterally extending fibres in 

MT (Van Essen, Maunsell & Bbtby 1981). but fiiither detailed physiological 
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examination of these connections and their propagation delays would be necessary to 

reveal whether CH- not the dynamics conveyed by this connectivity is consistent with 

the psychophysically (Wallace et al, 2005) or physiologically observed (Bom el al, 

2006) dynamics of the perceptual bias in the initiation of smooth pursuit 

The model of motion disambiguation proposed hy Bayerl and Neumann (2004) also 

suggests that the dynamics of motion integration results from the spatial propagation 

of signals in MT, and whilst it has not been used to explain specifically the data on 

smooth pursuit initiation, such propagation dynamics would similarly predict the 

observed dynamics of smooth pursuit initiation. It would further predict that the 

spatial distance of MT cells from unambiguous 2-D motion features wilt directly 

influence the time for the decay of the perceptual directional bias to zero. An 

additional feature of this model compared to that of Liden and Pack (1999) is that it 

uses feedback from MT to VI to attentionally gate by excitatory modulation the 

unambiguous VI motion signals, and thus takes some account of the feedback 

connections of the MT-Vl circuitry. 

In the Bayesian estimation framework, Koechelin et a! (1999) describe a model of 

motion integration based on the VI-MT circuitry thai also employs mechanisms of 

recurrent lateral interactions. Their model proposes a multiplicative combination of 

feedforward input and the resuh of lateral integration, which leads to the proposal that 

the model represents a neural implemention of Bayesian motion estimation. 

Also using a Bayesian approach, a recursive extension of the Bayesian model of 

motion estimation of Weiss et al (2002) has recently been proposed (Montagnini et al, 

2007). They used human experimental data on smooth pursuit eye movements in 

response to dot and line stimuli to derive, respectively, the variances of two likelihood 

functions, one for the l-D cues and one for the 2-D cues. These likelihood functions 

are used together with the same prior as in Weiss ei al (2002) in a recursive version of 

the Weiss el al model, to produce a discrete evolution of velocity estimates. They 

show that the temporal evolution of the velocity estimates expressed in terms of 

tracking error, coarsely matches their experimental data for mean eye velocity and 
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diff^^nt target stimulus speeds. However they have not attempted to explain die 

observations of Wallace et ai (2005) oa smooth pursuit initiation. 

In contrast to the above models, the model we propose uses a neurally plausible 

recursive estimation process based on an approximate form of the Kabnan filter, and 

has b ^ specifically addre^ed to the issue of motion integration dynamics in the 

initiation of smootJi eye pursuit As we have shown, our model demonstrates the main 

characteristics of experimentally observed dynamics, and the dependence of the 

model dynamics on contrast qualitatively replicates the experimentally observed 

contrast variation in the motion inte^^tion dynamics (Wallace et al, 2005; Bom et at, 

2006). We were also able to show simile qualitative agreement betwera the model 

simulations and the experimental data of Bom el al (2006), for the dependence of the 

motion integration dynamics cm stimulus length. 

An important feature wliich distinguishes our model from many others described 

above is that it does not depend on the concept of lateral propagation of unambiguous 

motion signals along line contours in order to achieve a veridical estimation of motion 

direction in the presence of ambiguous direction cues. Rather, we suggest thai true 

motion perception is achieved through a recursive estimation process which produces 

successively improved velocity estimates by eliminating the initial estimation errors 

introduced by the ambiguous motion signals of local detectors. We suggest that this 

can be achieved t^ the divergent feedback connections which are known to exist from 

MT m{^on selective cells back to VI cells, and which connect to a retinotopic area of 

VI which corresponds to the receptive field size of the MT cell (Shipp and Zeki, 

1989). At the present rime, more is known about these connections than is about the 

l^eral connections in MT, tn particular the fast transmission times of VI-MT 

connections (Raiguel el al, 1989; Schmolesky et al, 1998; Hupe et ai 2001). It is very 

clear however that much further work will be needed, in relating the models to Uieir 

proposed physiological and anatomical basis In the visual system, before it becomes 

clear as to whether the origin of motion integration dynamics lies predominantly in: 

(i) the delayed activation of end-sto[^)ed cells (Pack et ai, 2003; Bom et al, 2006); (ii) 

separate Fmuier and non-Fourier moticm pathways (Lflffler and Orbach 1999); (iii) 
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lateral connectivity in MT (Liden and Pack, 1999; Bayerl and Neumann, 2004; 

Koechelin ei al, 1999)); (iv) feedback connectivity between MT and MST (Grossbei^ 

et al. 2001); or (v) feedback connectivity between VI and MT. 

However our model does provide support for the notion that motion integration in the 

brain might be based on a Bayesian estimation process, as has been suggested by 

many psychophysical studies, and suggests that the observed motion integration 

dynamics, and their dependence on stimulus contrast and length, may result from the 

recursive nature of this motion estimation process. The model also reflects the 

recurrent MT-Vl circuitry, the pooling of information from local VI motion 

detectors, the convergence of the polled local motion signals in projections to MT, 

and the divergent feedback of MT velocity signals to VI cells. However far more 

work needs to be done before we could show that the recurrent MT-Vl circuitry is 

biologically capable of supporting the kind of recursive Bayesian estimation 

algorithm inherent in our model. 

We are also aware that our model, along with all the models we have reviewed here, 

is limited by its ability to explain the dynamics of motion integration in the initiation 

of smooth eye pursuit only in relation to intensity-based motion stimuli, and not 

moving targets defined in other ways, eg cyclopean targets defined by means of 

random-dot stereograms. We note however that although it is likely that different 

neural pathways are involved in luminance motion and stereomotion perception, the 

roles played by the pooling of local motion detectors and moving stereoscopic line 

terminators appear similar in both cases (Donnelly el al, 1997; Patterson el al, 1998), 

and therefore similar motion estimation processes involving Bayesian inference may 

be involvMl. 

7.3 The effect of the free parameter <T la^ 

We have varied the free parameter in our model, a Ia-p, the ratio of standard 

deviations of the probability density fimctions of the measurement noise and the prior 

velocity estimate, as shov^ in Table I, in order to demonstrate the dependence of the 

model behaviour on this parameter. As has been pointed out by Stocker and 
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Simoncelli (2006), Bayestan models of visual motion perception are difficult to 

validate quantitatively owing to the fact that it is hard to attribute precise values to 

these variables. Assuming that a reasonable estimate of the prior velocity estimate can 

be made on theoretical grounds, or based on the statistics of natural visual stimuli, 

uncertainty in the value of the measurement noise variance remains. It is interesting 

however to note that this variance always appears in our model as a divisive 

modulation of the squared image intensity derivatives, that is, as —j-,—r^. Thus we 
cr. - ' ' <^ 

can think of the measurement noise variance in neural terms as a signal which 

increases or decreases the magnitude of the ou^ut of the squared linear filter 

representation of tiie neurons which code for/",,,/^^,,. The obvious suggestion for a 

neural implementation of our model is that the influence of the measurement noise 

variances In the Bayesian formulation could be identified with the divisive 

normalisation role of the intracortical connections between orientation hypercolumns 

(Carandini and Heeger. 1997). Thus neurons reporting the directional derivatives (or 

their orientated versions) of the image intensity would be suppressed by the activity of 

neurons in the surrounding spatial region which were responding to stimuli with a 

different orientatitHi/direction, indicating an increased uncertainty in the local motion 

measurement consistent with a decrease in signal to noise ratio for this measurement. 

Tf we adopt this approach, we have no need of a precise measurement for the 

measurement noise variance, which in any case Is highly unlikely to be represented in 

any VI neuronal responses, but instead we mimic the effect of the divisive role of this 

variance in the model by the effect of divisive normalisation via intracortical lateral 

connections. 

7.4 Predictions of the model 

The recursive nature of the calculation of the velocity estimate in our motion 

integration model suggests that blanking of the stimulus for ^KHI periods of time will 

not result in the reintroduction of an offs« directional error in the eye movement 

when the stimulus reappears at the end of the blanking period. This follows from the 

fact that the update of the velocity estimate, as expressed in equation (31), depends on 

the OTOr signal (A,-Qv*"'). Owing to the definitions of A ând Q (following 
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equation (4)) in the absence of any stimulus during the blanking period, both A, and 

Cjwill be zero. Thus no updates of the velocity estimate will take place during the 

blanking period, and at the end of the period the original velocity estimate will be 

used in fiirther updates. Thus the estimation procedure will continue as if it had not 

been interrupted. This "prediction" of the model has already been confirmed by the 

experiments of Masson and Stone (2002), in which the motion of a tilted elongated 

diamond stimulus (thin rhombus) was transiently blanked for a period of 90 ms during 

steady state pursuit. They observed a small decrease in the eye velocity in the 

veridical direction during the blanking period and a transient increase in this velocity 

immediately after the blanking period ended, but no post-blanking reappearance of an 

offset direction error. The small decrease in the eye motion in the veridical direction 

could be explained by a slow decay of the velocity estimate in our model in the 

absence of any updating, which would maintain the directional component of the 

estimate but decrease its magnitude. The update of the estimate pwst-blanking would 

then rapidly correct for any magnitude error without introducing any directional error. 

A further, physiological prediction of the model, in terms of our proposed coarse 

mapping of the recursive estimation process onto the VI-MT circuitry, is that as the 

estimated velocity converges to the true velocity, the local update signals from the V1 

neurons which project these signals to NfT will reduce in magnitude to nearly zero. 

This, we admit, would prob^ly be difficult to test Firstly wily a small number of VI 

neurons project to MT, from layer 4B (<0.5%) and layer 6 (<0.05%) in monkey VI 

(Shipp and Zeki, 1989), which means that it would be difficult to find and record from 

such neurons. Also, many of the cells will be projecting directional information about 

the stimulus from VI to MT (Rust el al, 2006; Livingstone et al, 2001) as suggested 

in the model, so a very small number of VI cells may be projecting local estimation 

update signals, according to the model. 
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A model of plaid motion perception based on recursive 

Bayesian integration of the 1-D and 2-D motions of plaid 

features. 

Kameliya D. Oimova & Michael J. E)enham 
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Plymouth. PL4 8AA. UK 

Abstract. We describe a theoretical and computational model of the perception of plaid 

pattern motion which fully accounts for the majority of cases in which misperception of 

the direction of motion of Type II plaids has been observed [Yo. C. & Wilson, H. (1992) 

Perceived direction of moving two-dimensional patterns depends on duration, contrast, 

and eccentricity. Vision Res. 32, 135-147]. The model consists of two stages: in the firsa 

stage local motion detectors signal both the one-dtmensionat and two-dimensional motion 

of the high luminance features (blobs) in the plaid pattern; in the second stage these local 

motion signals are combined using a recursive Bayesian least squares estimation process. 

We demonstrate both theoretically and using simulations of the computational model that 

the estimated direction of the plaid motion for Tjpe 11 plaids is initially dominated by the 

1-D motion of the longer edges of the elongated blobs, which is in a direction close to the 

vector sum direction ofthe component gratings. The recursive estimation process which 

combines the local motion signals in the second stage ofthe model results in a d>'namic 

shift in the climated plaid direction towards the direction ofthe 2-D motion ofthe blobs, 

which corresponds to the veridical plaid direction. 

Keywords. Plaid, motion, Bayes, computational model, blobs , 
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1. Introduction 

The problCTi of how the visual system combines the motion of two moving gratings to 

form the percept of a coherent moving plaid pattern is still unsolved after nearly thirty 

years of research, h has long been known that the plaid motion can be computed by a 

velocity space constructiorL known as the intersect ion-of-constraints (IOC) (Fennema & 

Thompson, 1979). Based on this. Adelson & Movshon (1982) proposed a two-stage 

model for the analysis of plaid motion in which the one-dimaisional (l-D) motions of the 

plaid's two component gratings are first determined, and then combined in a weighted 

summation corresponding to the IOC construction. This model has dominated research in 

the area for almost thirty years, despite the psychophysical (Welch, 1989; Derrington and 

Suero. 1991; Derrington and Badcock, 1992; Stone, Wateon and Mulligan, 1990) and 

physiological (Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi and Newsome, 1985; Movshon and Newsome, 

1996; Tinsley, Webb, Barraclough, Vincent, Parker and Derrington, 2003) evidence 

being equivocal. In particular, the available evidence is based entirely on experiments 

using symmetric Type I plaids (Feirera and Wilson, i990X for which the plaid velocity 

vector lies between tfie velocity vectors of the two componeni gratings, which have equal 

magnitude. The strongest evidence against the Adeison and Movshon (1982) model was 

obtained when Type [l plaids, the velocity vector of which lies outside of the velocity 

vectors of the two component gratings, were used in psychophysical experiments (Yo and 

Wilson, 19%). lliese experiments demonstrated that the direction of the plaid motion 

during the initial period (up to -^0 ms) of stimulus presentation is misperceived, with a 

strong bias in the perceived direction towards the vector sum (VS) of the velocities of the 

componeni gratings. Wliilst it is possible that the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model is 

correct for Type I plaids, and that another mechanism is responsible for Type U plaid 

motion perception, this would seem highly unlikely. 



Subsequent to the Yo and Wilson (1992) experiments, and prior experiments 

which showed identified misperceptions in the direction and speed of Type 11 plaids 

(Ferrera and Wilson, i 990, 1991}, several models have been proposed which attempt to 

explain these misperceptions. Wilson, Ferrera and Yo (1992) suggested a model, ^ • 

subsequently extended by Wilson and Kim (1994). which consisted of two parallel 

processing pathways, one signalling the direction of the component gratings (presumed to 

be mediated by neurons in area VI of visual cortex) and the other (preaimed to be end-

stopped neurons in area V2) signalling, after a hypothesised delay of-77 ms, the 

directionof "the motion of illusory lines formed by the nodes of the Type II panem" (Yo 

and Wilson, 1992). The signals of the first pathway are combined (by neurons in 

extrastriate area Nfl to which both V1 and V2 neurons project) to form a cosine-weighted 

sum of the component grating velocities. The signals of the second pathway are derived 

after full-wave rectification of the stimulus and orientation filtering at a lower spatial 

fi^quency than thai of the component gratings (postulated to take place in V2). A cosine-

weighted sum of the two pathways is then followed by competitive feedback inhibition in 

order to predict the perceived plaid direction. The delay in the second pathway accounts 

for the initial misperception of the plaid direction towards the vector sum direction of the 

component gratings' velocities. Whilst this model offers a compelling explanation of the 

observed misperception, it is deficient in several respects, as discussed in Atais. 

Wenderolh and Burke (1997), who carried out experiments on the effect of the size and 

number of plaid features, or blobs, the "nodes of the Type 11 pattern" referred to above, 

cm the misperceplion. They concluded that a more likely explanation is based on "a 

feature sensitive mechanism which responds to the motion of plaid features and which is 

tuned to their various qualities" (Alais, Wenderoth and Burke. 1997). The plaid blobs 

which they examined and refer to are the high luminance regions which are formed at the 

intersection of the component gratings and which, in particular for Type II plaids, are the 

most visually salient features in the plaid pan^n for a human observer. 



In this paper we show that the misperception of the plaid directicm, its dependence 

Ml the angular separation and contrast of the component gratings, and its decrease with 

lengthening stimulus duration, can all be tiilly explained by a two-stage model which is 

based on the detaaion of both the one-dimensional (l-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) 

motion of the blobs, and their combination by a recursive Bayesian velocity estimaticMi 

[ m x s s . ,. , _^. 

In the first stage of our proposed model, local motion detectors respond to both 

the I-Dand 2-D motion of the blobs within the plaid. We hypothesise th^ these detectors 

are based on the complex and hypercomplex (end-stopped) neurons in VI (Hubel & 

Weisel. 1965; Pack, Livingstone, Dufly, and Bora, 2003), This stage of the model differs 

from that of Wilson etal (1992) in thai: (i) the l-D motion signals are derived not fix)m 

the motion of the component gratings but from the edge motion of the blobs; (ii) there is 

no requirement for the separate combination or any explicit weighting, cosine or 

otherwise, of the I -D signals; (iii) the 2-D motion signals are derived directly from the 

temiinations (end-points) of the blobs, without the requirement for full-wave rectification 

(or squaring) of the plaid stimulus. In the second stage of the model, the l-D and 2-D 

motion signals are combined using a recursive Bayesian least squares estimation process, 

which we postulate to occur in the recurrent VI-MT circuitry. This also differs fix)m the 

Wilson etal (1992) model in that cosine weighting of the I-D and 2-D signals is not 

required, nor is there the need for a final stage of competitive inhibition. 

In the remainder of the paper, we first examine in d^ail the specific geometric 

properties of the blobs which, we claim, play the main rote in the perception of plaid 

motion. In particular we show that the shape of the blobs, specifically the extent of their 

elongation, is defined by the angular difference in the directions of motion of the 

component gratings, and that the orthogonal direction of motion of the longer edges of 

the elongated blobs is given by the mean of the directicms of motion of the componsit 



gratings. We also show that as the blobs become more elongated, the orthogonal direction 

of motion of the longer edges of the blobs tends towards the vector sum of the directions 

of motion of the component gratings. Althou^ the blobs have been implic^ed in the 

perceptual process by several authors (Wilson et al, 1992; Burite and Wenderoth. 1993; "* 

Wenderoth, Alais. Burke and van der Zwan, 1994; Alais, Wenderoth and Burke. 1994, 

1997), as far as we are aware this is the first time that the geometric properties of the 

blobs and their relationship to the directions of motion of the component gratings have 

b ^ n precisely defined. Related plaid features and their properties have been described by 

Bowns (1996, 2006), with similar properties, and we compare these in our discussion 

(section 4) with the blob features which we have defined. 

Next we show theoretically how these particular properties of the blobs can be 

used to predict the misperception of the direction of Type 11 plaids which has been 

observed psychophysically (Yoand Wilson, 1992; Bowns, 1996; Burke and Wenderoth, 

1993). To demonstrate this more fiilly. we use a computational version of our model to 

simulate the observed misperception, and show that the magnitude of the direction bias, 

its dependence on angular separation and contrast and the convei^ence of the perceived 

plaid direction towards the veridical direction with increasing stimulus presentation 

duration, are all accurately predicted by the model. 

Finally we discuss how our model differs from the two-stage model of Adelson 

and Movshon (1982), yet is consistent with the available physiological and 

psychophysical evidence, and how it relates to a recent Bayesian extension of the 

Adelson and Movshon model (Weiss and Adelson, 1998; Weiss, Simoncelli and Adelson, 

2002). and the models proposed by Bowns (1996, 2006). 
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2. Model Description 

2.1 Geometric analysis of the plaid blobs. 

The high luminance regions of the plaid, i.e. the blobs, which are formed at the 

intersections of the component gratings, can be precisely defined by represffliting the ' 

plaid as theproduci of two gratings rather than as a sum of two gratings, its normal form 

of representation. Typically a plaid is described by the sura of two sine or cosine gratings, 

i.e. the spatiotemporal luminance intensity function of the stimulus is defined by 

/(j:,>',0 = sin((u,) + sin((yj) .. (I) 

where (y, -2n-5,(icos^,+.vsin^, +/;0; •?, = spatial frequency (cycles/"); ^, = direction of 

motion (°); and ^= speed (°/sec), for the ;th. grating, ie{ l ,2} . Using a simple 

trigonometric identity, this expression can be rewritten as, 

Tix,y,l) = 2sm{io>,+e^J2)cos{ia),-o}^)/2) (2) 

i.e. as the product of two anti-phase gratitigs.hencefcMlh referred to as the product 

gratings to distinguish them from the component gratings used in the summation form (I) 

of ttie plaid. The two product gratings comprise: (i) a sine grating which moves in the 

direction ^ = (0, +^ , ) / 2 , and which has a spatial frequency 

s^ =(.•!, COS0, -i-jjCos(5'2)/2cos(>,andaspeed r^ =(/; +r()cos^/(cosfl, +cos0;) ;and (ii) 

a cosine grating which moves in the direction ^ = ^ - 9 0 \ has a spatial frequency 

i^ = (s, cos(9, — *, cos^j) /2cos^,andaspeed r̂  =(?;-r,)cos^/(cos^i - c o s ^ , ) . For 

simplicity we have assumed henceforth that s^-s2-s. 

,, " Derrington and Ukkonen (1999) used this representation to describe a specific 

instance of a plaid with component gratings oriented symmetrically about the vertical and 

a specific relationship between the spatial frequency of the gratings and their orientations. 

In this case tfiey obtain a vertically orisited, horizontally moving product grating and 

horizontally oriented, stationary product grating. 



{Figure I about here} 

Figure 1 shows three examples of equivalent plaid representations in terms of 

their component and product gratings. These clearly demonstrate that the high luminance 

regions, or blobs, in the plaid which occur at the intersections of the component gratings 

are precisely defined by the anti-phase modulation of one product grating by the other. In 

particular, where the spatial frequencies of the product gratings differ substantially (Figs. 

I a and Ic), the blobs are readily seen to correspond to the high iimiinance bands of the 

higher frequency product grating modulated by the lower frequency product grating. The 

shape of the blobs, in terms of the ratio of their long and short edges, is thus determined 

by the ratio of the spatial frequencies of the product gratings, which can be expressed in 

termsof the angular difference ^ , - ^ ; in the directions of the component gratings as 

sjs^^\/lanm-0,y2) (3) 

The direction of motion of the blobs (and therefore the IOC direction of the plaid) is 

given by the vector sum direction of the two product ^^tings. 

We are mostly concerned here with Type II plaids (e.g. Figure la), so in order to 

simplify the presentation we will derive the main characteristics of the blobs only for this 

case, although similar equations describing the characteristics of T>pe I plaids (e.g. 

Figures ib and Ic), can be easily obtained. For the Type II property, that the !OC velocity 

vector lies outside of the two component grating velocity vectors, to hold the ratio of the 

speeds of the component gratings, rj r^, must be greater than one, and the difference in 

their directions of motion, 0^ —6^, must be less than 90°. It follows from (3) that, as the 

difference in the direction of motion of the two component gratings, 5, -0^ <90' , 

decreases, the ratio of the spatial frequencies of the product gratings, s^/s^, will 

increase, and the blobs will become more elongated in shape. Moreover, the shape of the 

blobs only depends on the difference between the directions of the two component 

gratings, ^ , -^2 '2nd not on the ratio of their speeds. It also follows from (3) that s^>s^. 



and thus the motion of the longer edges of the blobs orthogonal to their orientation will 

be in the direction ft = ( ĵ + ̂ j) / 2 , the mean of the directions of motion of the 

component gratings. 

Most importantly, we can express the difference between the orthogonal directi(»i 

of motionofthelongerblobedges, ^ , and the vector sum direction of the two ' 

component gratings, denoted by^,^, as 

A ..- - • ' • 

This shows that, for a fixed ratio of component grating speeds, r, I TJ , as die difference 

between directions of the two component grating, d^ —0^, decreases, and the shape of 

the blobs become more elongated, the angular difference between the orthogonal 

direction of motion of the longer blob edges and the vector sum direction of the 

component gratings will decrease. It is also worth noting that tor a tixed difference in the 

directions of the component ^^ ings , 9^ -Oj, as the speed ratio r, / r, increases, the 

angular difference expressed by (4) will increase, causing the orthogonal direction of 

motion of the longer edges of the blobs to move away from the vector sum direction of 

the component gratings. 

•}"••.•="• 

' i " 

2.2 Theoretical predictions of the model. 

The geometric analysis of the blobs, as expressed by equations (2) - (4), allow us to make 

theorrtical predictions about the behaviour of our model in response to Type 11 plaids. In 

the fust stage of the model, we propose that local motion detectors signal both the 1-D 

(edge) and 2-D (end-point) motion of the blobs present within the plaid. Thus in the case 

of Type II pl^ds, for which the blobs are elongated, the majority of the local motion 

detectors will respond to the I-D motion of the longer edges of the blobs. Since a local 

motion detector signals the velocity of 1-D edge motion in the direction orthogonal to the 



orientation of the edge, ov^ing to the aperture effect (Wallach, 1935; Wuerger, Shapley 

and Rubin, 1996, Marr and Ullman, 1981). the majority of the local motion detectors will 

signal motion in the orthogonal direction of motion of the long edges of the blobs. The 

geometric analysis of the previous section shows that for a fixed ratio of component ^ 

grating speeds, /; / r^, as the difference between the directions of the two component 

gratings, 0, - f t , decreases and the sh^ie of the blobs become more elongated, the 

orthogonal direction of motion of the longer edges of the blobs. ^ . will tend towards the 

vector sum direction of the component gratings, TTtus the majority of the local motion 

detectors will signal motion in a direction which is increasingly biased, as 

6*̂—6*2 decreases, towards the vector sum direction of the component grating. 

In the second stage of the model, we propose that the outputs of the local motion 

detectors are combined using a recursive Bayesian estimation process. The estimate 

computed in the first iteration of the estimation process will thus form the model's 

predicrion of the perceived plaid velocity in a short initial period of stimulus presentation. 

As we have already discussed, this estimate will be dominated by flie majority of local 

motion detectors which signal the orthogonal motion of the blobs in the ^ direction. We 

have also shown, in equations (3) and (4) respectively, that as the difference between 

component grating directions, ^, - ^ 2 ' decreases: (i) the long edge of the blob will 

become longer and therefore drive an increasing majority of local motion detectors; and 

(ii) the orthogonal motion of the blobs in the ^ direction approaches the vector sum 

direction of the component gratings. Hence it follows that, as the angle between die 

component gratings decreases, the first velocity estimate formed by the model, and 

therefore the initial plaid velocity predicted by the model, will be increasingly biased 

towards the 4 direction, which itself will approach the vector sum direction of the 
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component gratings. This is precisely what Yo and Wilson (1992) observed in their 

psychophysical experiments. 

For example, consider one of the Type (! plaids used by Yo and Wilson in their 

experiments. The parametersofthecoraponent gratingsofthisplaidare: ^, = 7 0 J ° , , 

ft. = 48.2*, r, = I J 3 , and r, - 2.67. Then, for these values: 6,-0^= 22.3°, 0,^^ = 0.2', 

rff^.-3.9, 0,^ -55.6°, ^^=4 .0 . ^ - 5 9 . 4 \ ^-(9,., -3.8° and 5^/.!^ =5 .1 . The blobs are 

thus elongated (edge ratio of 5:1) and move orthogonally to their longer edges in a 

directioti which is less than 4" from the vector sum direction of the component gratings, 

hi Yo and Wilson's experiment, the perceived direction of the plaid motion in the initial 

period of presentation was observed to be approximately 60°. This is close to the vector 

sum direction of 55.6°, and almost exactly equal to the orthogonal direction ^ = 59.4' of 

if, 

motion of the longer edges of the blobs. 

The velocity estimate formed by the model during subsequent iterations of the 

recursive estimation process will also be influenced by the majority of local mtrtion 

detectors which signal the orthogonal direction ^ of the longer edges of the blobs. 

although this influence will gradually decrease with each iteration (see the simulation 
_s- '-.• 

model <fescrTption below) leading to convergence to a steady-aate velocity estimate. Thus 

for long stimulus presentations the perceived direction of the plaid motion predicted by 

the model will continue to be biased, but to a lesser extent, in the direction 

l*-(^i+tf j ) /2 , the mean of the component gratings'directions. This is precisely what 

Ferrera and Wilson (1990) observed, i.e. that the perceived direction of the ptaid motion 

has a small residual bias, after approximately ISOmsof presentation time, of between 8° 

10 



and 10° towards the mean of the component gratings' directions, in tfiis case for plaids 

with component grating separations of between 22.3" and 51.6°. A similar residual bias 

was observed by Burke and Wenderoth (1993). They found in addition that as the 

difference in component grating directions decreased from 40° to 10°, the residual bias 

increased from 2° to 17°. This dependence of the residual bias on the difference in 

component grating directions was observed for a constant value of ^ = (d, +0^)12. 

Hence they argued thai the bias could not be due to the orthogonal direction of motion of 

the elongated blobs which remained constant in this experiment. In our model however 

the strength of both the initial and the residual bias is determined by the length of the 

long edges of the blobs, since this determines the number of local motion detectors which 

signal the orthogonal 1-D motion of the blob edges in the^ direction. Since the 

elongatiw) of the blobs increases with decreasing difference in the direction of motion of 

the component gratings, as shown by equation (3), it follows that the residual bias will 

always be towards the ^ direction, but will increase as the difference in component 

grating directions decreases. 

The theoretical predictions of the model, presented above, are largely qualitative in 

nature, but will be confirmed in a more quantitative form in section 3 of the paper, where 

we describe the results from using of a computational version of our model to simulate 

111 
the perceptual experiments of Yo and Wilson (1992), Bowns (1996) and Burke and 

Wenderoth (1993). The form of the computational model is described in the next section. 

2 3 Computational model description 

To quantify the predictions of our model and, in particular, to demonstrate the 

convergence of the estimated direction of the Type 11 plaid motion towards the true IOC 
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direction, we will use a computational version of the model to simulate the 

psychofrtiysical experiments of Yo and Wilson(l992)and Burke and WCTideroth (1993). 

A detailed description of the model has been given previously (Dimova and 

Denham, 2009). where the nrodel was used to explain the initial direction bias in the "" 

velocity of anooth eye pureuit eye movements {Masson and Stone. 2002; Wallace, Stone 

and Masson, 2005). Briefly, the input to the model is the luminance function I(x,y,l) of 

equation (1), describing the plaid pattern and its motion, which is presented in a 2 0 0 x 

200 pixel visual space. Local motion detectors measure the spatia! M«i temporal 

derivatives I-,,!,,!, of Iix,y,l) in a number of 10 x 10 pixels, non-overlapping windows 

uniformly distributed across the visual space, using a simple spatial and temporal shift 

mechanism. These measurements are then related to the pattern velocity vector 

the ^^ient-based equation (Fennema and Thompson. 1979): 

"y 
by 

.̂=[A '.] 
L^J 

+rf (5) 

where r; is additive zero mean, normally distributed measurement noise. A recursive 

algorithm, well-known as the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1961), is used to determine a least 

squares estimate of the velocity vector b^ed on the set of measurements fix»m the local 

motion detectors, as the best-fit solution to the corresponding set of gradient-based 

equations (5). The velocity estimate in the estimation algorithm is initialised to zero, 

which corresponds assigning a zero mean, a priori velocity distribution in the Bayesian 

ftnmulation of the estim^ion algorithm. 

As we have described, the bias in the first velocity estimate fcwmed by the model 

results from the large number of local motion detectors for which the measured 

derivatives i^JyJ, correspond to the 1-D motion of the longer edges of the blobs. For 

these detectors many solutions to the corresponding gradient-based equations (5) are 

possible, corresponding to the aperture effect (Wallach, 1935; Wuei^er, Shapley and 
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Rubin, 1996, Marrand Ullman, 1981). The zero-valued initial velocity estimate provides 

a constraint on the estimate formed by the first step of the algorithm, which results in an 

best-fit solution being selected for which the magnitude of the velocity estimate is 

smallest. This corresponds to the solutions to (5) for each local motion detector for which 

the selected velocity is in the direction orthogonal to the longer edges of the blobs. Thus 

the estimate formed in the first step of the algorithm will be strongly biased in this 

direction, with the strength of the bias dictated by the number of motion detectors 

signalling the direction. As we have shown, the bias will be stronger as the difference 

between the directions of the component gratings decreases, since this results in a greater 

elongation of the blobs. 

In contrast, measurements of I,,Iy,l, from the local motion detectors which signal 

Ae 2-D motion of the end-points of the btobs result in a unique (within the noise) 

solution to the corresponding set of gradient equations (5) . This solution corresponds to 

the vector sum direction of the/jro(A/c/ gratings, and thus, equivalently, to the veridical, 

IOC direction of the plaid. These local motion detectors will therefore influence the 

estimate of plaid direction towards the IOC direction, both in the initial step of the 

algorithm and in all further steps. However, lowering the contrast of the plaid stimulus, or 

equivalently reducing the signal to noise ratio in equation (5) , will result in a weaker 

influence of this solution, and thus allow a greater bias in the estimated direction of the 

plaid towards the vector sum direction of the componeni gratings. 

As the number of iterations of the recursive estimation algorithm increases, the 

effect of the l-D local motion detectors will decrease in relation to that of the 2-D motion 

detectors, since the velocity estunate formed in each iteration of the algorithm becomes 

the prior estimate for the next iteration. This gradually rela.xes the effect of the zero prior 

conslrainton the solution to (5) corresponding to the set of outputs of the l-D motion 
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detectors, aUowJng the solution to (5) corresponding to the stA of outputs of the 2-D 

motion detectors to increasingly influence the velocity estimate at each iteration. 

In the following section we will show by simulations of the computational version 

of the model that, in accordance with the above thcOTetical predictions, the model also 

yields quantitative predictions of the perceived direction of plaid motion which closely 

resemble the experimentally obtained data of Yo and Wilson (1992), Bowns (1996) and 

Burke and Wenderoth (1993). ^ ^ 

3. Simulation Results 

3.1 SimolatioD of the Type II plajd experiments of Yo aad Wilson (1992) and Bowns 
(1996) 

In Figures 2a - 2 t we show the results obtained using the computational mode! to 

simulate the psychophysical experiments of Yo and Wilson (1992) and Bowns {1996). 

Yoand Wilson (1992) used as stimulus three differeni Type U plaids (see their Figure 2), 

although the results were not given for all three plaids for each of the experiments. The 

main experiments, which we simulate here, observed the perceived direction of plaid 

motion as functions of presoitation duration and pattern contrast. Their results on 

presentation duration are given for the piaid with the following parameters: fl, = 70.5', 

6; =48.2°,/; =1-33, r j - 2 . 6 7 , j , =53=1.5, i 9 , - 6 , - 2 2 . 3 ' . <9„. =0.2". r^. =4.02, 

Oy^ = 55.6°, r^ = 3.93. For the product plaid representation, these parameters give: 

^ = 59.4 , ^ - 6 ^ . ^ = 3 . 8 ' , / ; = 2.0, r , = 3 . 5 , s^=l.5, s^ = 0.3 and J ^ / J ^ =5.0. Note that 

t>6th the speed and spatial frequency of the higher spatial frequency product grating are 

similar to those of the component gratings. 

For this plaid, two observers reported a perceived direction of motion of 

approximately 60° after 60 ms of presentation, reducing to approximately 15" and 30° 

respectively after 90 ms, and to approximately 0° (the IOC direction) after \ 50 ms. Note 
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that the reduction in the bias was apparently gradual rather than occurring 

discontinuous!y as might be expected if additional 2-D motion mformation became 

available after some fixed time delay, as was suggested in the Wilson et ai (1992) model. 

When the plaid contrast was varied, with values of 5%, 50% and 100%. the observed ' * 

initial bias at 60 ms was 60°. 40° and 30° respectively, and the length of time for the bias 

to reduce lengthened considerably with decreasing contrast. For a contrast of 5-10%, a 

substantial bias of approximately 25° was observwl after I sec of presentation. 

{Figure 2 about here} 

We can compare these experimental results with the graph shown in Figure 2a. which 

shows the model results for this plaid. As the graph sbows, the bias in the estimated 

direction at the first iteration for the three values of confrast, 25%!, 50% and 100%, are 

remarkably similar to the initial perceived bias observed experimentally. We note also 

that the convergence time decreases substantially with increasing contrast, and that there 

is a considerable steady-state bias for all contrasts of up to 25° for this plaid, again as 

observed experimentally. Figures 2b and 2c show the same simulations for the other two 

plaids used by Yo and Wilson (1992), but for which they did not report the results as 

fully as for the first plaid. These graphs show similar characteristics of the variation in 

magnitude and convergence rate of the db-ection bias with contrast as in Figure 2a, but 

with the steady-state bias reducing with increasing difference in the directions (47.4° and 

51.6° respectively) of the component gratings in Figure 2b and 2c, to between 4° and 10°. 

In Feirara and Wilson (1990). the perceived steady-stale bias for similar Type II plaids 

was approximately 6°. 
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bi Bowns (1996), a number of experiments were carried out which attempted to 

establish whether or not the mi^rception ofthe plaid direction observed by Yo and 

Wilson (1992) generalises to all Type Ilptaids and is due to a temporal delay in Fourier 

and non-Fourier motions processing as proposed in the parallel pathway model of Wilson 

et al (1992). Here we have simulated their Experiment 3 which used Type II plaids very 

similar to those used by Yo and Wilson (1992). The component gratings tor these plaids 

had the same spatial frequencies (1.3 cycles/") and orientations (202° and 225°) but 

differed in the ratio of their speeds, which ranged from 1:0.45 to 1:0.75, with the speed of 

one ofthe component gratings held constant at 3.13 "/sec. Tlie experiments used a 

simple forced choice response which required subjects to report either a plaid direction to 

the right or to the left of "the vertical", i.e. 90°. The component grating directions and 

speeds were such that the vector sum direction remained virtually constant. varying from 

29° to 32*" to the left ofthe vertical, for the varying speed ratios, whereas the IOC 

direction varied from 28° to 2° to the right ofthe vertical. 

The experiments revealed that for the two speed ratios at the e.\treme ends ofthe 

above range, subjects reported a perceived direction of plaid motion which shifted from 

100% in the vector sum direction (i.e. left of vertical), for a speed ratio of 1:0.75, to 

100% in the IOC direction (i.e. right of vertical), for a speed ratio of 1:0.45. This was 
.1 

interpreted in Bowns (19%) as: "a rather surprising complete reversal of the perceived 

motion in the direction ofthe IOC". 

We simulated the cases ofthe two plaids at the extremes ofthe ranges of speed 

ratios referred to above. The experimental data was also simulated by Weiss and Adelson 

(1998) - see our discussion of their model in section 4. The simulation results from our 
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model are described in Figure 2d (for a speed ratio of 1:0.75) and 2e (for a speed ratio of 

t :0.45) in the form of vector space diagrams. As these Figures show, changing the ratio 

of the component grating speeds from 1:0.75 to 1:0.45 is sufficient to move the both the 

estimate formed in the fu^t step of the estimation algorithm, v,,, and the steady- state 

estimate. v„ of the perceived plaid direction from being on the left of the vertical (vector 

sum side) to being on the right of the vertical (TCK; side). ,— '''H*--

The difference in the directions of the first step velocity estimate v̂ , for the two 

speed ratios is 21° (108° vs. 87°). However the difference in the first step direction bias 

estimate (relative to the IOC direction) is only 5° (20° from iOC vs. 25°). For the steady-

state velocity estimate v„, the estimated direction differs by 24° (102° vs. 78°) for the 

two speed ratios, but the difference in the estimated bias is only 2° (14° fhim IOC vs. 

16°). "*• 

Thus the change in the estimated bias is small with this change in speed ratio, 

both in the first step of the algorithm and after convergence, and we suspect that the 

change in the perceived bias is also small. The simple forced choice response of left or 

right of the vertical appears however to have resulted in an interpretation in Bowns 

(1996) that there is a large change in bias which leads to a reversal in the perception of 
• I 11 • 

the plaid motion directicm from the IOC to the vector sura direction. 

We suggest an alternative interpretation, supported by our simulation results (see 

Figures 2d and 2e), that the value of the perceived bias for the two speed ratios is almost 

the same, but that the change in speed ratio results in a shift in the IOC direction towards 

the vector sum direction, causing the perceived moti(»i direction to switch from right side 

of the vertical to the left side. 
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In the DiscussioB section we will describe also our simulation resuhs for the set of 

plaids used in Experiment 2 of Bowns (1996), with aogutardifFercnces between 

component gratings in a range between 10" and 90°, and a speed ratio of 1:0.5. 

'•' k'. 

3J2 Simulation of the experimeflts of Barke and Weaderotb (1993) 

In Figure 3, we show the results obtained using the computational model to simulate the 

psychophysical cxperimentsof Burke and Wenderoth (1993), in which they used Type II 

plaids to study the dependence of the steady-state mispercefrtion of plaid direction on the 

angular difference between the component grating directions. The plaids were 

constructed using component gratings with angular differences of 10", 20°, 30° and 40°. 

The true plaid direction was 270" and the stimulus was presented for 10 sec. Two 

experiments were carried out: in the first, the component directions were chosen so that 

the mean was constant at 295°; in the second, one component direction was kept constant 

at 315". Figures 3a and 3b show the results from each experiment, both the perceived 

ptaid direction obtained in the Burke and Wenderoth (1993) study (A symbols) and the 

direction estimated by the mottel (• symbols). In Figure 3a the mean componait direction 

is 295°, and in Figure 3b this direction varies and is shown by the dashed line. 

I Figure 3 about here} 

The g r ^ s In Figure 3 show that the estimated plaid direction from the model 

simulation varies with the difference in component grating direction and displays in both 

cases the same trend in the variation as observed in the Burice and Wenderoth (1993) 

study, aithou^ with a slightly greater bias towards the mean component direction of up 

to 9". Importantly the model shows in Figure 3b the same non-linear variation of the 

estimated direction with component separation as was observed experimentally for the 

perceived direction. 
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3 J Robastness of the model ' 

In the above cited experiments and those that are described later in the Discussion, the 

stimuli were presented in a circular windows with the following diameters: Yo and 

Wilson (1992) - diameter = 8°; Downs (1996) - diameto" = 3°: Stone. Watson, and 

Mulligan (1990)-diameter = 5.4° ; Champion. Hammett,andThompson (2007)-

diameter = 6° ; Alais, Wenderoth, and Burke (1997) - diameter = 3°, 6° and 12°. We do 

not have any information on the size of the stimulus used in the experiments of Burke and 

Wenderoth (1993). In the simulations described in Section 3.2 and in the Discussion, we 

display the image in a circular aperture of diameter 200 pixels; thus the size of our 10 x 

10 pixel window corresponds to between 0.15° and 0.6°. This is in close accordance with 

an average receptive field diameter measurement, for VI cells in humans, of 

approximately 0.25° at the fovea, rising linearly to approximately 0.6° at 6° eccentricity 

(Smith, Singh, Williams and Greenlee, 2001). 

Since our results closely match the experimental results in each of these 

experiments, we can infer that our model results are robust if the 10 x 10 pixel window 

represents a receptive field diameter of between 0.15° and 0.6°, which is the approximate 

physiological range for VI cells. 

Our model breaks down when the simple algorithm we use to calculate the image 

intensity derivatives fails to produce acceptably accurate results. This happens when the 

sp^ial frequency of the stimulus is sufficiently high that the spatial period falls within a 

single window, ie is less than 10 pixels, corresponding to a frequency of 0.1 cycies/pixel, 

or between 6.7 cycles/" (corresponding to wmdow size of 0.15° and a stimulus aperture 

diameter of 3°) and 1.6 cyclesA" (corresponding to a window size of 0.6'' and a stimulus 
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aperturediameterof 12"). Thus, for the simulations of the Alaiseta!( 1997) experiments 

described in the Discussion, in which the ^lerture diameter is 3*̂ , we did not simulate the 

result for a stimulus of 6 cycles/". 

It is important to note that the parameters of the model were held constant for all 

the simulation results described in this Section, i.e. for the Yo and Wilson (1992), the 

Bowns(l996), and the Burke and Wenderoth (1993) experiments. ••.-"' 

.• ij 
--I • . 

4. Discussion ' '̂  ;' 

The original two-stage model (Adelson and Movshon, 1982; Movshon et al, 1985)) has 

dominated research in plaid motion perception for almost thirty years, leading to an 

almost universal view that the first stage of plaid motion analysis involves the detection 

of the 1-D motion of the component gratings, carried out by component-direction 

selective neurons in VI (see the review by Pack and Bom (2008)). It is important to note 

however thai the available evidence is almoa entirely based on using symmetric Type I 

plaids, in which Uie component ^^tings move with equal speeds. For the psychophysical 

experiments of Movshon et at (1985) the difference in directionsof the component 

gratings was 120°, for their physiological exp^ments in cat and monkey VI and in 

monkey MT (Movshon et al, 1985) the angular difference was 90°, and for Movshon and 

Newsome's (1996) physiolo^cal experiments in monkey VI the difference was 90° or 

45°. Fwsuch plaids, a neuron in primary visual cortex (VI) which responds optimally to 

the motion of a single grating, produces little response to a plaid moving in its optimal 

directicHi, as would be predicted from the orientations of the component gratings if the 

neurons were only responding to the 1 -D motion of the gratings (Movshon et al, 1985). 
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Our proposed model suggests that neurons in VI respond b(Hh the 1-D and 2-D motion of 

the blob features of the plaid, and in the case of Type II plaids are driven by the 1-D 

edges and 2-D end-points of the elongated blobs. Moreover, we suggest that the 2-D 

motion is detected by end-stopped cells in V1, as observed by Pack et al (2003). As we V 

have discussed above, this model leads to theoretical and simulation results which closely 

mimic the physiological observations of perceived direction for such plaids. So how does 

the model explain the component-selective responses for VI neurons in the case of Type 

I plaids, as observed by Mov^on et al (1985) and Movshon and Newsome (1996). in 

particular as the neurons observed by Movshon and Newsome (1996) were apparently 

mostly of the end-stopped variety ? 

For Type I plaids in which the difference in the component grating directions is 

90". the blobs take the form of small square regions of high luminance which are alipied 

in the same orientations as the component gratings. Therefore, a neuron which is 

optimally responsive in the direction of the plaid motion, and with a long, narrow 

receptive field oriented orthogonally to the plaid direction, will respond sub-optimaily to 

the two lines of blobs, each moving at 45" to the optimal direction for the neuron, in 

exactly the same way as if it were respwnding to the component gratings themselves, as 

shown by Tinstey et al, 2003. Little or no 2-D motion signal in the direction of the plaid 

would be delected due to the absence of well defined end-points in the stimulus, in 

contrast to the case of Type II plaids with elongated blobs. It is significant however that 

Movshonand Newsome (1996) observed a degree of pattern-selective respwnse in two of 

the nine neurons they measured. Thus, we suggest, for such neurons and for symmetric 

Type I plaids, it is not possible to distinguish whether the neurons are responding to the 
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componeot gratings or to the lines of small square blobs (which we will refer to as blob-

lines) present in the plaid moving in the same directions as the component gratings. The 

lines foraied by the blobs arc certainly more perceptually salient to the human observer 

than the individual component gratings. 

in our model the outputs of the local motion detartOTs signalling the two .. 

orthogonal l-D motions of the blob-lines described above will be combined in the second 

stage by the estimation algorithm to yield the vector sum of these two motions, the 

direction of which corresponds exactly to the IOC direction of motion in the case of a 

Type 1 ptaid. Note that no initial or steady-state perceived direction bias was observed for 

Type 1 plaids by Ferreraand Wilson (1990) or Yo and Wilson (1992). It is also possible 

that the 2-D motion of the individual blobs may be signalled by VI neurons with short, 

wide receptive fields, as observed by Tinsley et al (2003). The combination of the outputs 

of the 2-D motion detectors and the I-D motion det£s:tors in the second stage of the 

model would reinforce the conyiutation of the velocity estimate in the true plaid 

direction. 

In summary, we argue that for symmetric Type I plaids, with a difference between 

thecomponent grating directions of around 90°. the I-D motion detectors in VI will 

respond in ex^tty the same way to the blob-lines as to the component gratings. Since die 

blob-lines and the component gratings are indistinguishable, in terms of their orientation, 

directitHi, spatial frequency aid speed, it is thus impossible for any experiment with such 

Type I plaids to distinguish between a model in which the first stage responds to the I -D 

motion of the component gratings and one in which the first stage responds to the l-D 

motion of the biob-lines. Since, in addition, the direction of a symmetric Type I plaid is 
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given by flie simple avenging (vector averse) of the I-D motion directions, it is 

impossible to distinguish between a model in which the second stage computes the IOC 

direction from one in which the second stage computes the vector average direction. We 

therefore conclude that the psychophysical experiments (Welch. 1989; Derrington and ^ 

Sucre, 1991; Derrington and Badcock, 1992) using symmetric Type 1 plaids, which have 

apparently confirmed the two-stage model of Adelson and Movshon (1982), are wholly 

inadequate in this respect. In contrast, the psychophysical experiments with Tyjje II 

plaids (Yo and Wilson, 1992) strongly challenge the Adelson and Movshon model. 

It is worth noting here that our theoretical analysis of the plaid blobs indicates, for 

asymmaric Type 1 plaids with an angular separalion of component directions of >90° 

(e.g. the plaid in Figure Ic), that a similar elongation of the blobs occurs, and that the 

longer edges increase in length as the angular separation increases. Also the orthogonal 

direction of the longer edges of the blobs approaches the vector sum direction of the 

component gratings. Hence our model predicts for such plaids a significant bias in the 

perceived direction of plaid motion towards the vector sum direction of the componCTit 

gratings and away from the true IOC direction, of comparable magnitude to that observed 

for Type II plaids. As far as we are aware, no psychophysical or physiological 

experiments have been carried out for such Type I plaids. 

A recent model of motion integration (Weiss and Adelson, 1998; Weiss etal, 

2002) aimed at extending the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model to accommodate the 

Yoand Wilson (1992) results. According to Weiss and Adelson (1998) and Weiss et al 

(2002). their model captures the uncertainty in the 1-D motion of the component gratings 

in the case of low contrast by using a Bayesian estimation process. The BayesJan 
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formulation of the model results in the identification of a distribution of 1-D and 2-D 

velocity measurements which correspond to local likelihood functions. The model 

therefore represents the I-D motion of each of the component gra t ing corresponding to 

the first stage of the Adeison and Movshon model, as a pair of "fuzzy" (Weiss and 

Adeison, 1998) constraint lines in velocity space, the degree of fiizziness being dependent 

on contrast. The estimate of the plaid direction is then given by the mean/maximum of 

the posterior probability dtstributioii, which is computed from the product of the local 

likelihoods and the prior distribution for the velocity estimate. The latter is assumed to be 

GaussiEUi with zero mean according to a "slow and smooth" (Weiss and Adeison, 1998; 

Weiss el al, 2002) hypothesis based on suggestions that human observers prefer the 

slowest motion consistent with the visual input (Ullman, 1979). 

in fact the model described by Weiss and Adeison (1998) and Weiss et al (2002) is 

identical to the first step of the recursive Kalman filter estimation algorithm in our model, 

and therefore produces an identical, biased first step estimate of plaid direction. Tliere 

appears therefore to be a contradiction between the explanation in Weiss and Adeison 

(1998) of the behaviour of the model in predicting plaid motion, wtiich is solely in terms 

of the 1-D motion of the component gratings, and our explanatiMi. wliich is in tenns of 

the 1-D and 2-D motion of the edges and end-points blobs. The explanation in Weiss et al 

(2002) is esseotialJy the same as that in Weiss and Adelstm (1998) but less detailed and 

with no supporting diagrams. 

To resolve this contradiction, we first consider the plaid used to produce the 

simulation results shown in Figure 2a, and previously discussed in Section 2.2. This plaid 

is also used in Weiss and Adeison (1998) and Weiss et al (2002) as their main example 
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for demonstrating the misperceprion of the direction of Type II plaids. Tlie parameters of 

the component gratings of this plaid are, as given before: 0^ = 70.5' , 0^ = 48.2° ,r, = 1 3 3 , 

and Tj-2 .67, yielding the following values: ^,-ft, =22.3° .^^ . - 0.2", r^^ . -3 .9 , 

ftps-55.6", r,^--4.0, j!> = 59.4\ r^=2.03, r, = 3.46. ^-6^,^ =3.8 and ^,/5„ = 5 . i . For 

a contrast of 50%, our model calculates the initial estimate of the plaid velocity vector v̂ , 

as: speed r,, = 1.84 and direction ft., - 40°. f 

{Figure 4 about here} 

Figure 4a illustrates the plaid, clearly showing the elongated blobs. Figure 4b is a 

velocity space diagram on which the velocity vectors of the component gratings, v, and 

Vj, together with their constraint lines, the initial velocity estimate, v^,, and the IOC and 

vector sum veiocity vectors, v,^. and v^ respectively, are shown (0° is vertically upward 

in this diagram). TTie velocity space diagram in Figure I5d of Weissand Adelson (1998) 

is redrawn as an inset in Figure 4b. 

In their Figure I5d, the tatter authors indicate the magnitude of the vector average 

(VA) velocity of the component gratings, rather than the vector sum velocit>'. Although 

the rf/recf/on of these two velocity vectors are the same, the magnitude (speed) of the 

vector average velocity is half that of the vector sum velocity. 

Weiss et al (2002) explain the bias in the perceived direction towards the vector 

sum/average direction by the statement that "the vector average velocity [speed] is much 

slower than the IOC solution and hence it is favored [by the zero prior] at low contrasts". 

They assume that the Bayes estimate of plaid velocity is based on "local likelihoods 
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[which] are 'fiizzy" constraint lines" (Weiss and Adelscm, 1998) defined by the component 

^^ting velocities. Thus any bias in the estimate towards a speed slower than the [OC 

speed, as a consequence of the zero prior, will automatically result in a shift of the 

direction of die estimated velocity away from the IOC direction and towards the vector 

sum/average direction, i.e. the velocity estimate will be constrained to fall along, or close 

to, the dashed line depicted in Figure 4b. 

The explanation of the perceived direction bias in Weiss et a! (2002) and Weiss and 

Adelson(I998) is thus based on the Adelson and Movshon (1982) model of plaid 

perception, in which only the I-D motion of the component gratings are detected in the 

first stage of analysis of the plaid motion, and tfieir model is presented as a Bayesian 

extension of this model. Tliis is clearly reflected in their explanation since they indicate 

that their model forms local likelihoods as "fiizzy" constraint lines defmed by the 1-D 

motion of the component gratings. However their model as ours, undoubtedly detects 

both the I-D and 2-D moticm that is present in the stimulus in the forai of the motion of 

the edges and end-points of the blobs, as is clearly demonstrated by their depiction (in 

Figure 3 of Weiss el al (2002)) of the likelihood Junctions generated by their model for a 

moving diamond stimulus. Tt is surprising therefore that no reference is made to the 

likelihood functions fomied from the 2-D motion in the plaid stimulus, and their role m 

fiuming the estimate. 

We offer here an altCTnative explanation for the perceived plaid motion, which is 

based on the 1-D and 2-D motion ofihe edges and end-points of the blobs. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4c. Here we show the velocity vectors corresponding to the 

orthogonal motion of the longer and shorter edges of the blobs in the plaid. 
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respectively, and their constraint lines, togedier with the IOC and vector sum velocities, 

v,̂ .̂ and v,;̂  respectively, of the component gratings. Also shown are the velocity 

estimates from our model for the first step (v^, - 1.83; 0^, = 40°), the fifth step 

(Vrf-2.38; fi*,, =25') . and in die steady-state ( v „ = 2.62; 6 '„=I8') . 

It is clear that the initial estimate v̂ , lies very close to the velocity vector v^, 

corresponding lo the orthogonal motion of die long edge of the blob, and to ihe maximum 

of the likelihood ftinclion (the "fuzzy" constraint line) for v^. Subsequent velocity 

estimates in turther iterations of the recursive algorithm get closer to this maximum, and 

also to the velocity vector v,̂ ^ . Note that the effective prior for each step in the 

estimation algorithm is given by the velocity estimate in the previous step, which together 

with the influence of the likelihood function corresponding to the 2-D velocity of the end-

points of the blobs, v,^^, leads to the convergence of the estimate towards the IOC 

velocity. X ^ ' 

To reinforce our account of the model behaviour, we provide a further piece of 

evidence that the first stage of plaid motion perception is based on the I -D and 2-D 

motion of the blobs rather than the l-D motion of the component gratings. Stone, Walson 

and Mulligan (1990) investigated the effect on the perceived plaid direction of making 

the contrasts of the component gratings unequal. They based their investigation on the 

Adelsonand Movshon(1982)nK>del,assuniingtheirfirst stage in which the l-D 

velocities of the component gratings were detected to be correct. They hypothesised that 

the low contrast grating would be delected at a lower speed than the true value and that if 
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this erroneCHis value were used in a second stage IOC calculation of plaid direction, a 

significant contrast-dependent error in the perceived plaid direction would result. They 

used a Type I plaid with angular ^paration of the component gr^ings of 120°, and 

changes in the ratio of the speeds of the component gratings to vary the true direction of 

the plaid whilst maintaining a constant plaid speed. In this way they found that the 

perceived plaid direction was biased towards the direction of the higher contrast grating 

and this bias increased for increasing contrast ratio, and also for decreasing total contrast 

(the sum of the grating contrasts). At 5% total contrast, the average observed bias varied 

between 0°, at a contrast ratio of 1, to-16°, at a contrast ratio of 4:1. A maximum bias of 

20° was observed for a total contrast of 10% and a contrast ratio of 8:1. The modified 

Adelson and Movshon (1982) model proposed by Stone et al (1990) using perceived 

rather than actual component speeds appeared to give qualitatively similar results to those 

observed (see their Figure I!). However, similar experiments by Champion, Hammett 

and Thompson (2007) appeared to invalidate the modified iOC model of Stone et ai 

(1990), since it would also predict a bias towards the direction of the low contrast 

component at high component grating speeds due to an increase in the perceived speed of 

low-contrast patings for ^ ^ i n g speeds above -12 deg/s (Champion et al, 2007). 

Champion et al. observed an increasing bias with component speed which was always 

towards the direction of the high contrast componoit e x c ^ for the very lowest 

component grating speeds, but a decrease in the bias at the highest component speeds 

(above 12 deg/s), consistent with their observed switch in the contrast-related 

misperception of grating speed for higher speed gratings. It diould be noted however that 

Champion et al used plaids of total contrast equal to 90%, compared to the total contrast 
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values of between 5% and 40% used by Stone et al. They also used component gratings 

with angular separation of 90°, compared with the 120° angular separation used by Stone 

et al. Champion et al also suggest that their results are inconsistent with the Bayesian IOC 

model of Weiss et aJ (2002), since that model relies upon the jierceived speed of the -V 

gratings being smaller for lower contrast, and hence higher uncertainty, owing to the 

greater influence of the "slow" prior. Champion et al also claim that their results are 

inconsistent with several other models of plaid perception including the l-Dand 2-D 

parallel pathways model of Wilson et al (1992), and the blob tracking model of Alais, 

Wenderoth and Burke (1994). r 

(Figure 5 about here} 

Applying our model to this data shows that it replicates the misperception of the 

direction of plaid motion towards the direction of the higher contrast grating, but the 

magnitude of the bias in the estimated direction is dependent on the spatial frequency of 

the component gratings. The case of a plaid with a separation of component grating of 

120° , 60° either side ofthe vertical (0°) and a contrast ratio of 4:1 is shown in Figure 5a. 

It is clear that the salient feamre of this plaid is a set of blob-lines which are formed from 

ajoining-upof the plaid blobs. The direction of motion of the blobs is the iOC direction 

of the component gratings, i.e. the plaid direction of 0°, but the orthogonal direction of 

motion of the blob-lines is 300°, the direction of the higher contrast component grating. 

The estimated plaid direction computed by our model is 308°, giving a bias of 52''away 

from the IOC direction of 0° towards the h i^e r contrast grating direction, much greater 

than that measured by Stone et al (1990), where the direction error was up to 20° for this 
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contrast ratio (4:1). However, our resuh was obtained for a grating spatial frequency and 

a viewing aperture shown for the plaid Diustraled in Figure 5a. corresponding to -14 

cycles of the component ^ ^ i n ^ being present within the viewing aperture. If the 

gratings' spatial frequency and the viewing aperture are changed to approxim^e that used 

by Stone et a) (1990) and Champion et al (2007). approximately 6 cycles of the 

component gratings are present in the viewing aperture, as illustrated by the piaid in 

Fi^ire 3b. The blob lines are still clearly visible but the size of the blobs is greater by 

about a factor of two. In this case, the estimated plaid direction computed by our model is 

342°, giving a bias towards the direction of the higher contrast grating of 18°, comparable 

to that measured by Stone etal (1990) for this contrast ratio (4:1). The bias computed by 

our model for the contrast ratio of 2:1 was 7°, which is consistent with the Stone et al 

result of ^proximately 1" for ifae 5% cratrast case, and with the results of Chfunpion & 

at (2007) who used a contrast ratio of 2:1 and obtained a maximum bias of approximalely 

The above example illustrates the importance, both in psychophysical experiments 

and in modelling, of the choice of the spatial fi^uency of the component Ratings in 

relation to the viewing angle/aperture of the stimulus. Our model results would suggest 

that if the psychophysical experiments of Stone etal (1990) or Champion et al (2007) had 

been carried out using a higher component grating spatial frequency, a far ^eater bias 

towards the higher contrast gnrting would have be«i obtained, owing to the ^^ater 

salience of the 1-D motion of the blob-lines in the direction of the higher contrast grating, 

compared to that of the 2-D motion of the blobs themselves, when viewing dte plaid. 
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Alaisetal(1997) investigated the effect ofblob size and number on perceived piaid 

direction, in this case for Type 11 plaids. They showed, by varying both spatial frequency 

and viewing aperture size, that there is a large effect of blob size on the perceived 

direction bias, of up to 14.1", due to changes in the component spatial frequency, but a 

small effect of blob number, of about 5", obtained by changing aperture size whilst 

spatial frequency is held constant. We simulated their experiments with our model, 

keeping the viewing aperture constant and varying the spatial frequency of the 

component gratings. We used three values of spatial frequency: 0.6, 0.3 and 0.2 

cycles/pixel. For the sake of comparing our simulation results with the experimental 

results, we assumed that these spatial frequencies conesponded to the experimental 

values of 3.0, i.5,and 1.0 cycles/". 

{Figure 6 about here} 

We show in Figure 6 the results fiiam Alais et al {1997) (their Figure 5) giving the 

perceived direction as a function of spatial frequency for the 3° aperture case (• 

symbols), together with the steady state direction estimates from the model (Asymbols), 

for each of the component grating spatial frequencies. We do not simulate the 6.0 cycles/" 

owing to the limitations of our mode! in dealing with such h i ^ frequencies due to our 

choice of window size. As can be seen from Figure 6, the estimates of the plaid direction 

are very similar to the perceived experimental values and, importantly, show the same 

trend, with a decrease in the misperceived direction bias as the spatial fi^uency of the 

component gratings increases. 
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It is not clear how a model of plaid perception based on the Adelson and Movshon 

(1982) model might account for the dependence of the misperc^tion of plaid direction 

on component grating ^atial frequency, as observed by Alias et al (1997) and modelled 

by us. Varying the spatial frequency ofthe component gratm^ should have no effect oa 
•• . = • 

the computation ofthe 1-D velocity ofthe gratings, or on the IOC calculation, even ih the 

case of where uncertainty in the component directions is taken into account as in the 

Bayesian IOC model of Weiss et al (2002) and Weiss and Adelson (IS^9). On die other 

hand, our model, which depends on both the I-D and 2-D motion ofthe blobs, is entirely 

consistent with the Alais et a! (1997) results. As noted by them: "These results provide 

further support for the existence of a feature-sensitive mechanism which responds to the 

motion of plaid features and which is tuned to their various qualities". Our model 

provides just such a mechanism. TL'(".•fj 

Other approaches based on a feature tracking mechanism have been proposed 

which are related to the mechanisms that we have described here. In particular. Bowns 

(1996) proposed a feature tracking explanation for the misperception of Type 1! plaids as 

observed by Yo and Wilson (1992) which is based on spa:ific plaid features, "avgL", 

"rainL" and "maxL" which she introduces, and which clearly relate to the blob features 

that we have defined in Section 2. 

In Figure6ofBowiis(1996), these features and their motion are illustrated for a 

plaid in which the directions of motion ofthe two component gratings differ by 10° 

(directions of 90° and 100°). According to our analysis, the blobs in this plaid, which 

appear to correspond approximately in sh^K to the maxL feature, have an edge ratio of 

1:0.09. i.e. the blobs are highly elongated, and the longer edges move in an orthogonal 
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direction of 95°, almost exactly equal to the vector sum direction of 93°. For a component 

grating speed ratio of 1:0.5, our model gives for this plaid an initial direction estimate of 

90°and a final direction estimate of 65°, i.e. 25° to the ri^t hand (IOC = 19°) side of the 

vertical, implying that in a forced choice decision of left or right of the vertical, as in the 

Bowns (1996) experiments, a consistent IOC choice would be likely. At diis point we 

refer the reader back to our description and simulations of Bowns' 1996 experiments in 

Section 3.1. A different explanation is however given in Bowns (1996) for consistent 

iOC result; namely \hat, as stated in the legend to Figure 6 "there are no edges that move 

in the vector sum direction for this plaid". Hence it is concluded thai the choice will 

always be in the IOC direction. 

In Figure 7 of Bowns (1996), avgL, maxL and minL are again illustrated for a plaid 

in whichlhedirectionsof motion of the two component gratings differ by 80° (directions 

of motion of 90° and 170°). In the legend to Ae Fi^ire it is staled again that "there are no 

edges that move in the vector sum direction for this plaid". However, for this plaid our 

analysis shows that the blobs are not elongated, having an edge ratio of 1 ;0.84, which 

would predict a velocity estimate close to the IOC direction. Also for this a plaid, the IOC 

direction (108°) is close to the vector sum direction (114°), and both are thus to the left of 

the vertical. Our model gives initial and final velocity estimates for this plaid which are 

both approximately equal to the iOC direction, thus predicting, in a forced choice of left 

or right of the vertical, a decision of left (vector sum), corresponding to the outcome in 

the actual experiment, as indicated in the legend to Figure 7 of Bowns (1996). 

Finally, in Figure8of Bowns (1996), avgL, maxL and rainL are illustrated for a 

plaid in which the directions of motion of the two component gratings differ by 40° 
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(directions of motion of 90" and 130°). In this case, the legend to Figure 8 indicates that 

whilst neither of the features maxL or minL have edg^ moving in the vector sum 

direction. avgL has an edge which moves in this direction. TTie inference is made that the 

presence of this motion resulted in subjects performing variably with this plaid, one .,)^ 

perceiving it in the IOC direction (right of the vertical) and one in the vector aim '•.•/• 

direction (left of the vertical). From our analysis, for this plaid, and a speed ratio of 1:0.5, 

the blob edge ratio is 1:0-36, i.e. the blobs are somewhat elongated, and their long edges 

move in an orthogonal direction of 110°. close to the vector sum direction of 103°. Our 

model estimates a plaid velocity direction in the first step of the estimation algorithm of 

95" (5° to the left: of the vertical) and a final estimate of 73^ (17° to the right of the 

vertical). The IOC direction is 67°. 

(Figure 7 about here} 

The results from our simulations of the full range of plaids used in Experiment 2 of 

Bowns(1996),ofwhich those discussed above are a subset are shown in Figure 7. The 

plots in Figure 7 show tfie initial and final estimated plaid directions as a function of the 

angular difference between the component grating directions tor these plaids. The shaded 

area in the cexttte of the graph indicates the range of component grating angular 

differences which resulted in an inconsistent choice by subjects between "vector sum 

direction" and "IOC direction" for the corresponding plaids. From these resulte. and our 

discussion above, we suggest that the reason for the observed variability between subjects 

in their choice of IOC or vectw sum direction (Bowns, 1996) lies in the variabiiity of 

subjects in twins of the dependence of their direction perception on the duration of the 

stimulus. As Yoand Wilson (1992) showed, subjects can di^lay considerable 
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differences in this dependence. In Figure 6 of Yo and Wilson, one subject (HRW) 

reported a direction bias of 30° after -90 msec, stimulus duration, from an initial bias of 

~60° at 60 msec. Another subject (HJ) reported a direction bias of 15° after -90 msec.. 

from approximately the same initial bias at 60 msec. Significantly, the stimulus duration v 

used in the BOWTIS (1996) experiments was 80 msec, which would imply that a si^ificant 

variation in perceived bias between subjects at this duration was possible. A similar 

variability to that reported by Yo and Wilson (1992) would therefore probably be 

sufficient to cause the difference in direction choice between the two subjects in the 

Bowns(I996) experiments. 

Whilst our explanation contrasts with that of Bowos (1996), her explanation does 

clearly indicate that there is present in the plaid pattern both motion in the vector sum 

direction (in our analysis the orthogonal 1-D motion of the longer edges of the blobs) and 

in the IOC direction (in our analysis the 2-D motion of the blob end-points). She uses this 

fact to propose that the variation between subjects may result from a competition between 

these two sets of motion information. Our analysis suggests that a Bayesian process 

which using both information sets can also predict this result. 

Another analysis of Type I! plaid misperception based of the motion of featiu-es in 

the plaid was presented in Bowns (2006). Here a squaring operation is performed on the 

plaid and two "components" are identified: "sqHF" and "sqLF" which are derived from 

the squared plaid. TTie description in Bowns (2006) shows that the "components" are in 

fact two gratings formed from the squared plaid pattern, a high spatial frequency grating 

and a low spatial frequency grating, with spatial frequencies and orientations defined in 

the Appendix. They clearly relate to the product gratings, and have the same orientations 
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and direction of motion as these, as illustrated in Figure 1(d) of Bowns (2006). Examples 

of the values for the direction of motion of the sqHF and sqLF are also given for three 

Type n plaids, which were also used in Bowns (1996), showing that the direction of 

motion of the sqHF "component" iscloselothe vector sum direction. This led to the -.. •̂'; 

proposal that the direction of motion of the "components" provided a better overall 

predictor of the misperceived direction of these plaids than either the vector sum, as 

suggested by Yo and Wilson (1992), or the IOC direction, as su^ested by Adelson and 

Movshon (1982). We clearly concur with this conclusion, as our predictions based on the 

motion of the blob edges show. However, Bowns also suggests that there is no motiwi 

energy in the plaids in the IOC direction, so that a full explanation of the misperception 

would "a model that incorporates both squaring and the IOC". Our model however 

incorporates both the 1-D motion of the blob edges, which contain motion energy ctose to 

the vector sum direction, and the 2-D motion of the blob end-points, which contain 

motion energy in the IOC direction. Used together in a recursive Bayes estimatitHi 

framework, we have diown that this model closely predicts a wide range of results on 

perceived direction of plaid motion. 

In Edition to providing plausible explanations for a wide range of existing 

psychophysical and physiological results, new directions for experimental investigation 

are suggested by our model, including monitoring the response to Type II plaid motion of 

end-stopped cells (Hubel and Weisel. 1965; Pack etal, 2(K)3) in layer4bof area VI. the 

layer which contains the majority of V1 neurons projecting to MT. We predict that such 

experiments will indicate that these neurons s i^a l the 2-D motion of the h i ^ luminance 

regions in the plaid, for Type 11 plaids. Additionally, studies of the dynamic response of 
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MT neurons to Type II plaids have, as far as we are aware, not been done, althougii a 

stimulus consisting of a field of short bright bars (Lorenceau. Shiffrar, Wells, and Castet, 

1993) mimics the high luminance regions in Type II plaids. For this bar-field stimulus. 

Pack and Bom (2001) showed that MT neurons initially respond primarily to the % 

component of motion perpendicular to a contour's orientation, but over a period of 

approximately 60 ms the responses gradually shift to encode the true stimulus direction, 

regardless of orientation. Thus the responses of (he MT cells closely parallel the 

psychophysical responses of human observers to the motion of Type II plaids (Yo and 

Wilson. 1992). Similar studies in which the responses of MT neurons are selectively 

inhibited, by lesioning or reversibly cooling (Hupe. James, Payne, Lomber, Girard and 

Bullier, 1998; Supdrand Lamme, 2007) m i ^ t also be able to test our hypothesis that the 

local I-D and 2-D local motion signals are combined to provide the perception of plaid 

motion via a recursive estimation process, which we hj-pothesise is implemented in the 

recurrent interaction between VI and MT, an interaction which has been strongly 

implicated in the perceptual awareness of visual motion (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; 

Steizer, Haynes and Rees, 2006) 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Three examples (a-c) of the representation of a plaid (centre) as the sum (left) 

or the product (right) of two gratings. The velocity space diagram above each plaid shows 

the velocity vectors for each component grating, v, and v, together with the IOC Mid 

vector sum velocity vectors v ,^ and Vy^ . The arrows on the gratings and plaids also 

show their directitms of motion, with the dashed arrow on the plaid showing the vector 

sum direction. T '̂ 

Figure 2. a-c: Simulations of the computational model for three cases of Type 2 plaids 

used in the experiments ofYo and Wilson (1992): 

a. 5i=70.5',fi,=48.2,v,-I.33,Vj = 2.67.6'joc--0.r,61^-55.6=; 

b. 0,=i4.r,0^ =36.9°,v, = 0.25, Vj -2,(9^- =0',(9,.^ =41.7"; 

C. £>, =85.2°,i92 =33.6°,v, -0.4,Vj ^^Atx. =^'AA =37.8". 

and for three different stimulus contrast levels. Tlie results illustrate the dependence on 

stimulus contrast of the initial and final estimates of plaid direction, and of the 

convergence rate of the estimate towards the true IOC plaid direction. Presentation 

duration is represented by the number of iterations of the algorithm, d-e: Vector space 

diagrams showing the model simulation results for Experiment 3 of Bowns (1996). The 

initial v̂ , and fmal v_,̂  plaid velocity estimates from our model are shown together widi 

the component grating velocity vectors v, and Vj, and the vector sura and IOC velocity 

vectors. 

Figure 3. Results from simulations of the computational model for the plaids used in the 

experiments of Burke and Wenderoth (1993), showing in a and b both the perceived plaid 

direction obtained in the experimental study (Asymbols) and the plaid direction 
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estim£ited by the model ( • symbols). In Figure 3a the mean component direction is 295". 

and in Figure 3b this direction varies and is shown by the dashed line. The graphs a and b 

show that the plaid direction estimated by the model varies with the difference in 

component grating direction and displays in both cas^ the same trend In the variation as 

observed in the Burke and Wenderoth (1993) study, although with a slightly greater bias 

towards the mean component direction of up to 9°. From the original diagram for the 

experimental results in this study, perceived errors were in the region of ±3°. ' 

Figure 4. Velocity space diagrams of the plaid used in the experiments of Yo and Wilson 

(1992) and for which the model simulation results are shown in Figure 2a. a. diagram 

JUustrating the plaid, clearly showing the elongated blobs; b. velocity space diagram cm 

which the velocity vectors, v, and v,. of the component gratings, together with their 

constraint lines, the IOC and vector sum velocity vectors v,,^ and v „ . and the velocity 

estimate from our model for the fu-st step, v^,, are shown (O*' is vertically upward in this 

diagram). The inset diagram, is redrawn from Figure 15dof Weiss and Adelson (1998); 

c. velocity space diagram showing the velocity vectors corresponding to the motion of the 

longer and shorter edges of the blobs in the plaid, v̂  and v^. together with their con.straint 

lines, the IOC and vector sum velocity vectors, mid the velocity estimates from our model 

for the first ^ep, v,,, the fifth step v,,, and in the steady-statev„ . An explanation of the 

diagrams is given in the text 

Figure 5. The two plaids used the model simulations of the experiments of Stone et al 

(1990), lowing the effect of tfie spatial frequency of the component gratings on blob 

size and number. Both plaids correspond to an angular separation of component gratings 

of 120°. 60" either side of the vertical (0°) and for each the contrasts of the component 

^^ ingsare in the ratio of 4:1. For the plaid in a. the spatial fi^uency of the component 

gratings is twice that for the plaid on the right. 
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Figure 6. Results from simulations of the computational model for the plaids used in the 

experiments of Alais et al (1997) showing the perceived plaid direction as a function of 

spatial frequency obtained in the experimental study, for the 3° aperture case (Asymbols) 

and the plaid direction estimated by the model ( • symbols). The estimates of the plaid 

direction are very similar to the perceived values (within 4°) and show the same trend, 

with a decrease in the misperceived direction bias as the spatial frequency of the 

component gratings increases. From the original diagram for the experimental results in 

this study, perceived errors were in the region of ±2°. 

Figure 7. Results from simulations of the computational model for the plaids used in 

Experiment 2 of Bowns (1996), showing the initial and final estimated plaid directions as 

a function of the angular difference between the component grating directions for these 

plaids. The shaded area in the centre of the graph indicates those component grating 

angular differences which resulted in an inconsistent choice by subjects between "vector 

sum direction" and "iOC direction" for the corresponding plaids (see the text in the 

Discussion section for a further discussion of these results). 
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